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PREFACE 

Those interested in a record of personal experiences in 
'the steel mills are referred to the excdlent chronicles of 
Messrs. Whiting Williams and C. R. Walker. Nothing of 
that sort is attempted in this study. It purports to be no 
more than an attempt to gather a quantity of loose fragments 
into a united whole and to bring a story up to date. With
some of these fragments even the most casual reader of the 
newspapers is familiar; others 'have remained more obscure. 
Still others must continue obscure for reasons which will 
appear. In spite of the objections of " practical" steel men 
that such work tan have no value, there is considerable eviC" 
dence to the contrary. As a part of that evidence the facts 
presented in the chapter on hours herein are submitted. In, 
this particular case the records, aI1beit scattered, are adequate 
for certain conclusions. Their validity and significance are 
for the reader to judge, 

In securing information it was obviouSly necessary to ap
peal directly to the offices of the United States Steel Cor
poration. Possibly the most widely advertised part of its 
labor policy is its safety campaign, .included in the wider 
field of .. welfare", Consequently, work on this section 
was undertaken first, Mr. C. L. aase, Manager of the 
Bureau of Safety, Sanitation and \Vetfare, and his as
sistant, Mr. H. A. Schultz, supplied considerable quantities 
of data and answered a great many questions. The chapters 
on welfare are, therefore, based very largely on the facts 
they fmnished, When attention was transferred to the 
question of hours and subsequently '1.0 that of wages, re
quests for .information still went through the hands of Mr. 
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8 PREFACE [8 

Qose, although they were usually passed on to Mr. Fi1bert, 
the Comptroller, or to some other official. As the chapters 
on these topics show, the Corporation's records did not con
tain many of the facts an an available shape; that is, they 
were not complete over the entire history of the Corporation, 
or they had been kept as individuai subsidiary .items which 
could not be assembled: withouf Wlwarranted and unjusti
fiable expense. Such items as the aggregate wage for 
manufacturing employees year by year and the fluctuations 
in the common lalbor rate were promptly furnished upon re
quest. For material on the attitude of the Corporation to
ward labor· organizations I was referred· to the published 
statements of Mr. Gary. Most of the data furnished from 
the offices of the Corporation were secured in the spring and 
summer of 1922. After an unavoidalble dday the work was 
completed in the spring of 1924 and submitted to Mr. Dose 
for criticism. 

In his own words those criticisms were that the work was 
"prejudiced, unfair to the Corporation, and in many in
stances not in accordance with the facts ".1 He offered to 
go over. "each point in question" if I desired to " set forth 
the lalbor policies of the Steel Corporation .in their true light." 
In my reply I requested a list of the objed:ionable items but 
this was· refused on the ground that there were " too many 
of them." In the first five minutes of our conversation of 
July 12, Mr. Oose stated ·that he would not cite a specific 
instance of my errors unless I would agree to rewrite the 
entire book in a different" tone." A few questions made' 
it clear that in order to find out exactly what he considered 
to be wrong I must first pledge myself to reverse all the 
major conclusions I had reached. To such a proposal only 
one answer was possible. Subsequently, I was accused of 
being a member of the Third International and of attempting 

1 Letter of July '1. 19240 
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to overthrow the government of the United States. My 
manuscript convicted me of both in the eyes of Mr. Qose. 
But the most disappointing feature of the interview from 
my point of view was the refusal of Mr. Close to br,ing up 
to date certain data that had been previously supplied. The 
gaps resulting fromthi:; refusal are noted as' they appear. 

In spite of my requestMr: Qose did not submit my manu
script to any other official of the Corporation. He expressed 
the opinion, however, that they would probably react ex
actly as he had. For reasons subsequently developed in 
more detail it is possible that such a reaction was inevi
table. These executives are convinced that they are better 
friends of their employees than the labor leaders. They 
also believe their methods of handling labor bring in more 
profits than the method that seems to me more desirable. 
Since I am more interested in industrial democracy than in 
large profits for the Corporation, my conclusions rest in part 
,on considerations which must seem either inuilaterial or 
beside the mark to the Corporation officials. Some of my 
statements may be, as Mr. Close declared, inaccurate, though 
I have made every effort to verify each assertion made and 
test every conclusion drawn. But the principal ground of 
difference between us is not, I am conwnced, lack of agree
ment as to the facts but lack of agreement as to their inter
pretation. Only as Corporation officials substitute for con
siderations of profit considerations of social service in the 
broadest sense will the advantages of more democratic labor 
policies come to be appreciated. It is in the hope of con
tributing something in this direction that these pages have 
been written. 

I should like to thank individual.ly aU those who have 
assisted me in numerous ways, but their numbers niake that 
impossible. Among those who have aided: most materiaMy 
are Mr. C L. Close and Mr. H. A. Schultz of the Corpora-
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tion, Mr. John A Fitch of the New York School of Social 
Work, Mr. F. E. Johnson of the Federal Council of 
ChUTches, and Professor W. F. Ogburn of Columbia. 
Particular acknowledgment is due to Professor R. E. Chad
dock for help in certain statistiC3il problems and to Professor 
H. R. Seager WIder whose direction. the study was under
taken and carried out. Above all, however, I am indebted 
to my wife for aid and encouragement in,every stage of the 
process. 

C. A. G. 
NEW YORE, AUGUST 7. 1924-
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INTRODUCTION 

CONDITIONS IN THE STEEL IN1;>USTRY PRIOR TO THE 

FORMATION OF THE CORPORATION 

As a preliminary to the discussion of the labor policies of 
the United States Steel Corporation I have thought it de
sirable to summarize the available data on conditi0IL9 in the 
industry prior to the Corporation's fonnation. Particularly 
worthy of note are the causa! relations between these con
ditions and the movement toward combination that cul
minated in this greatest combination of them all. 

It may be fairly stated that until 1898 the steel industry 
was substantialdy one of competition. It is true that there 
had been numerous pools and gentlemen's agreements among 
the producers, such as the steel-rail pool formed in 1887, 
the wir~nail pool, formaUy agreed to in 1895, the steel
billet pool of 1896, and the ore pool of the early nineties; 
but substantially there had been competition. In fact, the 
keenness of this competition had been the chief cause .of the 
oolllapse of the agreements that had 'been made. In one 
recorded case the agreement was violated within less than 
24 hours after its adoption.1 

A second feature of this earlier situation was that t,he 
ooncems manufacturing the lighter finished products such 
as merchant bars, tubes, sheets, tin plate, wire, and wire 
nails did not produce their own steel but purchased it from 
the larger steel-making companies. 

I Report of the CommissioMr- 01 Cor-por-atioru D1S the Steel Industry 
(Washington, 1911), pt. i, p. 2. Hereafter referred to as the H, K. S. 
Report.. (Mr. H. K. Smith was the Commissioner of Corporations 
at this time.) 

13] 13 



14 LABOR POUCY OF STEEL CORPORATION 

In the late nineties combination began with a rush and 
proceeded at such a paQ! that in less than three years a very 
substantiall proportion of all the steel-making in the cOWltry 
was in the hands of not quite a dozen large consolidations. 
The Federal Steel Company, inoorporated in September, 
18gB, was <me of the first in this group. It combined the 
Illinois Steel Company, the Lorain Steel Company, the 
Minnesota Iron Company, one of the· most important of 
the ore companies arOWld Lake Superior and the proprietor 
of an ore railroad and a fleet of ore vessels, and the Elgin, 
Joliet and Eastern Railway. As in many other cases the 
primary purpose 9f this combination was to secure integra
tion of productive processes. The concern issued about 
$100,000,000 of capita-l stock and cl?lltrolled approximately 
fifteen per cent of the steel-ingot production of the United 
States. 

In the following year the National Steel Company was 
organized by cOI11!bining the more important of the crude
steel ,manufacturing companies west of the Alleghenies that 
were not already in either the Federal Steel Company or the 
Carnegie Steel Company (Ltd.). The capital stock issue 
of the National was $59,000,000. Its ingot capacity was 
only slightly less than that of the Federal concern, viz., 
twelve per cent of the cOWltry's totaP 

In March,· 1900, a third change was accomplished that 
formaHy united into the Carnegie Company of New Jersey 
the H. C. Frick Coke Company and the Carnegie Steel 
Company (Ltd.). This was more of a reorganization than 
a true combina'tion of formerly competing concerns, for 
the Frick and Carnegie interests had been affiliated for a 
munber of years. The capitad of the new company was 
$320,000,000, !half in bonds, and lit controlled at least 
eighteen per cent of the ingot production of the United 
States. 

I H. K. S. R~po,.t, pp. 2, 3. 
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Since the combined capacity of these three combinations, 
National, Federal, and Carnegie, was nearly half of that of 
the industry, .it might appear that competition had been 
greatly restricted; but since aM three of them were primarily 
engaged ,in the manufacture of crude and semifinished steel 
or of the heavier finished steel products such as steel raiJs, 
beams, plates, and bars, it is probably more accurate to con
sider these earlier combinations as rather ,intensifying com
petition than restricting it. 

Combination was not confu;1ed, however, to companies 
manufacturing crude, semifinished, and heavy finished prod
ucts, for at the same time these 'groupings were being 
affected a second set of consolidations of companieS making 
more highly finished products was going on, The facts on 
this development. are most concisely expressed in the lan
guage of the Report of the Cotnmissionerof Corporations 
O/J the Steel Industry: 

. . . the American Tin Plate Company was organized in 
December, IB98, with $46,000,000 issued capital stock. It ac
quired practically every tin-plate concern in the country, giving 
it an almost complete monopoly of that branch of the industry. 
The American Steel and Wire Company, organized a month 
later, with $go,ooo,ooo capital stock, secured all the leading 
concerns engaged in the production of wire, wire nails, and 
other wire products. The National Tube Company, formed 
in June, ISgg, with $80,000,000 capital stock, acquired concerns 
controlling the bulk of the production of iron and steel wrought 
tubing: A somewhat smaller consolidation of 1899 was the 
American Steel Hoop Company, capitalized at $33,000,000, a 
merger of the principal concerns making hoop steel, especially 
cotton ties. 

Early in 1900 the American Sheet Steel Company was organ
ized, with $49,000,000 issued capital stock, to take over the 
principal manufacturers of steel sheets. The American Bridge 
Company, fomled in April, ~9OOJ with $61,000,000 issued capital 
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stock, controlled the great bulk of the heavy bridge construction 
business of the country, aside from other structural work. The 
Shelby Steel Tube Company, a less important concern incor
porated in February, 1900, with $13,150,000 issued stock, may 
also be mentioned. It had substantial control of the seamless 
tubing industry. 

All of these companies were later merged into the United 
States Steel Corporation.1 

An ~mportant consolidation that did not enter the Cor
poration was the Republic Iron and Steel Company, or
ganized in 1899 with $47,500,000 issued stock, a consolida
tion of the principaa manufacturers of rolled iron products 
in the Middle West. Other companies that did not form 
combinations were expanding their capita:Lization and their 
operations at aibout this time. Among these may be men
tioned the Pennsylvania Steel Company, the Cambria Steel 
Company, the Lackawanna Iron and Steel Company, the 
Jones and Laughlin Steel Company, the Colorado Fuel and 
Iron Company, and the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad 
Company. All of these with .the exception o£ the Tennessee 
Company have remained without the Corporation. 

The principal causes of this earlier combination 'move
ment were: 

I. The restriction of competition through combination. 
2. Integration; that is, the linking up of productive processes 

through acquisition under one control of raw materials 
and manufacturing plants (and in some cases transporta
tion facilities) and through extensions and coordination 
of manufacturing processes. 

3. The creation of a great amount of inflated securities.' 

The first of these was probably the most important. 

I H. K. S. R~p.,,.t, pp. 3. 4-

I Ibid., pp. 4. S. 
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But the results were not altogether as expected. It bad 
been supposed that competition would be mluced to a ru:gli
gible factor, but as a matter of fact the combinations re
counted above had the paradoxica:1 outcome of increasing' 
competition. The cause is not far to seek. Instead of a 
competition between individual firms, none of which was 
particularly dominant, the stage was now set for a battle 
between giants, each provided with financial resources which 
only a few years ago had not been even dreamed of. 

The second desideratum, <integration, had not been ac
complished to the extent that had .been hoped. It should be 
recalled that the new combinations were Toughly grouped 
into two classes: a primary group producing almost alto
gether crude and semifinished steeJ, of which the Carnegie, 
Federal, and National Steel Companies were the most out
standing representatives, and a secondary group making the 
more finished products. The National Steel Company 
possessed some advantages in having intimate relations with 
the other " Moore" concerns, the Sheet, Tin Plate, and Hoop 
combinations. The primary group was dependent upon the 
secondary for a market, and by the same token the latter 
upon the former for its" raw" materials. But very shortly 
it became evident that the companies in the secondary group 
did not intend to remain in a position of dependence, for as 
early as 1900 the .American Steel and Wire Company, which 
had previously bought its crude steel from the Federal Steel 
Company, planned to make its own pig iron and steel; and 
the National Tube COmpany, formerly a steady patron of 
the Carnegie Steel Company, proposed to erect additiorucl 
blast furnaces and steel works. Numerous other concerns 
manifested the same tendencies. But the answer t9 this 
challenge was easy to find and it was not slow in forthcoming. 
The Federal Steel Company prepared to take up the manu
facture of finished products and in the latter part of 1900 
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the Carnegie interests announced that they would proceed 
at once to the erection of an enorm:ot.lS tube mill to take the 
crude steel that the National Tube Company had decided to 
cease purchasing. All these concerns, meanwhile, were ex
erting every effort in an endeavor to secure control of as 
large quantities as possible of the chief raw: materials: iron 
ore and coking coaJl.1 

Such thinly veiled: declarations of war were especially dis
quieting to $e financiers who had underwritten (with the 
hopes of securing promoters' profits) huge quantities of the 
more or less linflatedsecurities of the earlier combinations. 
Moreover, since large blocks of the securities were still in 
the hands of the lfinanciers, and since their value would be 
greatly depreciated by such a conflict as the impending one 
gave promise to be, the alarm of their holders is easily 
tmderstood. On the other fumd, it sb.ouId not be forgotten 
that this fear was not wunixed with elation, for the shrewd
est minds among ,them saw that 3I1though there was a chance 
for enormous losses, there was also an opportunity for 
stUJpe'rldous gains jf It:he situation were only turned in the 
right direction. :Such calculations were based upon the 
realization that business conditions were steadily improving 
and that the readiness of investors to support large com
mercial and financial undertakings was unchecked. 

The four financial groups which controlled a very large 
percentage of the steel industry may be designated as the 
Carnegie, Moore, Morgan and -Rockefeller interests. Though 
there were some connecting Hnks they may fairly be viewed 
as distinct. The dast of these, the Rockefeller interests, 
was entirely concerned with the production and transporta
tion- of iron ore and hence was not so immediately con-· 
cemed with the trouble at hand. The other ,three, however, 
were the financial backers of the three members of the 

1 H. K. S. Report. pp. 9. 10. 
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.. primary" group of steel producers: Carnegie behind the 
Carnegie Steel Company, Moore behind the National Steel 
Company, and Morgan behind the Federal Steel Company. 
To go into the deta.i.ls of .the preliminary skinnishing is un
necessary. F.rom a comparison of the report of H. K. 
Smith, Commissioner of Corporations, and the report of the 
Stanley Committee of the House of Representatives, both 
made ·in 191'1, with A. Cotter's U. S. Steel: A CorjnwatiOft 
with IJ Soul, I have attempted to summarize very briefly! 
what appear to be the fads in the case. 

The Moore interests and the Morgan interests, without 
any appreciable amount of collusion at first, but later with 
a faicly definite tmderstanding, were fighting Carnegie. 
'Both of the former, attOrding to the Stanley committee, 
were heavily over-ca.pitalized. Carnegie, on the other hand, 
was pictured as almost a paragon of virtue in this respect. 
He was atiempt'ing to do no more than make a fair return 
on a capitalization built up by forty years of hard work! 
and the process of turning a faidy large proportion of his 
profits 00ck into the business. His Ifinancial position was 
absolutely sound. 1 If he actually did enter into a price war 
with these other interests whose immense capitaJizations 
were largely water, he would promptly "lick them to a 
frazzle," and, again according to the Stanley Committee, no 
one knew this better than the Morgan interests! Mr. E. 
H. Gary, at that time president of the Federal Company, 
was particularJy energetic in urging upon Mr. Morgan the 
advisability of the purchase of the Carnegie concern. 

The upshot of the matter was that on Marcb 2, 1901, 
J. P. Morgan and Company announced the organization of 
the United States Steel Corporation to acquire control of 

I Report of the Special Committee 10 Investigate ViolawlI!s of the 
Anti-trust Act of 1890 and other Acts, pp. 40. 41. 

'Ibid., pp. 48-50. 
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the following concerns: Carnegie Company (of Xew Jersey), 
Federal Steel Company, American Steel and \\~1Te Company, 
National Tube Company, Xatiooal Steel Company, American 
Tin Plate Company, American Steel Hoop Company, and 
American Sheet Steel Company.' 

At the time of its formation the Corporation CXlDtrolled 
43 per cent of the pig iron production and 66 per cent of the 
steel ingot and castings production of the United States. 
~ob tt has not beld its own it still is the dominating 
figure in the steel industry of the world. As rettntlyas 
June 2, 1922, Judge Gary testified to the Lockwood c0m

mittee that the Corporation bad a monopoly in certain steel 
products and produced about half of the supply of many 
otbers..-

TIle labor force required to maintain this position during 
the twenty-three years of the Corporation's existence bas 
fluctuated b«ween 147,000 and 268,ooa. Of recent years, 
then, something like 1,000,000 persons in the United States 
ba~ lool-ed to the Corporation as their immediate soun::e of 
income, and consequently, from the standpoint of the num
ber of persons affected alone, the labor policy of the Cor
poration deserves the closest study. In this study attention 
wiD be devoted chiefly to the i~ems of hours. wages, attitude 
toward labor organizations, and welfare. Incident to the 

• H. K. S. Rqorl, P. u. 
• Judge Gary stated that the monopoly ~ferred to was DOt ~ 

acquired. bat resulted from the fact that c ..... petinr CXlIICa'DS cticl DOt 
produc:e _ liDes. He did DOt ClqIlaia .-by this siblatioD etistecl. 
NftII Yew' T_s. June 3. 19D- (This Lockwood Committee. more ac
curately described as the New York state joint Iegislatiye committee 011 

housing, cooducted aD inftStigatioa of the housing problem in New York 
in lC)Z2. It was aIleged before it that the t.:nimI States Steel Corporatioa 
could manufacture steel at from $J to $5 a ton less thaD ita competiton" 
and that these c:ompetiton existed 001, OIl sufferance of the Corporatioa. 
Judge Gary was called in to testify c:oocuuing these statcmeots.) 
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discussion of the Corpor-ation'S attitude toward Jabot organi
zations is included a sl-etch of the bOOr relations in the in
dustry prior to 1901, Possibly the facts stated there might 
be better included in this introductory chapter, but the writer 
beli~~ that to do so would involve con.siden.ble· repetition 
and lost motion in later sections and consequently bas c0n

fined this introduction to matters of business and 6nancial 
organization. 



CHAPl'ER. I 

HOURS OF LABOR 

FOR two generations the steel indu9l:ry has been notorious 
for its long hours. The fundamental process in the industry, 
the conversion of iron ore into pig iron in the blast furnaces, 
is necessarily a continuous process. When a furnace is once 
put in blast it is not put out except for a complete cessation 
of work. In the words of the 19I1 report of the Bureau 
of Labor, 

In the blast furnace deparbnent there are strong technical 
reasons for continuous operation not only night and day but 
also 7 days a week. Any long interruption of operations un
less very elaborate preparations for .. banking" are made, is 
not only detrimental to the product but may result in serious 
injury to the furnace ... Even if technically possible, the pro
cess of banking as often as once a week requires the un
productive burning of such tremendous quantities of coke that 
it is unlikely that such a method is commercially profitable.1 

Consequently, blast furnace workers p:lust be on duty twenty
four hours in the day and seven days in the week. The 
simplest method of working continuously, naturally adopted 
in the early days of the industry, was to operate with two 
shifts of men. each working seven twelve-hour turns a ~ecl.:, 

1 Neill, Otarles P., Commissioner of Labor, Report "" Cortditiorss of 
Employment in the I,.on GIld Steel Industry in the United States (Wash
ington, 1913), vol. iii, p. 164. (Hereafter referred to as " Neill.") 

~ [~ 
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the shifts a;ltemating every seven or fourteen days, from day 
to ni~~L.:wQ!~ Quite often the shifts were eleven arid 
thirteen or ten and fourteen rather than exactly twelve and 
twelve, but any of these combinations is referred to as " the 
twelve-hour day," since that is what they average. 

Such hours were in themselves severe enough, but they 
carried with them a stiU greater evil, the "long turn." 
When the cbangl! was made from day to night'duty,the 
shifts had to work eighteen or twenty-four hours continu
ou9ly. Then if a relief man failed to appear or if the crew! 
was short, some men had to remain on duty. This overtime 
work was so common that in the Report on the Conditions 
of Employment in the Iron and Steel Industry made in 19II 

the following statement appears: "Continuous periods of 
36, 48, and 60 hours of employment are fairly usual at the 
--furnaces." 1 

An earlier record, the annual report of the Bureau of 
Labor for 1904, shows that from 1890 to 1903 one hun
dr~d.PI! cent of the blast furnace emploYees in the occu
pations recorded worked eighty-four hours a week, that IS, 
seven turns of twelve hours each. The same hours were 
extended to several other departments, not because there was 
the same necessity for them that existed in the blast furnaces, 
but because it was the easiest thing to do. Statistics of 
houiSOy-departmerits" always- show . th~t the bla'Sl: furnace 
employees suffer most from excess hours, with the Bessemer 
converter and open hearth workmen only a trifle more fav
ored. This is explained by the absolute continuousness of 
blast furnace operations and by the larger proportion of un
skiUed labor in them. 

Prior to August,I923, excessive hours were probably the 
chief complaint of the workers in the industry; they were 
certainly the chief indictment which its critics brought 

'Neill, 0/1. cit., vol. iii, p. 202. 
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against it. Thirty to fOl11:y years ago, strange as it may 
seem, the abjections 'Of the workers were directed against 
the introduction 'Of the three-shift system. This point is 
clearly made in J. S. Robinson's history of the Amalgamated 
:AssociaJtion of Iron, Steel and Tin Workers. Speaking 'Of 
the "'boiling" operations in an iron mill during the period 
1885 to 1894 he notes that" the Amalgamated has suc
ceeded .in resisting the demand of the manufacturers for 
three .turns in union plants; there are, however, a few non
union mills emp'loying three shifts." Of the sheet and tin 
plate mills, he says: 

As early as 1885 sheet mills were allowed to work three shifts 
of 8 hours, providing the crews did not exceed the specified limit 
of output. This, however, was not conceded by the union with
out some opposition. • • • When the tin business began to 
prosper about 1890 the union allowed the use of the three-turn 
system of operation of tin mills.1 

'Within the last fifteen years the volume of protest against 
:the prevailing hours in steel gre~ larger. In the opinion 'Of 
the Commission of Inquiry of the Interchurch World Move
ment, which investi,gaJted the steel strike of 1919, this protest 
was unavai.Jing; in fact, in its Report on the Steel Strike of 
19192 figures are submitted to show iliat between 1914 and 
'1919 hours actuaUy increased. In the foLlowing pages it 
is my purpose 11:0 examine the trend of hours throughout the 
history of the United States Steel Corporation, in so far as 
the available statistics will permit, to state the attitude of 
the Corporrution on the matter, and to determine, if possible, 

1 Robinson, J. S., Amalgamated Association ot Iron, Steel and Till 
Workers (Baltimore, 1917), pp. 107, IIO, III. The basis of the objections 
to the three-shift system was the belief of the men that their pay would 
remain at the same rate per hour, and that consequently their total 
earnings would be reduced. ' 

I ct., pp. 54. 71,412. 
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the eJctent to which its good intentions have materialized 
and to what extent they ~have gone the way of so many other 
good intentions. 

During the first six years after the formation of the Cor
poration there are no coniprehensive statistics on hours for 
the ind'\l.Stry at large, much Jess for the Corporation. For 
reasons that wiil !be made olear 1 the use of any figures in
tended to cover the industry to represent the situation in 
Corporation plants is Wlwise and will! he avoided. This is 
particUlarly true of the meager data available for the eady' 
years. Consequently, the point of departure for this chapter 
will have to be the following resolution concerning hours 
passed on April 23, 190/', by the finance committee of the 
Corporation. 

On motion, it was voted to recommend to all subsidiary com
panies that Sunday labor be reduced to the minimum; that aU 
work (excepting such repair work as can not be done while 
operating) be suspended on Sunday at all steel works, rolling' 
mills, shops, quarries, and docks; that there shall be no con
struction work, loading or unloading of materials. 

It is understood that it is not at present practicable to apply 
the recommendation to all departments, notably the blast 
furnaces, but it is desirable that the spirit of the recommenda
tion be observed to the fullest extent within reason.2 

The effects of the resolution can not be definitely established,. 
for within six months thestee1 industry WaS struck bY a 
depression that slowed down production to such an extent 
that even repait' work could ibe done without any appreciable 
amount of Sunday Ia:bor. 

1 See footnote p. 30. 

• Neill, op. cit., vol. iii, p. 165. It should be noted in passing that the 
Pittsburgh Survey was just getting under way at this time and that 
1907 was the first year in which the Bureau of Labor attempted ta-

o secure comprehensive statistics on . wages and hours in the steel industry. 
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Two years fater, however, the demand for steel had so 
far recovered that Iby November, 1909, practically every 
steel plant in the country was working. The report of the 
Commissioner of Labor to the Senate in conunenting on the 
situaJtion says that the Corporation mills were no exception 
to the rule, <t. • • for in the rush of business the resolution 
of the finance committee regarding Sunday work was for· 
gotten." 1 

In February, ]910, the workers of the Bethlehem Steel 
Corporation went on strike, their principal grievance being' 
the long hours, including the frequent exaction of excessive 
overtime. On March 20, 1910, the United States Senate 
ordered an investigation of this strike. On the next day, 
March 2'1, 1910, Judge Gary sent the following telegram to 
the presidents of aU subsidiaries: 

Mr. Corey, Mr. Dickson, and I have lately given much serious 
thought to the subject matter of resolution passed by the finance 
committee April 23, 1907, concerning Sunday or seventh-day 
labor. Mr. Corey has written you on the subject within a day 
or" two. The object of this telegram is to say that all of us 
expect and insist that hereafter the spirit of the resolution will 
be observed and carried into effect. There should and must be 
no unnecessary deviation without first taking up the question 
with our finance committee and asking for a change of the 
views of the committee, which probably will not, under any 
circumstances, be secured. I emphasize the fact that there 
sh~uld be at least 24 continuous hours' interval during each week 
in the production of ingots.2 

This did not affect blast furnace operations. 
The next official action was taken at the stockholders' 

meeting of April 17, 19I'I, at which Mr. Charles M. Cabot 
introduced the following resolution: 

I Neill, op. cit., vol. iii, p. 166. 
2 Ibid., p. 166. 
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Resolved, That 'the chairman shall forthwith appoint a com
mittee of not more than five persons from the officers, or 
stockholders, of this corporation, to investigate and report to 
the finance committee, as soon as may be, but not later than 
October I, I9II, as to the truth of the statements contained in 
:a certain article appearing in the March number of the Ameri
can Magazine, under the title" Old Age at Forty," and that 
such report, together with such comment as said finance com
mittee may desire to add thereto, shall thereupon be printed 
:and mailed to the stockholders of this corporation.1 

In spite of the desire for prompt action evidenced by the 
wording of the resolution, the report of the conunittee was 
not rendered until.Alpm, 1912. Among other things it said: 

Whether viewed from a physical, social, or moral point of 
'View, we believe the 7-day week is detrimental to those engaged 
'in it. . • . we are strongly of the opinion that no matter what 
.alleged difficulties in operation may seem to hinder the abandon
'lnent of the 7-day week, they must be met. 

* * * * * * 
• • . we are of the opinion that a I2-hour day of labor 

followed continuously by any group of men for any consider
:able number of years means a decreasing of the efficiency and 
lessening of the vigor and virility of such men. 

The question should be considered from a social as well as a 
physical point of view. When it is remembered that the 12 
nours a day to the man in the mills means approximately 13 
'hours away from his home ~nd family-not for one day, but 
for all working days--it leaves but scant time for self-improve- ' 
ment, for companionship with his family, for recreation and \ 
leisure.2 

I Investigation of Strike in Steel Industries, Hearings before the 
Committee on Education and Labor, United States Senate (Washington, 
:1919), p. 230. (Hereafter referred to as Senate Hearings, 1919.) 

I Neill, 0/1. cit., vol. iii, p. 161. 
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Acting upon this report, the finance committee of the Cor
poration in May, 191'2, passed several resolutions stating 
that the seven-day week, the iong turn, and any excessive 
workday in generail should be eliminated. Specifically, a. 
committee composed of the chairman of the :finance coin
mittee and the president of the corporation was appointed 
If ••• to consider what, if any, arrangement with a view to 
reducing the 12-hour day, in so far as it now exists among 
the employees of the subsidiary companies, is reasona,ble, 
just and practica,ble." 1 

This second committee reported that nothing could be 
done toward relieving the situation "unless competing iron 
and steel manufacturers will also enforce a less than twelve
hour day." Consequently, Mr. Cabot introduced at the 
1913 meeting of the stockholders a resolution requesting 
the directors of the Corporation "to enlist the co-operation 
of the steel manufacturers of the United States in establish
ang the eight-hour day in continuous twenty-four hour pro-
cess." The resolution was tabled.I " . 

In the meantime great progress was m3idein limiting the 
amount of seven-day work throughout the industry and par
ticularly in the Corporatjon plants. The Bureau of Labor 
report cited !before cre~i~ .~~~ ~Go,I'pOra~iQn with having 
pr~£I:!~.1Y .. ~'I:>9'lished the seven-day:w~k _ from lis .. blast 
~umaces, always the strongest hold of iong hours, by MarCh, 19i2:8 , .. , 

For 19111, a date ten years subsequent to the formation 
of the Corporation, it is possible for the first time to secure 
any fairly comprehensive statistics on hours which apply 
only to the Corporation; all reports prior to that time were 
made for the steel industry as a whole. During the hearings 

1 Neill, op. cit., vol. iii, p. 163. 
2 Survey, May 3, 1913, pp. 165, 166. 
a Neill, op. cit., vol. iii, p. 168. 
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before the Congressional committee which investi'gated the 
Corporation in 191'1 a mass of figures was sUbmitted'show
ing the results of the efforts to do away with seven-day work. 
Condensed and tabulated these facts were as fot.1ows: 1 

TABLE I 
THE TWELVE-HOUR SHIFT AND SEVEN-PAY WU-X IN U. S. STEEL 

CoRPORATION SUBSIDIARIES IN I9II 

Name of Subsidiary 
Company 

No. of 
men em
ployed 

(average) 

No. of 
men on 
12-hour 

shift 

Per cent 
of men 

on 
12-bour 

shift 

Men working 
7 days a week 

-------------------- ----- -----1------------
H. C. Frick Coke Co •••••• 22,640 475 2.1 Less than .i of I per 

cent. 
'Univenal Portland Cement 

Co .................... 2,550 892 35.0 5 per cent. 
..oliver Mining Co ••• ' ••••• 13,390 1,138 8·5 Very few. 
Lorain Steel Co ••••••••.•• 1,456 72 5.0 None. 
American Bridge Co •••••• 11,577 583 5.0 Watchmen only. 
American Sheet and Tin 

Plate Co ............... 20,221 
American Steel and Wire 

2,614 12·9 2 p~r cent. 

Co ....................... 24,595 4.919 20.0 None in hlast fur-
naces or steel mills. 

'Tenn. Coal. Iron and Rr. Co. 12,656 2,898 22·9 Very few. 
National Tuhe Co ......... 17.319 4,037 23.31 None. 
Carnegie Steel Co ........ 31,761 17,150 54.0 34 per cent. 
Illinois Steel Co .......... 17.450 10,470 60.0 Less than 5 per cent. 

Total ............. 175,715 45,248 25-75 Less than 5 per cent. 

As thus presented the figures show tha,t the Gommissioner 
of Labor was no more than just in giving the Corporation 
.a olean hiLl of health on the seven-day week. Although the 
number of. employees on this schedule was not made pUblic, 
it is probalble for the years 19H, 1912, 1913, 1914, and 

I Hearings before the Committee on Investigation of the U. S. Steel 
·Corporation (Washington, 1911), vol. v, pp. 3284-88. (Hereafter re
ferred to as Stanley Hearings, I9II. Mr. A. O. Stanley was chairman 
(If the committee.) 
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possibly 1915 that they did not average as much as five per 
cent .of the Corporation's employees.1 

On the other hand the facts as to the prevalence .of the 
twelve-hour day are somewhat obscured. Apparently only 
25.75 per cent of the Corporation's empl.oyees are subjected 
to such Jong hours as compared wi~h the 42.58 per cent which 
the Bureau of La:bor fOWld in the steel industry in May, 
1910. This difference may be interpreted. as representing! 
the degree to which the Corporation was leading the industry 
as a whole, but I am convinced. ·thatsuch was not the case. 

I The Interchurch Commission of Inquiry came to quite different con
clusions. On page 72 of the Repor, on the Steel Strike of 1919 are the 
following statements: .. Statistics from Bureau of Labor Statistics Bul
letin 218 (Oct., 1917) reveal what actual successes were accomplished 
by the Corporation in • eliminating' seven-day work. Seven-day work
ers in blast furnaces were: (p. 17) 1911, 8g per cent; 1912, 82 per cent; 
1913, 80 per cent; 1914, 58 per cent; 1915, 59 per cent •••• The best 
year's figures show that the Corporation never achieved even a half. 
reform." Take the year 1912 for which comparisons of absolutely 
definite nature can be made. The government publication cited by the 
Interchurch Commission states that in 1912, 82 per cent of the blast 
furnace men worked seven days a week; the Report on the Conditio"" 
of Employment in the Iron and Steel Industry, vol. iii, p. 168, states 
that the Corporation had practically eliminated seven-day work from its 
blast furnaces in 19~2. The explanation of the discrepancy is simple. 
In the first place, Bulletin 218 covers the industry at large, not the 
Corporation alone. Second, the Interchurch Commission forgot to 
state that in 1912 the data for blast furnaces in the wages and hours 
bulletin were based on a sample of 36 plants. For Neill's report, which 
I have cited, a complete census of every furnace in blast was made 
and this complete census shows a total of 156 furnaces instead of 36. 
The statistical table presented on page 16g of this report shows that 
9,801 employees of the Corporation were relieved of seven-day work; 
that 4,216 employees of independent concerns were relieved of such 
work; but that 18,gOO employees of other independents were not so 
relieved. In one plant of the Corporation 28 per cent of the blast 
furnace men still worked seven days a week; in 26 plants of the Cor
poration seven-day work. was practically abolished. In view of these 
facts, the Interchurch statement that II the best year's figures show that 
the Corporation never achieved even a half-reform," is manifestly an 
error. 
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In the first place the government figures were based on the 
employees in the blast furnaCes, steel works and rolling mills 
alone. Thus the administrative, clericall, and selling forces 
included under the employees 'Of the Illinois Steel Company 
or the Carnegie Steel Company were omitted from the gov
ernment figures. Second, by the same limitati<;>n of the 
employees classified the Bureau· of Labor excluded aLl.. coa~ 
mners, coke workers, rai,lroo.d workers, etc., who are in
cluded in the Corporation's figures. Thus the impossibility 
of directly comparing the data supplied by the Corporation 
with the government report of 1910 is apparent; but if the 
H. C. Frick Coke Company, the Universal Portland Cement 
Company, and the Oliver· Mining Company are eliminated, 
some of the difficulties are avoided. In the remaining sub
sidiaries the percentage of twelve-hour workers is 31.16; 

however, -it must be T"eI1lem.bered that in this computation 
are included a number of clerical and administrative work
ers. Consequently, a conservative estimate wOUJld place the 
twe1ve-hour men among the Corporation's steel workers at 
a minimum of 35 per cent in 19111. 

From 1910 to 1914 a continued shortening of the" average 
fuLl-time hours per week" in the industry as a whole brought 
them in most of the departments to the lowest devels that up 
to that timehad been achieved. This ihighly desirable result 
came from two causes: the siru:ere work done by the Cor
poration and some of the independents in reducing the 
amount of seven-day work, and the severe depression that 
hit the steel business in 191'4. A glance at the table on page 
57 of employees in the manufacturing properties in each 
year of the Corporation's operations will show just 1:t0W' 
severe that depression was. 19.02, 1903, 1904, 1905 and 
19o5 are the only years ,in which the number of employees 
was smaller, and 1904 and 1908 were themselves bad years 
in the steel business. 
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Thus eight years after the resolution 'Of 1907 and five 
after the peremptory telegram of March, 19IO, considerable 
progress in the alleviation of long hours had been made. 
The last positive statement that can be made concerning con
ditions in the Corporation's subsidiaries prior to the war 
period carries us no farther than March, 1912, but because 
of the depression 'Of 1914 and 'because of the ascertainable 
facts for the industry as a whole ·in that and the preceding 
year, it seems safe to say that for five years the seven-day 
week was greatly reduced in the Corporation's plants. On 
the other hand, as pointed out, next to nothing was accom
plished in reducing the twelve-hour day, and at ~east 35 per 
cent 'Of the manufacturing employees (25.75 per cent 'Of 
total employees) were on that schedule. 

For the next .three and one~half years, that is, to August, 
1919, .the facts on hours in the Corporation are concealed 
by a cloud of ignorance equaled in blackness 'Only by the 
clouds of smoke which poured. from its stacks. Steel was 
on a boom that dwarfed every other period of activity in its 
historyand'on:the face of it ailOther considerations seemed: 
sU!bmerged in ,the mad ,_ n.tsh for production ,and profits. 
Even the Bureau of Labor Statistics failed to secure any 
information for the years 1916 and 1918, but the data for 
1917 and 1919 are sufficient to tell the soory for the industry 
in general. In the ten departments 'Of the industry for which 
data were compiled the following figures show the percentage 
'Of employees whose average full-time hours per week were 
72 and over.1 

t Computed from Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletin No. 305, Wag~s 
~nd Hours of Labor in th~ Iron and St~el Industry: I907 to I920 
(Washington, 1922), pp. 8-10. These percentages are for .. selected 

()ccupations; " those for "all occupations" were not published for 1919. 
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TABLE II 

PERCENTAGES OF EMPLOYEES WORKING '12 HOURS AND OVER ~ WEB 

BY DEPARTMENTS, 1914 AND 1919 

Blast Furnace ................................... . 
Bessemer Converters ............................. . 
Open Hearth Furnaces ........................... . 
Puddling Mills ................................. .. 
Blooming Mills ................................ .. 
Plate Mills ..................................... . 
Staadard Rail Mills ............................... . 
Bar Mills ...................................... .. 
Sheet Mills .................................... .. 
Tin Plate Mills ................................. .. 

78 
60 
81 

1 

70 

47 
78 
6 
5 
1 

B4 
65 
8g 

1 
68 
75 
78 
16 
3 
1 

These figures ·it must be remembered are based on samples 
which are intended to lTepresent the industry at large. 

For the four departments in which the seven-day week 
was the most prevalent the percentage of men on that 
schedule in 1914 and 1919 follow.1 

TABLE III 
PERCENTAGES OF. EMPLOYERS WORKING THE SEVEN-DAY WEEK 

BY DEPARTMENTS, 1914 AND 1919 

Blast Furnaces .................................. . 
Bessemer Converters ............................ .. 
Open Hearth Furnaces.· .......................... . 
Blooming Mills ................................ .. 

58 
12 

31 

5 

80 

J 
12 

J Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletin No. 305, pp: 5 and 6. The figures 
are for II selected occupations." 
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The increase in blast furnaces seems bad, but in 1920 the 
percentage had dropped to 54, the lowest on record for the 
indUSltry. On the other hand the percentage in Bessemer 
converters had risen to 23 in '1920. On the whole, however, 
it seems fairly dear that at no time during the war did the 
seven-day week become quite so prevalent as it had been 
before 1910 when the Corporation and the American Iron 
and Steel Institute began a drive against it. The permanent 
gain must not be over-estimated; it was, in fact, discourag
ingly small in view of the time that had passed, but some 
advance had been made. 

Finally, some idea of the trend of hours may be gained 
by comparing the average fu1l-time hours per week in each 
department for 1914 with those for 1919. This comparison 
is not so satisfactory because the Bureau presents only rela
tive figures, not the actuad hours on which they were based. 
Very briefly this table 1 shows that between the years men
tioned average full-time hours had ·increased in four de
partments and decreased in six. With this very brief survey 
of what was going on in the industry as a whole, let us now 
return to the situation in the Corporation plants. 

As stated before the working hours of Corporation em
ployees were almost completely obscured in the months of 
intense w3JI"-time activity. In September, 1919, however. 
things began to happen which threw considerable light on 
the points in question. First came the strike involVting prac
ticatly the entire steel industry; second, the Senatorial in
vesti·gation in which Judge Gary was the spokesman for 
Corporation and independents alike; third, the Interchurch 
Inquiry; fourth, the investigation for the Cabot FWld by 
Mr. John A. Fitch and associates of the situation in the 
summer of 1920; and, finally, various official statements 
from the offices of the Corporation at irregular intervals 
during the period since the strike. 

1 See Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletin No. 305. p. 3. 
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It will be recalled that by the Corporation's own ~gures, 

backed by the investigation of the Bureau of Labor, the 
seven-day week was practica:lIy done away with in 19II. 
On April 7, 1922, during a conversation with me in his office, 
Mr. C. L. Close of the Corporation's Bmeau of SafetY' 
stated emphatically that sevefl~aywork had been done aV\TllY 
with by January I, 1921, eXcept in rare oases 'of repair work! 
that had to be dortein -emergencies. Even in such cases· he 
insisted that the workers who were called on for extra time 
were iater compelled to take a day off so that in a period of 
as long as say ten weeks every man would ,have had ten days 
off. In the conversation of July 12, 1924, mentioned in the 
preface, I asked Mr. Close whether this rule of compelling' 
men to take days off was still in force in every plant of the 
Corporation. He reiterated even more emphatically that 
such was still the rule and that it was enforced. It is pos
sible that the situation in at least one pilant was not knoW'll 
by Mr. Close, but I 'have it from areliaJble source that in the 
Edgar Thomson works at Braddock, :Pennsylvania, the 
seven-day week was ~ usual practice from the latter part 
of October, 1923, until the first of May, 19214, in at least 
the blast furnace and open hearth departments.1 

In the first conversation mentioned Mr. Close ,had ad
mitted :that there was considera.ble seven-<day work durin~ 
the war but emphasized war needs as justifying it. Follow
ing the same line Mr. Gary told the Senate Committee that 
the reason for reintroducing the seven-day week was that 
II the Govemment was clamoring for more and more steel 
all the time." DirectJy after the arttn.ismce the !Secretary of 
War notified the Corporation "to stop a:J,} Sunday work, 

I My informant, who prefers to remain anonymous, is a graduate of 
Harvard and was a graduate student with me at Columbia in 1921-22. 

He was employed in the Edgar Thomson works during the period cited 
above as a common laborer. During this time he and the entire gang in 
which he was regularly worked seven daysa-we~""""-·~--·-·""""· 
"--~'-----'."~ .. -~---.-----." .... '-~.' 
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overtime, and night work on Government contracts, effective 
immediaA:ely." 1 In a letter of January 30, 1920, to the 
Interchurch Commission Mr. Gary said, "During the war, 
at the urgent request by government officials for larger 
production, there was considerable con~inuous seven-day ser
vice in some of the departments." 2 

Mr. Gary shoUlld know more aJOOut the reason for re
introducing the seven-<lay schedule than any outsider, but 
the following extract from the petition of the Lackawanna 
Steel Co. f'Or exemption from the one day of rest law of 
New York state suggests that the change began prior to our 
entry into the war and was prompted by the enormous de
mand for steel. No 'Other inference can be drawn from the 
fact that the petition was presented in 1916, the year before 
we entered the war. 

We are advised that the chairman of the United States Steel 
Corporation several years ago, while labor conditions were en
tirely different from those obtaining at the present time, gave 
instructions quite peremptory in character to all the subsidiaries 
of that company requiring them to follow out the one day of 
rest principle and warning them that any deviation from the 
published instructions would result in dismissal from office. 
We have, therefore, directed our investigations to these sub
sidiaries and state, without fear of successful contradiction, 
that the corporation is now diiregarding the one day of res' 
in seven principle which it so strongly advocated several years 
ago and which it in the past, in good faith, earnestly strove to 
put into practice. It, too, has felt the shortage of men, and 
owing to the great and pressing demand for its product no 
longer observes the practice which its chairman promulgated. 
Having taken so firm a position, it is not strange that it is diffi.-

I Snwte Hearings, 1919, p. 179. 

I Commission of Inquiry, the Interchurch World Movement, Reporl 
418 the Steel Strike of 1919 (New York, 1920), p. 69. 
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cult to get heads of subsidiaries to admit that the published rule 
has 'become a dead letter. When labor conditions become 
normal the corporation will doubtless return to an observance of 
the rule. So far as we can ascertain, the rule was only ob
served by the corporation during the years when the employees 
of this company had far more time off than the one day of rest 
statute requires. 1 

From these statements it is of. course impossible to make 
anystatisticaJ. comparisons, but it can not ibe questioned that 
the seven-day week in Corporation plants assumed large 
proportions in part of 1916 and aH of 1917. 1918, and 1919. 
In view of the facts already presented for the industry in 
1919 and 1920 it is probalble, however, that conditions never 
became as bad as :t>hey were lin 1910. On the question of 
the seven-day week, then, 'some .permanent advance seems to 
have beeen made; but for the year 1920 at least, this advance 
seems to have been made at the cost: of putting more men on 
the twelve .. hour shift, a fact to 'be irnitne<l.iately developed. 

Fortunately, the -information on this point applying only 
to the Corporation is somewhat more definite and complete. 
The following chTOnoilogical SUIIlIIl1ary records the succeSS 
of the Corporat!ion in reducing this excessive schedule. It 
is made up from published statements of Corporation 
officials, in the last three cases, of Judge Gary.2 

The reader will note that the· figures are presented by' 
months in certain yea,rs rather than for entire years as would: 
be desirable. The inadequacy 'Of this method is realized, 

1 Interchurch, Report on the Steel Strike of 1919, p. 75. Quoted from 
an article by Professor John R. Commons in the American Labor 
Legislation Review for March, 1917, p. 147. The Lackawanna's petition 
was refused. 

• Stanley Hearings, 19II, vol. v, pp. 3284 et seq.; Senate Hearings, 
1919, p. 157; Statement by Elbert H. Gary, Chairman, United State., 
Steel Corporation at Annual Meeting, April 17, 1922, pp. 7, 8. 
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but effor:ts to secure more comprehensive linformabion on 
hours from the Corporation have been fruitless because it 
has appa.rentJy been the policy of the Corporation to oompile 
comprehensive data, not regularly from year to year, but 
cm1y for emergencies such as the Stanley Hearings in 191 I' 
or the Senate Hearings in 1919. 

TABLE IV 

PEIl CENT OF TOTAL EMPLOYEES WORlCING TWELVE-HOUll SHIFT AT 

PERIODS INDICATED 

Month 

August ............................ . 
October .......................... .. 
March ........................... .. 

Year 

1911 
1919 
1920 
1922 

Per cent 

25-75 
26.50 

32.00 
14.00 

Since these data were all computed on the total number of 
employees they are adequate for such a comparison as just 
made, but including as they do miners, raillroad: workers, 
clerical help, administrative and selling forces, the effect of 
the method of computation is to minimize the percentage of 
bona fide steel workers who work this long day. This being 
the case, the percentages should be recomputed on the basis 
of the number of employees ,in the manufacturing companies. 
It is apparent that such reromputations should be made by 
ascertaining the tdtal number of employees of the manu
facturing subsddia,ries in each of the months in question and 
the number of these working twelve hours and taking the 
,latter as a percentage of the former. However, the total 
employees in manufacturing subsddiaries are available for 
March, 1922, omy; and the twelve ... hour employees in manu
facturing suhsidiaries for August, 1919, only. Until more 
adequate data can be secured, then, the recomputation will 
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have to be confined to those two months. In 1922 it shows 
that approximately 18 ,per cent of the total manufacturing 
employees were on twelve hours.1 In 1919 the figures are 
on a slightly different basis, i. e., the twelve-hour workers 
in manufacturing subsidiaries are taken as a percentage, not: 
of total manufacturing employees, since that figure was not 
avaidable, but of "wage-eaorners ~n manufacturing." This, 
of course, is almost the ideal method. of presentation, since 
it eliminates the administrative and clericad forces to a con
siderable extent as well as the coal miners, coke workers, 
and transport3ll:ion employees. These data show 169,853 
wage-earners in manufaotur:ing subsidiaries of whom 66,-
71'1 were on a twelve-hout turn. The percentage was 
39.27.' A comparison of this with Judge Gary's 26.5 per 

I In this recomputation .it has been assumed that all 12-hour men are 
employed in the manufacturing subsidiaries. The Corporation officials 
object to this on the ground that the figures for 12-hour men include 
workers outside manufacturing subsidiaries and that consequently my 
percentages are too high. They were unable to furnish the. detailed 
figures necessary to correct what is admitted to be a defect except for 
August, 1919. These showed a total of 69,284 men on twelve hours, of 
whom 66,7II were in the manufacturing subsidiaries. Manifestly, the 
error is not great. (A letter of May 14, 1923, from Mr. G. K. Leet of 
the Corporation to the author supplied the figures for 1922. Those for 
1919 appeared in the Survey for March 5, 1921, p. 785, and were likewise 
furnished by the Corporation.) 

• Survey, March 5, 1921, p. 785. The Interchurch Commission com
puted that 52.4 per cent of the Corporation's employees worked the 
l2-hour shift in 1919. (See the discussion on pp .. 47, 4B and 49 of its 
Report.) It reached this conclusion on the basis of the testimony to 
the Senate of Superintendent Oursler of the Homestead works of the 
Carnegie Steel Co., plus the letters of. Mr. Gary to the Commission 
explaining this testimony. For the Homestead works the Interchurch 
computation is doubtless correct, but since these works are only a part 
of the Carnegie Steel Co., which is itself only one, though the chief 
one, of the'manufacturing subsidiaries, and since the 19II figures show 
that the Carnegie Co. was at that time exacting more 12-hour work 
than any other subsidiary save one, it seems to me that the Interchurch 
conclusion is based on too slight a foundation. 
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cent of total employees, including presidents of subsidiaries, 
general managers, clerical help, coal miners, raillroad and 
steamship employees, etc., etc., shows rather defiIJJitely how 
miSlleading his statements to .the :Senate were when construed, 
as they were by most peroous, to represent a percentage of 
steel employees. 

But aU percentages tend to hide an important fact. Th~ 

twelve--hour day is an individual maJl:ter; it is worked by 
individual men who have wives and children and homes from 
which they are kept twelve and a half to fourteen hours a 
day. What had happened to the actual number of indi
vidua~s who for more than haH their working lives can not 
even be in the same oui.lding with ·those they hold most dear? 
To what e}d:ent had the Corporation's efforts to reduce hours 
decreased the number 'Of men on this schedule? In !9KL 
there were 45,248 on t.he twelve-hour shift; in October, 1920, 

there were approximately 85,000.1 -_.---

Thus after ten years or" peremptory" telegrams, stock
holders' resolutions, protestations 'Of 'belief in shor1l:er hours 
to Congressional committees, and vigorous objecti'Ons to the 
" interference" 'Of "outsider'S" who "do nat understand 
the situation" the number and percentage of twelVe-hOUT 
workers were maJt:eriaHy larger.s 'Dhe drop an March, 1922, 

1 It is impossible to state exactly the number. Judge Gary told the 
stockholders on April 17, 1922, that in October, 1920, 32 per cent of 
the "total employees" of the Corporation were working twelve hours 
a day. But, as usual, actual figures were not stated. If 32 per cent 
of the average total employees for the year is taken the result is 85,550. 
The smallest number of employees in any month in 1920 was 261,037, 
in May. (Annl«ll Report lor 1920, p. 29.) If 32 per cent of this is 
taken the result is 83,553. Obviously the approximate figure of 85,000 
is close enough, absolute accuracy being impossible. 

I To this conclusion Corporation officials take vigorous exception on 
the following grounds: 

I. Before and after our entry into the war primary departments" 
where the 12-hour .day centers, were enlarged disproportionately to 
finishing departments so that the per cent of 12-hour men in the industry 
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was very largely the result of poor conditions in the industry~ 
although some of it was caused by the introduction of 
machinery that permanently displlaced twelve-:hour men. 

At this point notice must he taken of certain developments. 
withQllt ilie mills that had considerable importance in bring
ingthe whole question to an issue. As noted a'bove the in
vestigations of Mr. Fitch and associates in the summer of 
1920 were financed by the Cabot Fund. There were already 
some twenty concerns that were operating on three shifts. 
in those departments such as the blast furnace and open 
,hearth where in most estalblis.b:ments the long day still pre
vaued. The l1"esults of these experiments would serve as 3. 

fitting complement to the investigation just mentioned, and. 
so the Cabot Fund undertook thIs also, engaging Mr. Horace 
B. Drury for the purpose. The results of his work were
reported to a joint meeting of sevetal engineering societies. 

was enlarged despite material reductions in their numbers and percent
ages within these primary departments. 

a The fact that months rather· than years were used makes it im
possible to draw any fine comparisons because of the fluctuation of 
these percentages from month to month. 
. The first point seems to me to be completely irrelevant. The net· 
result of the developments in the plants had been to increase the per
centage of 12-hour men, and to my mind the net results are the vital 
item. 

The second objection would be better taken if data were offered to
substantiate any different inference from the one drawn in the text. 
The main points I wish to stress are clearly admitted in letters to me
from the Corporation in the statements following. "The figure 32% 
on which you base your computation represents our ma~imum percentage· 
except perhaps for a few months in 1918." "As I stated to you in my 
last letter, although actual computations have not been made, the percent
age during certain months of 1918 was undoubtedly higher than that for· 
August, 1919, as was the percentage for October, 1920, which Judge: 
Gary gave as the highest for which we have any record." (Letters 
of May 14 and June I, 1923. The" 32%." is for October, 1920.) It 
is apparent that the Corporation has not maintained an adequate record' 
of the men on the 12-hour schedule, and that what data exist support 
the position I have taken. 
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Qn December 3, 19200, and publlished in the BttUetin of the 
Taylor Society for February, 1921. After discussing the 
extent Qf the twelve-hour day, :the 'feasons for it, and the 
reasons fDr abandoning it, Mr. Drury proceeded to sum
marize the experiences of the plants that had made the 
change. The most interesting facts for us are that he found 
4' practicall1y aU" the managers Qf three-shift plants " glad 
thaTthey -made fuechange;"ana tnat heigreeif witii-prev1Oiis 
estimates' made -DY -the ifureau of Labor that the cost of 
making the change should not add more than about three 
per cent to the cost of making 'SteeP Subsequently, Mr. 
Drury was engaged by the Cabot Fund to make a ~eoond£e:
port on the methods by which the cM.nge from two to three 
shifts' Coul{J)est ~b~u:nad~. --~~ing this inve~t1gatio;;-'he 
.convi~ced him~{thaJt: under prope'f and perfectly possible 
1l!a.nag~m~nt the thr~shift.~stemwou1dmean lowered, not 
increased, labor"coS'ts.2 More comprehensive than either Qf - ~., .~~- ."-

the reports mentioned was that of the Federated Amer-ican 
Engineering Societies on The Twelve-Hour Shift in In
dustry. In addition to steel the investigation included other 
metal industries, glass, cement, lime, brick, pottery, chemical 
industries, sugar, salt, petroleum, paper, flour, and many 
others. The work wa:s done by Mr. Drury and Mr. Bradley 
Sitoughton. As in the preceding reports the financial aid 
came from the Cabot Fund. It is obviously ~mpossible to 
summarize the 300 pages oOf the report here, although one 
definite statement can be made: from the technical engineer
ing_viewpointthe long shiftis .wasteful and. unwise. MoOre:
over, it shQuld be noted 'that the engineers secured the en
dorsement of the report in a foreword by 'the late President 
Harding, for it is almost certain that the ·interest aroOused in 

I Bulletin of the Taylo,. Society, February, 1921, pp. 23 and 27. 

I ct. The Technique of Changing f,.om the Two-Shift to the Th,.,,.. 
Shift Sl'stem in the Steel Indush·y. (Proof-sheets of May, 1922), p. 78. 
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him at this time prompted him to callI for May 18, 1922, a 
conference of steel producers on the twelve-houT day. At 
the conclusion of the conferenre, which included forty-one 
steel execUltives, the President, and Secret3!1"ies Mellon, 
Hoover, and Davis, Judge Gary gave the foHowing state
ment to the press: 

After full and frank discussion in which it was apparent all 
favored abolition of the twelve-hour day, if and when applicable, 
it was unanimously resolved that a committee of five from the 
steel industry be appointed by the· President of the Iron and 
Steel Institute to make careful arid scientific investigation 
and report to .the steel industry their conclusions and recom
mendations.l. 

On May 26, at .the annual meeting of the Iron and Steel 
Institute, Judge Gary announced t~ following members of 
the investigating committee: Ch.airles M. Schwab, Chairman 
of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation; James A. Farrell, Pres
ident of the United States Steel Corporation; W. L. King' 
of the Jones and Laughilin Steel Corporation; A. C. Dinkey, 
President of the Midvale Steel and Ordnance Company; 
James A. CamplbeH, President of the Youngstown Sheet and 
Tube Company; James A. Burden of the Burden Iron Com
pany; L. E. Block of rthe Inland Steel Company; John A. 
Topping, Chairman 'Of the Republic Iron and Steel Com
pany.2 

The report of this committee was made May 25, 1923, 
and was signed for the Corporation by Mr. Gary and Mr. 
J. A. Farrell, the president. Without doulbt this document 
.is 'One of the most astonishing in industria:l history. The 
committee claimed that it "had made a very careful and 
painstaking study of th~ facts and figuTes developed." Out
standing statements in the report include the following: 

l New York Times, May 19, 1922, p. I. 

I Ibid., May 27, 1922, p. 15. 
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Apparently the underlying reason for the agitation which 
resulted in the appointment of this committee was based on a 
sentiment (not created or endorsed by the workmen themselves) 
that the twelve-hour day was an unreasonable hardship upon 
the employees who were connected with it;· that it was physi
cally injurious to a large percentage of the employees; and that 
it interfered with family associations essential to the welfare' 
of the children; that for these reasons it was, in a sense, op
posed to the 'public interest. 

Whatever will be said against the twelve-hour day in the steel 
industry, investigation has convinced this committee that the 
same has not of itself been an injury to the employees, physi
cally, mentally, or morally. Whether or not, in the large' 
majority of cases, twelve-hour men devote less time to their' 
families than the employees working less hours is perhaps. 
questionable. 

• • • • • • 
. large production at low cost, for sale at fair pricesr 

the entire world is more dependent upon at the present time' 
than ever before. 

Our investigation shows that if the twelve-hour day in the
iron and steel industry should be abandoned at present, it would 
increase the cost of production on the average about 15%;: 
and there would be needed at least 60,000 additional employees.1 

---- - --. ~ 

The committee believed it impossible to secure these men 

1 New York Times, May 26, 1923. This estimate of a IS per cent. 
increase in cost is nothing short of preposterous. Estimates made by 
the Bureau of Labor in 1910 that .. the complete introduction of the' 
8-hour system would probably increase the cost of production and the
selling price of the most highly finished products of the industry that 
are now made under the I2-hour system only 3 per cent" (Neill, op. cit., 
vol. iii, p. 18S) were borne out by the experiences of the plants studied 
by H. B. Drury after they had made the change. In a conference with 
President Coolidge Judge Gary admitted that the Institute's estimate 
had been 33 per cent too high when he stated that the increase had been 
10 per cent. He added that the .. industry hoped to offset this in
crease in due time through plant improvements and better labor effi,. 
ciency." (Netu York Tim('s, January 23, 1924.) 
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and laid the responsibility "partly with the American Con
gress" and the immigration laws. Consequently, the report 
continues, "the committee cannot at this time report in 
favor of the total a:bolition of the twelve-hour day." In 
-other words, the matter was indefinitely postponed. 

This announcement, viewed in many quarters as. tanta
.mount to a refusal to meet popular sentiment as voiced by 
President Harding, raised a storm of denunciation through
-out the country. The .Jabor papers were particularly vehe
ment against the "sell-out" as they characterized it, and 
even the most conservative organs could find little or nothing 
in the report .to approve. On June 6 the Federal Council 
of the Churches of Christ in America united with the Cath
olic Welfare Council and the Central Conference of Ameri
can Rabbis, bodies representing in round numbers 50,000,000 

persons, in a statement which is given in full lbecause it 
rovers so completely the case against the Institute's report. 

The report of the Committee on Proposed Total Elimination 
of the Twelve-Hour Day appointed by the American Iron and 
Steel Institute shatters the public confidence that was inspired 
by the creation of the Committee a year ago at the request of the 
President of the United States. It is a definite rejection of the 
proposal for the aboljtionof the long daY.--- Th~i>ubli~ d~~nd 
in response to which the Committee was appointed is set aside 
as a .. sentiment" which was "not created or endorsed by the 
worlanen themse\ves." The testimony of competent investiga
tors, including eminent engineering societies, is ignored, and 
the conclusion is put forth without supporting data that the 
twelve-hour day" has not of itself been an injury to the em
ployees, physically, mentally or morally." This statement is 
made in face of the fact that the committee of stockholders of 
the United States Steel Corporation, appointed in 1912 to in
vestigate this matter, expressed the opinion" that a 12-hour day 
of labor, followed continuously by any group of men for any 
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considerable number of years means a decreasing of the effi
ciency and lessening of the vigor and virility of such men." 

Objection to the long day because of its effect on the family 
life of the twelve-hour workers is disposed of in the report with 
the complacent comment that it is questionable whether men who 
work short~~ctual~L s'p~nd_ th~ix:J~i~!:1~~llle_ ~t _home. 
ThTSls an -unworthy and untenable argument which will be 
biitertyreseiite(Cby- ihe- niiUions 01 home-loving workingmen 
in America. 

The Steel Institute's Committee contends that the workmen 
themselves prefer the long hours. Undoubtedly there are those 
who will voluntarily work long hours to their own hurt, but the 
Committee's contention is chiefly significant as showing that 
workmen whose only choice is between abnormally long hours 
of labor and earnings that are insufficient to maintain a family 
on a level of health and decency, naturally adopt the more 
arduous alternative. 

The plea that a shortage of labor makes impracticable the 
change from two to three shifts of workmen, affords but a 
meager defense. The shortage of labor was not the reason 
for the failure to abolish the long day two years ago when the 
public waited expectantly for such a salutary step on the part of 
the United States Steel Corporation. At that time there was 
appalling unemployment which could have been in large measure 
relieved in steel manufacturing districts by introducing the 
three-shift system in the steel industry. The task may be more 
difficult now than it would have been then, but a past delin
quency affords no release from a present moral obligation. 

The Steel Institute's Committee finds that the entire cost of 
a change to the eight-hour day would have to be paid by the 
consumers of steel, disregarding the possibility of some pro
portionate contribution out of the earnings of the industry. 
Thus the safeguarding of profits becomes a consideration 
superior to that of the wages and hours of the workers, and 
the willingness of the public to pay higher prices is made a con
dition of the accomplishment of a fundamental reform. 

The Steel Institute's Committee finds that there are" ques-
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tions of high importance" involved in this whole matter, which, 
they assert, have no moral or social features. "They are 
economic," say the steel manufacturers; "they effect the pecun
iary interest of the great public, which includes but is not con
fined to employers and employees." This divorce between the 
" moral" or " social" elements of a problem and its economic 
aspects runs counter to the teaching of religion. It exalts a 
misconceived "law of supply and demand" to a position oi 
equal authority with the law of justice. It excuses inhumani
ties in the name of economic necessity. Furthermore, it over
l(iok~-1mpo;ta:~ts~ri~ ;Cdemonstrations within the steel 
industry and elsewhere, of the practicability and superior ad~ 
vantages of the three-shift system. These demonstrations con
firm in practice what no honest mind can question in principle 
-that bad morals can never be good economics. 

The o;;;-redeeming -featu~'e-of the -Co~ittee's report is the 
intimation that it is not final. The public has waited long for 
the fulfillment of a virtual promise from the industry that the 
twelve-hour day would be abandoned. The public expects the 
initiative to be taken by the United States Steel Corporation. 
It is a task that presents admitted difficulties, but none that a. 
powerful corporation which has accumulated an enormous sur
plus should find insurmountable. The f~ . ..Q.~. ol:'g~nized 
r~~gi<?~n Am~ are~_~~r.!~E-~d in_<!~~lari~gtha~ _ this 
morally lruIefensible regime of the twerve~hour day must come 
to arCe;;d. A furt~~ reportiS([Uefromthe Iron aiiaS-ted 
Iristitute-a report of avery different tenor.1 

A few days later the Federal Council released for publica
tion a. letter fl"om Mr. J. F. Weliborn, pres-ident of the 
Colorado Fuel and Iron: Company. The change from twelve
to eight-hour shifts was made in this concern November I, 

1918. The letter shows that both officiaJls and workmen are 
satisfied with the change and includes the following signifi
cant statements: 

J Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America, The Twelve 
HoW'Day in the Steel Industry (Bulletin NO.3), pp. 76-;8. 
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The trend of production per man hour, with unimportant 
exceptions, has been upward since the adoption of the eight-hour 
day; and in every department of our steel manufacturing oper
ations, from blast furnace to the wire mill, our production per 
man hour is now greater than it was when all of these activities 
were operating on the twelve hour shift. Comparing these 
results of -the last few months with periods of similar production 
when basic rates were ten per cent lower than current rates 
.and the working time twelve hours per day, we find that almost 
without exception our labor cost per ton is lower than in the 
earlier periods. 

President H3Irding wrote to the Iron and Steel Institute 
on June 18 ex;pressing his regret and disappointment over 
the action taken May 25 and requesting a pledge fmm the 
Institute that it would abolish the long day when laJOOr con
diti'Ons warranted the step. To this a group of the directors 
replied on June 27 that they recognized the public sentiment 
against the twelve-'hour day, and that the change would be 
made "when, as you state it, • there is a surplus of 'la:bor 
available.' " 1 

On the preceding day, June 26, the Federal Council had 
issued a research bulletin on .. The Twelve Hour Day in 
the Steel IndustIry," a compilation f·rom government bu:1letins, 
steel officials' statements, the Engineers' report on The 
Twelve-Hour Shift in Industry, and other sources. The 
.evidence presented was overwhelmingly against the l'Ong day. 

During a:U this time countless news items and editorials 
had appeared in dailies, weelclies, and monthlies commenting 
on the Institute's report, the statement of the church bodies 
on that report, the WelOOm !etter, etc., etc., so that the steel 
industry had !been under constant fire for a month. The 
first intimation 'Of any weakening of the position taken on 

I These letters were not published until July 6, 1923. See the New 
York Times of that date. 
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May 25 appeared in Judge Gary's statement to the press on 
July 6. 

I can't say exactly when the United States Steel Corporation 
or any other company will get rid of the twelve-hour day 
entirely, but I can positively state that they will begin to act 
in that direction very soon and be very diligent in their efforts.1 

A week later " a prominent director of the Iron and Steel 
Institute" stated that "the leading steel companies of the 
cotmtry are busily engaged in reshaping their personnel for 
the purpose of brin",oing about the entire elimination of the 
twelve-hour day." On the same day a conference of mill 
foremen in Mr. Farrell's office in New York was announced 
as forthcoming.z On July 26 the presidents of the Cor
poration's subsidiaries met in New York to discuss the ques
tion, and on August 3 it was annotmced that on the preceding 
day the &ectors of the Iron and Steel Institute had adopted 
plans for the" total elimination" of the twelve-hour d~y 
" as rapidly as the supply of labor will permit." a 

The use of the formula bringing in the 'Supply of labor 
still left some doubts as to when the "elimination" would 
begin, but for the Cor.poration these were dispelled by the 
announcement on August 9 that on August 16 part at least 
of the twelve-hour departments at Pittsburgh, Gary, and 
other points would be changed to three eight..:hOUlr shifts. 
In the newspaper story carrying this announcement was the 
following statement: "The plan will be staI1l:ed with a full 
realization that a labor shortage wiH result and cu:rtaJilment 
of output will follow, officials stated." Just eleven days 
later the following statement, also under a Pittslbu:rgh date 
line, appeared: 

I New York Times, July 7, 1923. 

I Ibid., July 15, 1923. 
I Ibid., August 3, 1923. 
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The new B-hr. day in the steel mills is attracting workmen who 
have never had any connection with the industry, and mill man
agers and employment agents today were predicting that it 
would not be long until the labor shortage indicated last week 
would be overcome and all the plants would be in full operation 
on the three-shift schedule.· 

The September 20, 1923, issue of the Iron Age contained 
an article on" One Month's Progress in Reducing Hours." 
Althougb the difficulty of making definite statements was 
recognized and pointed out, it was possible to make the 
folIowing generalization: "In the Pittsburgh-Wheeling
Youngstown district a careful casting up of estimates made 
by the different companies would indicate that 3!bout half of 
the total number of men formerly engaged on the longer 
turn are now working ~ turns.")1 This, of course. 
included Corporation and independent plants. References 
to Corporation subsidiaries show that the eight-hour shift 
bad been I.dopted in all continuous processes at.the Oeveland 
plants of the American Steel and Wire Company, ~ and that 
in the Carnegie Steel Company's works at Youngstown only 
a few men were stiU on twelve 'hours.' On September 24 
announcement was made that several. finishing units of the 
Carnegie's plant at Pittsburgh had been put on eight hours. I 

The Iron Age for January 3, 1924, contained another 
summary of progress, the facts having been ascertained by 
its representative in the various districts. The results may 
be summarized as follows: 

I. In the Pittsburgh-Wheeling-Youngstown district 
the 

I C/. the New Yo"k Times for Aug. 9. 1923, and Aug. 20, 192J. 

I P. 750. 

• P. 772. 

• P. 773· 
'1"011 Age, Sept. 27, 1923, p. 861. 
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elimination of the 12-hr. day in the steel industry is at least 
70 per cent completed among the independent plants as an 
average and almost 100 per cent accomplished in the Steel Cor
poration units in that area. At the inauguration of the move
ment on Aug. 16, the Steel Corporation moved with a great 
deal more speed in the adoption of the late President Harding's 
suggestion than did the independent companies. , .. 

As the Iron Age points out, however, the conclusi:on must 
not ,be drawn" that the record of the Steel Corporation finds 
no parallel among independent companies," for at least three 
of them in ~he Youngstown district began reducing hours 
before the Corporation did and "these companies now are 
little, if any, behind the Steel Corporation in the actual ap
plication of the shorter day." 

2. Chicago district: ", . . the 1!2-hr. 'shift has been en.
tirely eliminated in ali United States Steel Corporation 
plants and with very few minOr" exceptions is now a thing 
of the past also in aU other steel works. . . ." 

3. Binningham district: "Elimination of the 12~hr. day 
is being tried out, or r.ather being put into execution, only 
by the United States Steel Corporation subsidiaries in this 
district, • . ," 

4. Oeveland district: "The American Steel & Wire Co, 
was the first to adopt the three-shift plan. . . ." 1 (This 
company is a Corporation subsidiary). 

From aU of these statements it is clear that the .9>rpora
tron, c;m.cecommitted tq_tillt.P~ went about it in an en-
~ ~ _. ,-.-,.-.~.-

ergetic and tlrorougJrgoing fashi·on. It shOl.11d be noted, 
moreover, thaf'tne" foregOirig-:-iestiits were accomplished in 
four months despilte the predictions of the Iron Age in Sep
tember that a year would be requiJred. Of course, the change 
was facilitated by the slackened demand for steel and the 

1 [ron Age, Jan. 3, 1924, pp. 35, 39. 40. 
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favorable lalbot situation resulting therefrom, but in point
ing this 0UJt it is not intended t'O detract from what has been 
accomplished. S'O far as can be ascertained there has been 
n'O attempt t'O hamstring Dr discredit the movement on the 
part' 'Of Corporation officials; t'Othe contrary, in fact. ~lul.~ 

~ill.~ppen when steel begins t'O ~ a~n ~~_~_~~.be 
seenJ.. but for the-pr:esent we shoUld he gratified by the well
nigh c'Omplete manner in which the reform has been acc'Om
plished. 

On the attitude 'Of managers and superintendents t'O the 
change the Iron Age found that although a few managers 
were still cauti'ous in their statements, the great majority in 
all districts were enthusiastic in their praise 'Of the resuLts 
t'O date. They believed the workmen were better satisfied 
and that the 'Original grutn'blings at less total earnings are 
now quieted. by the realization 'Of the advantages 'Of more 
leisure and 'Of not being S'O badly tired by a day's w'Ork. 
Conversations with the men justified this opinion according 
t'O the '1"epresentatives 'Of the Iron Age. All the managers 
agreed. that the men were m'Ore efficient, a 'l'esult which no 
doubt arises partly from the fact 'Of lessened employment.· 

In: concluding this chapter 'On hours, I should state that 
I have purposely refrained from inserting a mass 'Of figures 
from Ibhe government !bulletins on wages and hOUJrs in steel 
£0'1' the reas'On that they are intended t'O represent the indus
try, not the C'Orporation. The Interchurch Report misused 
these figures, I and I wish t'O avoid that _ mistake. The 
soci'Ological. and psychol'Ogical consequences 'Of the long day 
have not been treated because that wO'I'k has been well done 
by Mr. Fitch in The Steel Workers and in his numerous 
magazine articles, particula>rly in the Survey fO'l' March 5, 
!l92 I; by Whiting Williams in What's on the Warkers' 

1.11'0" Age. Jan. 3. 1924. pp. 34-41. passim. 
• See footnote, p. 3Q. 
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Mind, and in the Survey for March 5, 1921; by C. R. 
Walker in Steel, The Diary of a Furnace Worker; by the 
Interchurch Commission in !the Report on: the Steei Strike. 
of I9 I9. Nor has any attempt to demonstrate the practica
bility of the three-shift system been made. It was super
fluous. Since 1910 at least the evidence has been rapidlY' 
accumulating which demonstrates the invalidity of the 
position taken in .the ,Iron and Steeb Institute's Report of 
May 25, 1923, that the change would involve a fifteen per 
rent increase in costs and an approximately fifty per cent 
increase in men in continuous processes.1 

On the basis of the available facts it is impossible to 
formulate conclusions of a desi~le definiteness. As pointed 
out before, the Corporation has made no attempt to record 
statistics of hours from month to month or year to year, 
but has been content 11:0 collectsul:lh figures only for the 
emergencies of a Congressional investigation, a change in 
methods of computing wages, or a 'Statement to the Iron and 
Steel Institute or to the stockholders. Thus we have the 
spectacle of one of :the largest and richest corporations in the 
world, under fire for at 1east fifteen years because of the 
twelve--hour day, knowing accurately how many men it em
ployed on that schedule for only four months of the period! 
Even worse than the inadequacy of the data IS the method 
of theiif presentation. In the four cases cited twelve-h<mr 
men were referred to as a percentage of "total employees," 
despite the fact that all government figures on hours in the 
industry with which it is desiralble to make comparisons omit 

I Neill, op. cit., vol. iii, pp. 171-192; "Three-Shift System in the 
Steel Industry," by H. B. Drury, in the Bulletin of the Taylor Society 
for February, 1921; "The Technique of Changing from the Two-Shift 
to The Three-Shift System in the Steel Industry," a Report to the Cabot 
Fund in 1922 by H. B. Drury; The Twelve-Hour Shiff in Industry. 
Federated American Engineering Societies, 1923, particularly pp. 219-293, 
in the report on the steel industry by Bradley Stoughton. 
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all administrative, clerical, and selling forces. In the one 
case, Aiugust, 1919, in which the manufacturing employees 
were separated from the "total" that total was given as 
266,966 to M1". Fitch though Judge Gary had testified to 
the Senate :that it was 261,180.1 These facts raise the ques
tion of the desirahility of requiring corporations whose gross 
income exceeds some esta;blished minimum to operate under 
a federal license or charter which should provide for reports 
to the government on this and similar matters. The personal 
opinion of the writer is that some such requirements shQUld 
be made, an opinion that deTives considerable support from 
facts develoi>ed in the chapter on wages.' 

A second conclusion, more definite in cha1"acter, is that 
the Co~a!iQll.app'e~!s to haveleq the in4ustry in eliminat
i~[._~~~~..al' _~~~. This is true, I believe, in spite of its 

I C/. the Survey for March 5, 1921, p. 785, and Senate Hearings, 1919, 

p. 157. 
t It should be noted that Mr. J. A. Farrell, president of the Cor

poration, put himself on record in 19II as being in favor of the federal 
government assuming "such supervision of corporations engaged in 
interstate traffic as will result in full and clear publicity of their general 
operations, their receipts and expenditures and profits and losses, in 
order to protect investors and the people generally." Stanley Hearings, 
19II, vol. iv, p. 2697. Mr. Gary's testimony to the 5anle committee 
indicated that he was in favor of federal licensing, perhaps federal 
incorporation, but his chief reason seems to have been that he wanted 
his corporation, and others, to know more definitely what was permitted 
by the government. Court decisions in cases involving an inter
pretation of the Sherman anti-trust act had manifestly left him in a 
quandary as to exactly where the line would be drawn. Ibid., vol. i, 
p. 249-25:3. Before the Senate Committee in 1919 Mr. Gary reiterated 
his statements of 19II on federal licensing and suggested the appoint
ment of a commission which ". • . should have supervision over the 
management of the corporation, including even the labor questions •.•• " 
provided that all contested points might be subject to review in federal 
courts. Senate Hearings, 1919, p. 216. Mr. Gary emphasized the fact 
that he was speaking here as an individual, not as a representative of 
the Corporation. 
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admitted lapses in 1909 and dUTing the war, and in spite of 
the devia.tion in the Edgar Thomson plant in the winter of 
1923-'24 brought out above. 

Third, the Corporation lagged behind the smaller inde
pendents in abolishing the twelve-hour day/' but deserves 
considerahle crediJt for the energy i.t displayed between 
August and December, 1923, in accomplishing the reform. 

Fourth, the Corpot'<IJtion has moved towal"d the !reform of 
excessive hours only when business was poor or when the 
spur of outside criticism was appied. The" peremptory II 
telegram the day after the Senate had ordered an investiga..: 
tion of the strike against excessive hourS! in the Bethlehem 
plants; the appoind:menJ\: of the ~ommiUee to report on the 
truth of ]. A. Fitcll's .. Old Age at Forty "; the drop in the 
percenil:ages of excessive hours in "lean" years; the com
plete reversal in tone and action in the sum~er of 1923; aU 
of these force. the conclusion t!t~t_~eiQ.~_l1L.h'9~~ ~Y..~ . 
w~te(). __ ~_ ~~_ g~a,~i1 and ~ufficien'!!y~IJ~<Lpublic ;. i 
sentiment. 

1 See the Bulletin of the Taylol' Society for February, 19:n; the 
Survey for March 5, 1921; and the Engineers' report, The Twelve-Houl' 
Shift in Industry. 



CHAPTER II 

WAGES 

The wages paid by an industrial corporation are the most 
vital part of its labor policy. Whatever may be true of the 
hours, working conditions, opportunities for advancement, 
etc., etc., the central question is, II How do they pay?"; 
and if wages are high, mt:ch else ~~I~ __ ~~!QI~ra!~~_ by em
ployees and· generat-·public -iiike:---·High wages, however. 
riiustbe understOod tomeaiinigh real wages; that is to say. 
the writer is not interested in a comparison of the wages 
paid by the Corporation wlith those paid by its competitors 
in the steel dudustry or with those paid in other industries. 
The more important comparison is that between ",~~e~ and 
living costs. What facts are available for making this com
pariSOiif· 

In the first place it is evident that the periodic bulletins 
of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics on hours 
and wages in the steel industry cannot be used directly be
cause the data presented were collected from the industry at 
large. The greater part of the data relating to the Corpora
tion alone is presented in the following tables. 

56 [56 
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TABLE V 

EMPLOYEES AND WAGE Bn.LS OF THE U. S. STEEL CoRPORATION, 

1902-1923 1 

Em· Average 
Total em· Total wage Average ployees- Wage and annual 

Year ployees- and salary annual of mfg. s-alary bill wage. in 
(average) bill wage properties for mfg. mfg. 

(average) properties propertiea. 

--- --- ---
1902 .; •••• 168,127 '120,528,343 '717 125,326 $92,236,357 '736 
1903 ...... 167,709 120,763,896 720 123;397 91,672,387 741 
1904·· .. •• 147,343 99,778,276 677 110,864 76,541,536 690 
1905··· .. • 180,158 128,052,955 711 130,614 94>778,669 72'; 
1906 •••••• 202,457 147,765'i40 729 147,048 109,255,784 743-
1907·· .. •• 210,180 160,825, 22 765 151,670 116,863,613 770-
1908 ...... 165,:!I1 120,510,829 729 118,557 88,380,225 ~ 1909 ...... 19~'5OO 151,663,394 776 138,865 111,0661443 
1910 ...... 21 ,43~ 174,955,139 800 154>563 126,338,522 817 
1911 •••••• 196,88 161,419,031 822 140,118 117,582,120 839 
1912 ...... 221,025 ISg,35 1,602 856 161,774 140,204,292 866 
1913 ...... 228,906 207,206,176 905 165,277 152,602,049 92~ 
1914 ...... 179,353 162,379,907 905 131,616 121,654,760 924 
1915 ..... 191,126 176,800,864 925 140,875 133,537,938 948 
1916 ...... 252,668 263,385,502 1,042 187,289 200,022,469 1,068 
1917 ...... 268,058 347,370,400 1,296 198,711 263,89~,383 1,328 
1918 ...... 268,710 452,663,524 1,685 199.029345,26 .192 1.73'; 
1919 ..... 252,106 479,548,040 .1.902 188.550 374.203.~02 1,98". 
1920 ...... 267,345 581,556.925 2.173 200.991 445.946. 32 2.219 
1921 ...... 191,700 332,887.505 1.736 133'9631232'111'722 1,732 
1922 ..... 214,931 322,678, I 30 I,~ 150,847 
1923 •••••• 260,786 469,502,634 I. 180,727 

1 Compiled from the annual reportS of the Corporation except that 
the wage and salary bill for the manufacturing subsidiaries was fur
nished by the comptroller of the Corporation. that the Corporation has. 
not 'published an .. average annual wage" for every year and that con
sequently for some years it had to be computed. and that the average 
for manufacturing employees was computed for each year. Moreover. 
the averages are shown only to the neares-t dollar. The Corporation 
was unwilling to bring these data up to date as explained in the preface, 
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TABLE VI 

[58 

HOURLY RATES PAID TO COMMON LABOR IN THE PITTSBURGH AND CHICAGO 

DISTRICTS 

ERective on Rate 

Tan. I, 1900 ................... 15 
June I, 1902 •••••••••••••.•• .16 
Jan. I, 1904 •••••••••••••••••• 145 
April I, 1905 ••••••••••••••••• 155 
Jan. I, 1907 •••••••••••••••••• 165 
May I, 1910 •••••••••••••••••• 175 
Feb. I, 19IJ .................. 20 
Feb. I, 1916 .................. 22 
May I, 1916 ................ .25 
Dec. 16, 1916 ................ 275 
May I, 1917 ................ • 30 

Effective on Rate 

Oct. I, 1917 .................... 33 
April 16, 1918 ................ 38 
Aug. I, 1918 ................. -42 
Oct. I, 1918 ................. -42-
Feb. I, 1920 ................ -46-
May 16, 1921 ................. 37* 
July 16, 1921 ................. 37 
Aug. 29, 1921 ................ .30 
Sept. I, 1922 ................ .36 
April 6, 1923 ................ -40 
Aug. 16, 1923 ...... ...... .... .. 

• With 50 per cent additional for time over 8 hours. These rates were 
.supplied by the Comptroller of the Corporation, but the rate since August 
16, 1923, the Corporation was unwilling to furnish as explained in the 
preface. 

From the first table it appears that the average wage re
.ceived by the 168,000 (average) employees of the Corpora
tion in 1902 was $717. The inadequate character of this 
figure becomes obvious upon analysis of the detailed sum
mary showing that of the 168,000 employees 

122,000 received less than $800, 
44,000 received from $800 to $2,500 

1,300 received from $2,500 to $5,000 
ISO received from $10,000 to $20,000 
IS received $20,000 and over.1 

An approximate average for the second group, those receiv
ing $800 to $2,500, is $,1,100.2 For the higher income 

I Stanley Hearings, 1911, vol.. vi, p. 4537. It will be noted that those 
receiving from $5,000 to $10,000 were omitted from the data supplied 
10 the Stanley Committee. 

t This figure is, as stated, an approximation. It was reached as fol-
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.groups it is too difficult to secure even an approximate dis

lows. The group receiving $800 to $2,500 forms 26.2 per cent of the 
.total. It has been impossible, of course, to find a detailed distribution 
of incomes for a group receiving the range $800 to $2,500 for the year 
1902 in which that group formed 26.2 per cent of the total. In Neill's 
report of 1910, vol. iii, p. 550, is a table of fun-time weekly earnings of 
172A09 steel employees. If employment of· 50 weeks is assumed the 
.rates $r6 to $50 are equal to annual earnings of $800 to $2,500. Between 
these two rates 274· per cent of the total distribution falls and the 

.average annual earnings of the group would be $1098. If 4S weeks em
;ployment are assumed the rates $r8 to $50 are equal to $810 to $2,250 
..in annual earnings. (For a discussion of the basis for using 45 weeks 
see p. 63. The last group in the classification is .. $50 and over" and 

:includes only 4 of one per cent of the total, so that in spite of the fact 
. that the upper limit is slightly below the $2,500 of the Corporation's 
table, the per cent of employees thus omitted is insignificant in per

<Centage terms.) In the group receiving $810 to $2,250 are included I8.g 
per cent of the total and the average wage would be $1088. It is to be 
~oted that I have converted weekly wage rates into approximate annual 
.earnings and that the distribution' covers 1910 conditions. 

A second set of estimates of 1910 incomes is found in W. I. King, 
Wealth and Income of lhe People of lhe United Slates, pp. 228 and 229. 
'These estimates are family income, not individual earnings, and show 
45.13 per c:rut of the distribution in the group receiving $800 to $2,500; 
::but making allowances for these differences the average of $n67 is 
remarkably close to those computed from the Bureau of Labor's report. 

Another basis for the approximate figure of $noo is found in the 
work of Prolessor Henry L Moore. on the so-called" Dewey Report" 

·on .. Employc:es and 'Wages" as ascertained in the 1900 census. Pro
fessor Moore'll results were published in the Political Science Quarterly, 
vol. 22, the particular table here used appearing on p. 67. In this table 
the weekly wage rates paid in JO industries were grouped in one dollar 
'intervals from .. $~$3:' .. $3-$4," on to "$4!)-$5O" and" $SO and over." 
If SO weeks are assumed as a year, 13.77 per cent of the workers received 
:annual amounts of $800 to $2,500, and the average wage in the group 
was $1045; if 4S weeks constituted a year, 8.72 per cent of the total were 
'in the $800 to $z,5OO group, and the average was $1Q46. 

Finally, the weekly wage rates in the Dewey Report for iron and 
steel workers alone are available. Since these data are confined to 
'iron and steel workers and since they represent conditions for 1900, they 
"are in these respects more useful in attempting to find a figure approx
'imately true in 1902. Assuming, as before, a 50-weeks and a 45-weeks 
"year, computation shows that in the former case 17.5 per cent of the 
·total were in the $800 to $2.500 group and received an average wage 
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tribution and so the minima will be used. From these it can 
be computed that at least $300,000 went to the fifteen high
est paid employees of the Corporation in 1902, that at least 
$150,000 was paid to the next group, and that at least 
$3.25°.000 was paid to the 1.300 persons receiving from. 
$2.500 to $5,000. To the 44.000 receiving $800 to $2.500. 
approximately $48.4°0.000 was paid. The remainder of the 
total wages and salary bill, divided by the 122.000 men whO' 
received less than $800. gives an average for that group of 
$560. It must be noted that because of the use of minima 
in the three highest groups and the omission of the $S.()()Q. 
to $10.000 group, this figure of $560 is somewhat too high. 
It would be interesting to apply the foregoing method t()l 
later years, but since the details given in the table were com
piled for 1902 only, and since the comptroller of the Cor
poration has stated that it would be impossible to secure them 
now for other years, this method of splitting up the unsatis
factory aggregate ngures given above must be abandoned. 

Since 1912 the Corporation has also published annually 
two figures purporting to represent the "average earnings 
per employee per day": one "exclusive of" and the other 

of $1227; and that in the latter; 12.5 per cent fell in this group and re
ceived an average wage of $1.241. 

The net results of my efforts to find an average for the income group 
$&xl to $2,500 are then the following averages: $1045 and $1046 from 
Professor Moore's work, $1088 and $1098 from Neill's report, $n61 
from King's Wealth and I"come of the People of the United States, 
and $1227 and $1241 from the 1900 census volume on .. Employees and 
Wages." These figures are all approximations; three of them refe!: 
to 1910 conditions; six are computed from individual wage rates and 
one is a set of estimates of .. family" incomes; but in spite of all these 
limitations which are freely granted, I still believe they justify the ap
proximation of $noo given in the text. That this estimate is a con
servative one is indicated by the fact that the data from the Dewey 
Report on iron and steel workers alone for 1900 indicated an average 
for thi~ $&>0 to $2.500 group of $1227 for a year of 50 weeks and of 
$124f fOf a year of 45 weeks. 
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" including" the" general administrative and selling force". 
These are, of course, as inadequate as the average annual 
wage and present the further difficulty that in order to se
cure the result published by the Corporation it is necessary 
to assume, for example, that there were 3 III working days 
in 1912, but only 305 in 1914 and 307 in '1915. 

Another possibility is suggested in the Interchurch Report 
on the Steel Strike of I9I9. In the chapter on wages the 
Report attempted to divide the manufacturing employees of 
the Corporation into three groups: unskilled, semiskilled, 
and skilled, to ascertain what percentage of the annual wages 
bill went to each of the groups, and thus to secure an aver
age figure representing the annual wage of the individuals 
in each group.1 In reaching its conclusions the Report as
sumed that the percentage divisions of the three classes of 
labor true in 1910 for one plant employing 6,372 workmen 
were true in 1918 and 1919 for all the plants of the Cor
poration, and that the proportion of the total wages bill 
going to each of these groups was the same in 1918 and 
1919 as in 1910. ~hese assumptions were made despite the 
facts that for the industry at large the Report on the Condi
ditions of Employment in the Iron and Steel Industry in the 
United States, cited by the Interchurch Report to substan
tiate its percentages, gives a quite different set of percent
ages/ and that in conunenting on the stability of these pro
portions the statement is made that 

The whole tendency of the industry is to greatly increase the. 
proportion of the production force formed by this semiskilled 

1 See the Report, ch. iv, pp. 85-98, and p. 270. 

I Ct. Neill, op. cit., vol. i, p. xxxii, and vol. iii, p. So. The former: 
shows that in the industry 49.69 per cent of the employees were tm

skilled, 26.71 per cent semiskilled, and 23.6 per cent skilled; the latter 
that in one plant 38.1 per cent were unskilled, 31.5 per cent semiskilled, 
and 304 per cent skilled. The Interchurch Reporl based its calculations 
on this one plant. 
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class of workmen. They are displacing both the skilled and
the unskilled workmen, though at present the displacement is 
largest among the unskilled, as the function of most of the
machinery recently developed is to perform work formerly done 
by unskilled labor rather than to eliminate the necessity for
skilled employees. 1 

In the latter part of the war boom the Corporation installed:. 
a great deal of machinery which still further altered the 
proportions in its plants of these groups. 

Since it is manifestly impossible to use the same propor
tions over any considerable part of the twenty-three years. 
of the Corporation's history, the next step is to attempt to
follow the changes from year to year. But this line of 
attack is completely blocked because the Corporation has. 
never divided its workmen into skilled, semiskilled, and un
skilled groups, and because, except for the month of August, 
1919, it does not know how many or what proportion of its. 
employees were receiving the common labor rate of pay. 
Consequently, the attempt to reduce to intelligible terms the 
mass of totals presented in the Corporation's annual reports. 
must be abandoned. 

But even if it is impossible to separate these annual wage 
totals by finding what percentage of the men were in each of 

- three, or more, wage groups, and what percentage of the 
total went to each in a given year, may it not be possible to 
build up a figure that will represent what the man on the
common labor rate could expect to earn in a year? The 
tmknown item is, of course, the number of hours the man 
worked in a year. For 1910, however, this can be stated 
with passable accuracy, since from data presented in the-
19IO survey of working conditions it is possible to compute 
that the .. average customary working hours per week" of 

1 Neill, op. cit., vol. iii, p_ 81. 
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the unskilled group were almost exactly 72,' and since the 
same survey states that "Taking these various causes of 
unavoidable lost time into consideration it seems probable 
that during a prosperous year like 1910 the average em
ployee does not have an opportunity to work more than 45 
weeks during the year. . . ." 2 This means then that an 
average unskilled workman could expect to make $556 in 
1910.' Because of the fluctuations in business from year to 
year and the fluctuations of the Corporation's practices con
cerning hours it is impossible to use for any other years the 
figures approximately true for it in 1910 except as avowed 
estimates. And from all of the above facts it seems clear 
that it is impossible to reach for any considerable group in 
the Corporation's employ an ~ccurate figure for annual earn
ings. 

These expedients failing, the most fruitful comparison 
seems to be that between changes in the common labor rate 

I The method of reaching this figure was as fol1ows. The first volume 
of the report presented summary tables of hours for every productive 
occupation in the various departments. The unskilled occupations were 
selected in al1 departments, the .. average customary working hours 
per week" for each occupation multiplied by the number of individuals 
working those hours, and the total hours divided by the total employees. 
There was, of course, considerable difference in the average hours of 
the unskil1ed group in the various departments. The highest average 
was in the blast furnaces: 78.35 hours a week; the lowest in the 
puddling mills: sS.41 hours. For the data from which ~ese averages 
were computed see Neil~ op. /:it., vol. i, pp. 42. 73, 101, 1:25, 139, 171, 197" 
:218, 237, :252, 283, 306, 329· 

S Ibid., vol. iii, p. :214-

• A result secured by multiplying 72 hours per week by 45 weeks to the 
year at the rate of .1716 an hour. The table on page 58 shows that 
for the first four months of 1910 the rate was .165; for the last eight, 
.175. It is apparent at once that figures col1ected for the industry on 
hours per week and weeks per year are being combined with a wage 
rate from Corporation plants. This method would not be justifiable 
except for the facts that the 1910 survey was so nearly complete and that 
the Corporation at that time had not accomplished a great deal in re
ducing hours. 
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and those in the cost of living. It should not be forgotten 
that the fluctuations in the common labor rate are particu
larly significant in the steel industry since a large percentage 
(49.69 in 1910) of the men are paid that rate and since the 
wages of the semiskilled group fluctuate in close accord with 
those of the laborers. 1 In making the comparison suggested 
at least two methods will be employed. The first is that 
utilized by Mr. I. M. Rubinow and later by Professor Paul 
Douglas and Miss F. Lamberson, viz., to measure changes 
in the cost of living by the fluctuations of the Bureau of 
Labor's index of retail food prices.2 This basis has been 
adopted because of the importance of food in the working
man's, particularly the common laborer's budget; because of 
the demonstration in the articles just cited of the closeness 
with which living costs and food prices fluctuated, at least 
until 1916; and because of the practical fact that it is the 
only continuous set of data covering the period since the 
organization of the Corporation that is available. The in
accuracies involved in using an index of food prices as a 
measure of changes in the cost of living since about 1915, and 
more particularly since June,I920, are discussed and largely 
corrected on pages 66-68. In computing the following two 
sets of index numbers, however, an average of the years 1901 
to 1905 inclusive has been used in preference to the custom
ary 1913 base. 1901 is used because the Corporation began 
()perations then; the five-year period because a wider base 

I Ct. Neill, 0'. cit., vol. iii, p. 251. 

t Ct. I. M. Rubinow, .. The Recent Trend of Real Wages," Americlm 
Economic Review, voL iv, p. 793, December, 1914; and P. H. Douglas 
and F. Lamberson, .. The Movement of Real Wages," America" Ec01I
(}ftIic Review, vol. xi, p. 409, September, 1921. The one essential differ
ence in method is that I have used the Bureau's index as printed, whereas 
in the articles cited it was recomputed using only the IS articles for 
which prices exist for every year since 1890. The differences in results, 
however, are negligible. 
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than a single year is desirable. The question at issue is: 
Has the United States Steel Corporation advanced wages 
sufficiently to keep their levels equal with the new levels 
reached by the cost of living? For the moment it is im
material whether or not the aggregate wages a laborer could 
expect to earn in a given year were adequate for a "mini
mum," a " saving," a " comfort," or any other level of ex
istence. The significant comparison here is that between 
the levels of wages and prices in any given year and the 
average level for the period 19°1-1905; a comparison 
clearly ind~cated by the following sets of index numbers. 

TABLE VII 
CoMPARISON OF CHANGES IN THE CoRPORATION'S COMMON LABoR RATE 

WITH THOSE IN THE COST OF iLIvING AS MEAsURED BY THE 
. RETAIL PRICE:; OF FOOD 
[AVERAGE 1901-1905=100] 

Year 

1901 ........................... .. 
1902 ............................ . 
1903 ............................. . 
190 4 ............................ .. 
1905 ............................ . 
1906 ........................... .. 
190 7 ............................ .. 
1908 ............................ .. 
1909 ............................. . 
1910 ............................. . 
1911 ............................. . 
1912 ............................ .. 
1913 ........................... .. 
1914 ............................. . 
1915 ............................. . 
1916 ............................. . 
1917 ............................ .. 
1918 ............................. . 
1919 ............................. . 
1920 ............................. . 

'1921 ........................... .. 
1922 ............................ .. 

Corporation 
common 

labor rate 

98.2 
102.0 
104.8 
95.0 

99.8 
101·S 
108.0 
108.0 
108.0 
112·4 
114.6 
114-6 
129.5 
131•0 

131.0 
156•8 
196.0 
262.0 

321 .0 
348.5 
27104-
209.6 

Cost 
of 

living 

96.2 
100.2 
100.2 
101.6 
101.6 
105.6 
109.6 
112.2 
119.0 

124·3 
12 3.0 

131.0 

133.6 
136.3 
135.0 

152.4 
195.1 

224·5 
248.6 
271.3 
204.5 
190.0 
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From them it is apparent that in 1901 the wage index and 
the food index were practically identical; that in 1902 they 
rose at almost exactly the same rate; that the wage index 
rose slightly in 1903 while that for food remained constant; 
that the wage cut in 19°4 ran counter to a small rise in the 
cost of food; and that from 1904 to 1915 the rate of in
creases in wages never brought the level of wages measured 
from the 1901-1905 base up to the level of food prices 
measured from the same base. In 1916 wages increased a 
little faster than food costs and in 1917 a little slower, so 
that the index for wages is slightly above in 1916 and almost 
identical with that for food in 1917. From 1918 to 1920, 
however, increases in wages were at a greater rate than those 
in food prices, and in 1921 and 1922 the fluctuations of de
creases followed by increases in wages have never brought 
their level below that of food prices, at least so long as the 
comparison is made on a calendar year basis. Actually, wage 
rates were forced below food prices on August 29, 1921, a 
fact shown by putting the index numbers on a monthly basis. 

But as suggested above, the validity of measuring move
ments of living costs by fluctuations of the food index 
alone for the period since 1915, and more particularly since 
June, 1920, is open to serious question. In addition to the 
index of retail food prices the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
has for several years published an index of changes in the 
cost of living in the United States as shown by the average 
cost of living in a number of cities. This index includes 
clothing, housing, fuel and light, furniture and furnishing, 
and miscellaneous items in addition to food. From Decem
ber, 1915, to June, 1919, the percentage increase of food 
prices on a 1913 base was greater than the percentage in
crease in the cost of living as shown by the combined items. 
For December, 1919, and June, 1920, the food increase and 
the cost of living increase were almost identical, but by De-
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TABLE VIII 
CoMPARISON OF CHANCES IN THE CoRPORATION'S CoMMON LAlIoR RATE 

WITH THOSE IN THE CoST OF l..IvINc AS MEAsUllED BY THE 

CoMPOSITE INDEX OF THE BUREAU OF LABoR STATISTICS 

[1913=100] 

Month and Year 

Dec., 1914 ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
Dec .. 1915 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dec., 1916 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dec., 1917 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dec., 1918 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
June, 1919 ......................... . 
Dec., 1919 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
June, 1920 ••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••• 
Dec., 1920 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
May, 1921 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Sept., 1921 .•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dec., 1921 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Mar., 1922 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
June, 1922 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Sept., 1922 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dec., 1922 ••••••••.••••••••••••••••• 
Mar., 1923 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
June, 192 3, ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Sept., 1923 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dec., 1923 ......................... . 

Corporation 
common 

labor rate 

101.1 
101.1 
132 .7 
166.8 
247-7 
24707 
24707 
271•0 

271.0 

24401 

151.7 
151.7 
151.7 
151·7 
182.0 
182.0 
182.0 
202.2 

Cost 
of 

living· 

103.0 
105.1 
118·3 
142·4 
174-4 
177-3 
199·3 
216·5 
200-4 
180-4 
177·3 
174-3 
166·9 
166.6 
166·3 
169.5 
168.8 
169.7 
172.1 
173.2 

"'Monthly Lab01" Review, February, 1924, p. 94 [310]. 

cember, 1920, food prices had dropped until they were only 
78 per cent above the 1913 average, whereas the total cost 
of living was 100.4 per cent above the 1913 average. This 
disparity became more pronounced until in March, 1922, 
the price of food was 38.7 per cent above its 1913 average 
as compared with the 66.9 per cent above its 1913 average 
shown by the cost of living. 1 Obviously the fluctuations in 
the food index since about 1916 have been unrepresentative 
of changes in the cost of living, firsf because they rose too 
rapidly, and subsequently because they fell too rapidly; and 

1 Monthly Lab01" Review, February, 1924, P.94 [310]. 
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so the changes in the Corporation'S common labor rate must 
be compared with' the more representative index of the cost 
of living available for the last half of its period of opera
tions. This comparison, however, will have to be made on 
a 1913 base because there is no possibility of shifting the 
Bureau's index of the cost of living to the earlier period 
19°1-19°5; the data were not collected for that period. 
The foregoing comparison brings out clearly an important 
fact obscured by the preceding method, viz., that the drastic 
wage cut in August, 1921, was much greater than the fall in 
living costs justified. Moreover, this disparity continued to 
exist for an entire year, that is, until the advance of wages 
in September, 1922. 

But it must be remembered that these sets of relative 
numbers have presented facts in relation to a common start
ing point that has been taken as " 100". In other words, 
the average wage for 19Q1-1905 and the average price of 
food for the same period have each been called " 100" in 
the first comparison; the wage rate for 1913 and the cost of 
living in the same year have each been equated to " 100" in 
the second. In neither case has it been assumed that the 
wage rates secured to their receivers a "real" income 
above, equal to, or below some standard of living, but when 
wages and cost of living are both referred to an average or 
a rate designated as " 100 ", it is a little difficult to remem
ber that there is nothing implied concerning the equality or 
inequality of these "100'S". The question arises, then, 
what is the relation between these starting points, or, more 
precisely, what can be shown about the purchasing power of 
the annual earnings of day labor in Corporation plants? 
The significance of this is obvious, for if average annual 
earnings for 1901-1905 or 1913 were just sufficient to meet 
minimum subsistence needs in these base periods, then our 
relat,ive figures carry quite a different story from that under 
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the condition that the average annual earnings were twice 
the subsistence level. 

But " subsistence level" raises another question: subsist
ence for the laborer only, or for his family; and if for a 
family, what size family? Obviously not subsistence for 
the laborer alone, for there can be no question of the social 
undesirability of setting such a low standard as that; but on 
the size of the family there may be more dispute. It has 
been customary to estimate budgets on the basis of the needs 
of a family of: five despite the claims occasionally advanced 
by employers in wage arbitration cases that the~r employees' 
families averaged less than three children. These claims 
find considerable support in the conclusion of Miss M. L. 
Stecker that: 

The family of five where the father is the only wage-earner 
and all children are under 14 years of age, which has been 
selected as the normal or typical family, is apparently not most 
representative of American wage-earners, since in fa.n;tilies 
where the father is the only wage-earner and all children are· 
under 14 years of age the average size is smaller than this, while 
in families having five members there is an average of more than 
one wage-earner.1 

The first part of this conclusion, viz., that in cases where all 
children are under 14 and the father the sole wage-earner the 
average family is less than five, is the more important here. 
For this Miss Stecker relies upon the data collected in the 
1901 investigation of the United States Bureau of Labor. 
As she states elsewhere, a "study of available data . . . 
indicates how .confused is the evidence on the validity of this 
family [five] as the standard tmit." 2 The contention might 

1 Stecker, M. L, "Family Budgets and Wages ", The American Econ,
omic R~, vol. xi, P.465. (September; 1921.) 

• Ibid., p. 4sS. 
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be made that her conclusion is based on too slender a foun
dation, but data collected by Professor Douglas in a paper 
'I'ecently published go far toward remedying that defect.lI 

However, that is not the issue to which it is here desired to 
draw attention. As Professor Ogburn has pointed out, 

The theory back of the selection of three children as a stand
ard average is, however, more or less irrelevant, except, of 
course, in broad limits, of the actual number of children in a 
family, in very much the same way that the standard minimum
of-subsistence wage is more or less irrelevant to the actual wage 
received. Public sentiment has, however, supported the family
of-five standard, since in order that the race may maintain itself 
two children must grow to maturity, marry, and in turn bear 
children. Three children are simply a recognition of the un
doubted chance of death, of non-marriage, and of infertility.2 

Subsequently Professor Ogburn takes up the more or less • 
current opinion "that any wage which workers work for is 
a living wage, since in order to work they must be alive." 
To this he replies: Ie The answer is that workers trying to 
live on less than a living wage do not live on it." 8 In sup
port of his contention he cites such evidence as the infant 
death rate studies of the Children's Bureau of the United 
States Department of Labor. Aggregate figures from 
Br,oc~on and New Bedford, Massachusetts, Manchester, 
New Hampshire, and Saginaw, Michigan, collected in 1912 

and 1913, were summarized by the Bureau as' follows: For 
famiLies in which the father received less than $550 a year 
the infant mortality Tate was 167; for families in which the 

I Douglas, P. H., "Is the Family of Five Typical?" The lournal of the 
American Statistical Association, vol. xix, pp. 314-328 (September, 1924-) 

'Ogburn, W. F., .. The IStandard--of..iLiving Factor in Wages," Papers 
and p,.oceedings of the Thirly-fifth Annual Meeting of the America,. 
Economic Association, March, 1923, pp. 121-122. 

I Ibid., p. 126. 
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income was between $550 and $649 the rate was 127.7; bUt 
for families in which the father received $1,050 and over the 
rate was only 5341 

In other words, the main justificatJion for demanding that 
wages be adequate to support a family of five is found in 
social policy. Moreover, the evidence cited at least suggests 
that one reason why there are not more families in which 
the father is the sole bread-winner and in which there are 
three children under 14, is that the children have not lived 
to be ermmerated. 

Other objections to the whole conception of a minimum 
standard are discussed by Miss Stecker and Professor Og
burn. Both agree that more work needs to.be done in de
vising tools and measurements which will make the use of 
the concept more accurate and more objective. With this 
the present writer is in accord, but in an historical study it 
is obviously necessary to use the tools, crude though they 
may be, that were worked out contemporaneously. It is 
impossible at this date to compute accurately a subsistence 
budget for the Pittsburgh or Chicago steel districts for all 
the years since 1901. Consequently, the following section 
will compare available budgets and estimates with annual 
earnings. 

In attempting to secure some idea of these annual earn
ings the possibility remains of making the absurd assump
tion that the employee on the common labor rate worked 
twelve hours a day for 365 days in the year. Then in 1901, 
the first year the Corporation operated, the absolute maxi
mum for common labor was $657.00. For this year the U. S. 
Bureau of Labor made an exhaustive survey of living costs 
as revealed in workingmen's family budgets. No attempt 
was made to estimate a .. minimum" budget, but in Bulletin 

1 U. S. Ollidren's Bureau, Bulletin No. 37, Infant Morlality, Remts 
of II Field Study itt Brockton, Mass., p. 32. 
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54 (p. 1146) of the U. S. Bureau of Labor a summary table 
of some of the data in the larger study permits one interesting 
comparison. The table presents the " Average expenditure 
per family for various purposes in 19o1 ". For the North 
Atlantic states, 13,782 families reporting, the items total 
$1081.41. This includes· such duplications as rent for the 
eighty-seven per cent who paid it and payments on mort
gages for others who were buying homes. Moreover, sev
eral items were paid by only a small percentage of the fami
lies. The elimination of the duplications and the unrepre
sentative items reduces the total to $815.14, a figure far· 
above the maximwn possible earnings of the Corporation's 
common laborer, and still farther above what he actually 
made. Such a comparison is not as significant as others to 
follow, but at this date it seems impossible to compute a 
.. minimwn" budget from the 19o1 data. 

For about five years subsequent to the Bureau of Labor's 
study there seems to have been little or no work done on 
budgets, but in the years 19o6 to 1910 inclusive this de
ficiency was remedied. Of the more important studies the 
first in point of the period covered was that of Mrs. Louise 
B. More, TVage-Earner,sl Budgets; a study of standards and 
cost of living in New York City. The work consisted of 
an analysis of the budgets of 200 families who were " .•. 
able and willing to co-operate with the investigator intelli
gently and patiently in keeping simple accounts and in mak
ing careful, verifiable statements." One of the conclusions 
reached was that 

•.. a " fair living wage" for a workingman's family of aver
age size in New York City should be at least $728 a year, or a 
steady income of $14 a week. :Making allowances for a larger 
proportion of surplus than was found in these families [aver
age surplus $15.13 a year], which is necessary to provide ade-
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quately for the future, the income should be somewhat larger 
than this-that is, from $800 to $900 a year.1 

On the impossible schedule of 365 twelve-hour days a laborer 
might have earned $678.90 in 1906. Since the average 
wage for all employees was only $,50 more than this, it is 
certain that he earned nothing like this maximum. 

For 1907 Professor R. C. Chapin's Standa:rd of Living 
Among Workingmen's Families in New York City is avail
able. Based upon 391 families and representing the most 
painstaking care, it has long been considered a classic piece 
of work. The most important facts for this study are con
tained in the following extract. 

It seems safe to conclude from all the data that we have been 
considering that an income under $800 is not enough to permit 
the maintenance of a normal standard. A survey of the detail 
of expenditure for each item in the budget shows some mani
fest deficiency for almost every family in the $600 and $70() 
groups. 

Among the deficiencies brought out are those in food, cloth
ing, and house space. In the income group $600 to $799-
Chapin found 32 per cent underfed, 57 per cent under
clothed, and 58 per cent overcrowded.' The Corporation's 
common laborer on maximum hours might have earned 
$722.7° in 1907.' 

I Quoted in the Bureau of Applied Economics, Standards of Living 
(Bulletin Number 7, Washington, 1920), pp. 149, 150. 

• Chapin, R. c., Standard of Living Among Workingmen's Families in 
New York City (New York, 1909), p. 245. 

• It will probably be objected that comparisons should not be made be
tween wages earned in the Pittsburgh and Chicago districts and living 
costs in New York City. But the differences between living costs in 
New York City and the Pittsburgh steel district during 1906 to 1909 at 
least have been demonstrated to be negligible. Mrs. More's study showed 
a steady income of at least $14 a week necessary in New York City; 
Professor Chapin's figure was $800 a year. The next budget presented 
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The next accurate budgetary study available covers the 
period from October I, 1907, to April I, 1908. It is par
ticularly valuable because it was made in the "Pittsburgh 
district". Between the dates mentioned Miss Margaret 
Byington, an investigator for the Pittsburgh Survey, secured 
the cooperation of a number of families in Homestead, 
Pennsylvania, in keeping budgets of weekly expenditures. 
A study of these budgets, comparisons with the prices of 
commodities, and intimate contact over the six months with 
the households which supplied them convinced Miss Bying
ton that 

only when earnings are $15 a week, or more, can we confidently 
look for a reasonable margin above the requisite expenditures 
for necessities. It is only in the group spending more than 
$20 that we find that the average family has reached a point 
where, without being spendthrift of the future and without 
undue pinching in other directions, they can spend enough to 
satisfy what we should recognize as the reasonable ambitions 
of an American who puts his life into his work.1 

She found that a large number of the foreign unskilled 
workmen were making only $g.go a week; that is, they 

in the text is for Homestead, Pennsylvania, for part of the same period 
as is covered in Professor Chapin's work and shows a steady income of 
$IS a week to be necessary there. This means $780 a year, almost pre
cisely Professor Chapin's figure. More conclusive than the foregoing, 
however, is the report of the British Board of Trade on Till Cost 01 
Livillg in AmericCJII Totlms. The conclusions of the report were based on 
a study of rents and retail prices of food in :as cities. The data collected 
convinced the investigators that on the basis of the criteria stated living 
costs in New York and Pittsburgh in 1909 were identical (p. 356 of the 
edition of the study published in this country as Sen. Doc. 22, 62nd 
Congress, 1st session). As will appear later the budgets used for more 
recent years are more generalized so that the error involved in comparing 
them with wages in the Pittsburgh and Oticago districts is not great. 

1 Byington, M. F., Ho""st~: tlat Howelaolds of (J Mill ToWlf (New 
York, 1910), pp. los-un At least two-thirds of this book is devoted to 
an analysis of the budgets mentioned above. 
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were working six ten-hour days at .165 an hour. If we 
:again make the assumption of maximum work, we find that 
seven days of twelve hours each bring $13.86, still below 
the figure set by Miss Byington as necessary to secure any 
margin above necessities. Unemployment of even the short
·est duration would, of course, aggravate the situation. 

At about the time of Miss Byington's work, thougq ex
tending over a longer period, the Immigration Commission 
was making an exhaustive study that covered part of the 
'same ground. In the Pittsburgh district it was found that 
the foreign-born heads of families employed in the iron and 
:steel industry earned an annual average of $413, and that 
50.1 per cent of this group earned less than $400 a year. 1 

'These foreign-born workmen were, in large part, receiving 
the common labor rate. The investigation was not confined 
,to Corporation plants and something must be added to these 
figures because of the fact that the Corporation usually paid 
higher wages to common labor than its competitors; but 
.even so this figure would be little more than half the $780 
Miss Byington's estimate would be on a yearly basis. 

A budget obviously valuable for such a study as this 
was prepared in 1910 by the Associated Charities' of Plitts
burgh. Their work was based on that of W. O. MwaJter 
-of the United States Department of Agriculture for quan
tities of food necessary to maintain in health and effi.
-ciency a family of five: father, mother, boy of 13, girl of 

1 Reports of the Immigration Commission: Immigrants in Industries. 
'Part 2: Iron and Steel Manufacturing (Washington, 19U), vol. i. pp. 
·61,62. (Senate Document 633 of the 61st Congo 2nd sess.). 

• In the face of these facts the estimate of the Pittsburgh Chamber of 
-COmmerce on the cost of food alone for a family of five in Pittsburgh 
in 1909. the common labor rate in Corporation plants still being .165, 
is nothing short of ludicrous. The figure set by this worthy body was 
~II.88; indeed a poor prospect for the laborer' whose pay for seven 
.days of twelve hours was $13.861 
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II, and girl of 9. Other items were secured largely from 
budgetary studies of workmen's families in Pittsburgh. 
The final result was characterized as " a sum that the father 
of three children . . . must spend on the dire necessities of 
life". The items were as follows: 

Food ......•...... $382.00 Tobacco .......... $ 5.20 
Clothing ......•... 151.00 Recreation .• • . . . . . 13.00 
Fuel.............. 25.00 Medicine .......... 18.50 
Light ... ••.• ••.••• 6.25 Sundries & 
Rent .............. 120.00 Incidentals .•.•.•.. 39.00 
Insurance •...•..•• 18.20 

Total ....... • ... $778.15 1 

The average common labor rate in Corporation mills during> 
1910 was .1716 (.165 from January 1 to May I and .175-
thereafter). Thus at twelve hours a day for 365 days the
laborer would get $751.61 or $26.54 less than the estimated 
minimum of subsistence. Moreover, it should be noted that 
in 19II the cost of living remained practically constant with 
that of 1910, and in 1912 advanced sharply; but that for 
both those years the common labor rate remained at .175. 
A total of 365 days of twelve hours each at this rate woul(}: 
amount to $766.50, still below the Associated Charities' 
minimum. Thus for these three years common laborers in 
Corporation mills were facing the physical impossibility of 
earning a wage adequate to support a family of five. The 
result, according to the Charities' report, was that people in 
this wage group were not living. "They were slowly but 
surely starving. That is the simple truth which was pain
fully brought to our attention." 2 

The Charity Organization Society of Chicago also made 
a study of living costs in 1910 for" an unskilled laborer, 

1 Stall ley Hearings, 19I1, vol. iv, p. 2957. The items are given as ill 

the text, but the total was erroneously recorded as $768, or $10 too low. 
and was rather widely quoted at the time. 

2 Ibid., p. 2956. 
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rife, and three children living in South Chicago". The 
ems were as follows: 

Rent ••...••.••••.. $108.00 
Food. $6 a week: ..• 312.00 
I~ qts. milk daily. • 43.68 
Light & fuel .••• •• 50.00 

Oothing 
For man ........ $ 28.00 
IF'or woman. .. .. • 10.00 
For children ..... 24.00 
For shoes....... 38.00 

Insurance •..•...•• 15.80 

Total ........... $629.4~P 

t will be noticed that there is no allowance made for sick
.ess, utensils, the numeroqs petty incidentals that always 
rise, tobacco, reading matter, or any recreation of any sort. 
~he budget is unquestionably too meagre; but as it stands, 
ince the common labor rate in Chicago was the same as that 
1 Pittsburgh, the maximum number of hours a year would 
lean a total of $122.13 above this budget in 1910 and 
:135.02 above in 1911 and 1912. 

So far the computations have been made for wages on 
he preposterous assumption that the laborer could get em
Iloyment for twelve hours each of the 365 days of 19m, 
lut it will be recalled that 1910 is the one year for which it 
s possible to make a definite statement on the number of 
lours a conunon laborer might expect to work a year.2 

~riefly stated we found that he could not hope for more 
han 45 weeks' work and that common labor averaged 72 
lOurS a week in 1910. At .1716 an hour the year's earnings 
vere $556. This figure is $222 below the minimum set by 
he Pittsburgh Charities, and $74 below that set by the 
:hicago Charities. 

The next year for which a satisfactory minimum family 
,udget has been found is 1914: the estimate of the New 
{ork State Factory 1nvestigation Commission. The de
ailed figures follow: 

I Stanley Hearings, I9II, vol. iv, p. 2993. 
I See pp. 62, 63, supra. 
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Food ............. $325.00 Carfare ........... $ 31.20 
Rent .............. 200.00 Health ............ 22.00 

Fuel & light . . . . . . . 20.00 Education, 
Clothing .......... 140.00 newspaper .. . .. . 5.63 
Insurance Recreation & 

Man ............ 20.00 amusement ...... 50.00 

Family .......... 15.60 Miscellaneous ..... 40.00 

Furnishings . . . . . . 1.00 
Total ......... $876.43 1 

The hourly rate paid to common laborers in 1914 was .20. 
Our hypothetical worker who put in maximum hours every 
day in the year would receive exactly $876. Since 1914 was 
a bad year for the Corporation, employees in the manufac
turing subsidiaries being about 34,000 less than in 1913, it 
is certain that actual earnings were a great deal less than 
this hypothetical figure. 

For 1918 the minimum budget prepared by Professor W. 
F. Ogburn of Columbia University is undoubtedly the best 
~vailable. It is based on 600 actual budgets of shipyard 
workers in the New York ship-building area and, with the 
possible exception of the item for street car fare, seems ap
plicable to steel workers in the Pittsburgh district. The 
items are supposed to provide a minimum of health and 
decency for a family of five for a year: 

Food ............•.. $615 
Oothing 

Man .............. 76 
Woman ..... ...... 55 
II to 14 years ...... 40 

7 to 10 years ....... 33 
4 to 6 years ........ 30 

Rent .•......... ..... ISo 
Fuel and light ....... 62 
Insurance .. .. .. .. .. . 40 
Organizations ........ 12 

Religion ............ 7 

Street·car fare .•..... $ 40 
Paper, books, etc. .... 9 
Amusements, drinks, 

and tobacco ........ 50 

Sickness ............. 60 
Dentist, occulist, 

glasses, etc. ........ 3 
Furnishings •. • . . . . . • 35 
Laundry ......... ..• 4 
Cleaning supplies .... IS 
Miscellaneous ........ 20 

Total .......... $1,386 2 

I Interchurch, Report on the Steel Strike of 1919, p. 258. 
: Ibid., p. 297. 
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It will be remembered that by March, 1918, the wage 
index was definitely above the food index. The average 
common labor rate for 1918 was .3961. This multiplied by 
our hypothetical maximum hours would give $1734.92 for 
the year, a figure well above Professor Ogburn's minimum. 
But the average annual wage of "all employees" including 
the highest paid officials was only $1685, an amount $50 
below the maximum possible figure for common labor just 
computed. On the more rational assumption of 45 weeks' 
work of 72 hours each, the laborer would have earned in 
1918 only $1296, exactly $90 below Professor Ogburn's 
minimum. Since the absurdity of a situation in which com
mon labor gets $50 a year more than the average wage of 
all employees requires no comment, it can .be safely said 
that the second figure is nearer the truth than the first. 

But nothing more can be safely said: $11296 is nearer the 
truth than $1734. Just as we found that the Corporation 
actually knew how many men worked on the twelve-hour 
shift for only four months of the twenty-three years of its 
history, so we find now that it knows even less about the 
number of men receiving the common labor rate. After all, 
the preceding pages are meaningless if only one-tenth of one 
per cent are paid the common labor rate. The Corporation 
rather prides itself on the publicity which it gives its own 
affairs, and in many respects its annual reports certainly 
support this position, but on this item there are only two 
statements. Judge Gary testified to the Senate Committee 
investigating the steel strike of 1919 that 46,638 or 24.4 
per cent of the employees in the manufacturing companies 
were receiving the common labor rate at that time.1 In a 
letter to the Interchurch Commission of Inquiry Judge Gary 
stated that 70,000 men received that rate,2 but" there is noth-

1 Senate Hearings, 1919, p. 199. 

• Interchurch, Report on the Steel Strike of 1919. p. S. 
I 
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ing in the Report to indicate whether these 70,000 were 
manufacturing or other employees or to indicate the date on 
which the statement was true. A request directed to the 
Corporation for additional light on this statement in the 
Interchurch Report was never answered. 

In view of the fact that in 1910 49.69 per cent of the 
172,700 workers covered received the common lahar rate, 
and that the development of the industry had been tending 
for years prior to L910 to reduce the percentage on this 
rate,1 it is certain that a larger proportion than Judge Gary's 
24.4 per cent have, at some time, worked for this lowest 
rate. In a conversation in his office the Comptroller of the 
Corporation told the writer that it would be impossible to 
find out for the entire Corporation the number of men on 
that rate over any period of time, since the data were scat
tered from Chicago to Birmingham and could not be col
lected without unwarranted expense. They have apparently 
been compiled only once: under the pressure of the Senate 
investigation. Consequently, it is impossible to get nearer 
to the truth than to say that from 25 to 50 or more per cent 
of the Corporation's manufacturing employees have received 
the common labor rate at various times, and that the per
centage has tended downward. 

Because of the dearth of data the immediately preceding 
discussion has necessarily been more or less of a patched 
together affair, particularly unsatisfactory from the point of 
view of continuity. Moreover, the assumption most fre
quently made concerning wages j that is, that a laborer might 
work 365 days of twelve hours each, is so far beyond the 
bounds of reason that it is difficult to make the proper 
allowances and the reader is likely to form a conception of 
the relation of wages to living costs that is not justified by 
the facts. Consequently, it has seemed advisable to make a 

1 Neill, op. cit., vol. i, p. xxxii, and vol. iii, p. Sr. 
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comparison which is not only of a more continuous nature 
but which is believed to be a closer approximation of the 
facts. It must be noted that it is avowedly an approxima
tion only, Qut, as will be seen, the relations brought out are 
for most years of such a nature as to justify conclusions as 
to whether wages were above or below living costs, though 
not to justify statements as to the degree of difference be
tween the two levels. In making the comparisons the' rates 
per hour for common labor furnished' by the Corporation 
"have been multiplied by 3240 hours a year to secure figures 
for annual wages. 3240 hours represent 45 weeks' employ
ment at 72 hours a week, the figures true for 1910. To the 
extent that the Corporation has reduced excessive schedules, 
72 hours a week is too high for years subsequent to 1910, 

but the error is in the Corporation's favor since it forces 
the wage figure higher. Moreover, 72 hours is fifty per cent 
above the 48 hours that are more and more widely being 
accepted as the standard work week. That 45 weeks a year 
was all the average employee on the common labor rate could 
expect to get during the first eleven years of the Corpora
tion's history is strongly indicated in the Report on Condi
tions of Employment in the Iron and Steel Industry in the 
United States. 1 The evidence submitted there, summarized 

1 The seventh chapter of volume three of Neill's report is devoted to 
II Irregularity of Employment". The following points iIi. the chapter 
are particularly significant. "... there was no complaint so fre
quently made or so strongly expressed [by the workmen] as that re
garding irregularity of employment." (p. 2(5) "In I909 the steel 
works and rolling mills 'had relatively the largest fluctuation in the 
size of the labor force of any of the large manufacturing industries." 
(p. 205, footnote). This statement is made on the basis of the data 
secured iIi. the census of manufactures for I909. Those data and addi~ 
tiona! figures for I904, I9I4, and I9I9 are included to show that the 
situati.on had existed prior to the Bureau of Labor's investigation and 
has continued to exist subsequently. 
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in the footnote below, was gathered from both Corporation 

Per cent which minimum number 
of employees was of maximum 

Industry 

1904 1909 1914 1919 

--- --- --- ---
Iron and steel, steel works and rolling mills. 614 75·8 77·4 66.2 
Foundry and machine sbop products •••••• 64-4 80·7 85.6 85.6 
Lumber and timber products ............ 57·3 87.8 83.0 78.0 
Cars and general sbop construction and 

repairs by steam railroad companies. •••• 76.8 89.1 95-4 91.0 
Woolen, worsted, felt goods and wool bats. 70 •8 91•0 89·9 60.4 
Tobacco, cigars, cigarettes •••••••••••••• 70 •2 91•6 95·9 74-3 
Ootbing and abirts, men's ............... 73·9 91•8 88.2 73.1 
Boots and shoes ....................... 71.5 91•8 90.2 87.1 
Printing and publisbing ................. 75·5 9303 95·9 90·5 
Cotton gooda .......................... 81.1 97.6 94-7 924 

It will be noted that "iron and steel" had the greatest fluctuation in 
1909 and 1914 but was second to "lumber and timber products" in 
1904 and second to .. woolen and worsted, felt goods and wool hats" in 
1919- (CelJSfls of Manufactures, 1905, part i [covering the year 19041, 
p. 26 et. seq.; Abstract of Statistics of Manufacturing, 1909. p. 22 d. seq.; 
Abstract of Statistics of Manufacturing, 1914, p. 466 et seq.; Abstract 
of Statistics of Manufacturing, 1919, p. 21 ef seq.) 

A table is presented on page 208 of Neill's third volume showing the 
"approximate average number of men employed in blast furnaces, each 
month, 1907 to 19I1." The range was" from 18,545 in January, 19o8, to 
46,810 in February, 1910." The report continues: "-In 31 of the 60 
months these fluctuations amounted to 1,000 or more employees, and in 
several other cases they were only 100 short of that number. In more 
than one-half of the months from 1907 to 19I1, inclusive, therefore, 
1,000 men were being taken on or discharged from the labor force for 
the blast furnaces alone." (p. 209). "Considering the iron and steel 
industry as a whole the fluctuations in employment were much greater 
than is indicated by the figures for the blast furnaces alone." (p. 210). 
This statement is substantiated by a table on pages 210 and 2Il showing 
the fluctuations by months from January, 1905, to December, 1910, in a 
large plant which had " ..•• a reputation throughout the industry of 
being one of the most constant in its operation and of suffering less 
from periods of depression than most of the large steel plants." (p. 
210). For the year 1910 alone the Bureau of .Labor found that of the 
90,757 employees for whom it could tabulate the records only 37.6 per 
cent could get employment II 48 weeks and over." (p.213). 
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and independent plants. The only data for the Corporation 
alone are unsatisfactory because they cover less than half of 
the Corporation's history, 1915 to 1923 inclusive, and be
cause they include all employees. Since the clerical and 
executive employees probably remain at a fairly constant 
figure, their inclusion tends to obscure the fluctuations in the 
numbers of bona fide steel makers. Moreover, the years in
cluded would hardly be considered "normal" under any 
definition of that term, but since these figures are the only 
ones available they are presented for what they are worth. 

TABLE IX 
FLUcruATIONS IN TOTAL iEMPLOYEES, U. 'S. ,STEEL CoRl'OllATION 

1915-1923 1 

Maximum Minimum Per cent 
Employees Employees which 

Year (ayerage) (~verage) Minimum 
In any In any is of 
Month Month Maximum 

1915' ..........• 227,051 (Dec.) 1410461 (Jan.) 62·3 
1916 ............ 265,919 ...... 232,540 ...... 87-4 
1917 ............ 2770526 ...... 250,836 ...... 90·3 
1918 ............ 2830414 (July) 2410490 (Jan.) 85.2 
1919 ............ 274,837 (Feb.) 213,081 ~OcL) 77·5 
1920 ............ 275,552 (Mar.) 261,037 May? 9407 
1921 ............ 263,308 (Jan.) 157,083 (July 59.6 
1922 ............ 253,360 (Nov.) 186,542 (Feb.) . 73.6 
1923 ............ 277>779 (Oct.) 240,586 (Feb.) 86.6 

A continuous series of estimates of the minimum cost of 
sustaining a family of five in health and decency was 
secured from Professor Ogburn's 1918 figures as a starting 
place. This budget was computed on the prices of June, 
1918, at which time the Bureau of Labor's index of food 
prices stood at 165 on 1913 prices as 100. Reference to the 
table on page 67 will remind the reader that in the years 

1 Compiled from annual reports of the Corporation. 
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1914 to 1918 inclusive the Bureau of Labor had collected 
data for a general cost-of-living index including food, cloth
ing, housing, and other items for the month of December 
only. Consequently, for year!! prior to 1919 the only prac
tical method of converting Professor Ogburn's 1918 budget 
into a figure approximately true for those years is to mul~ 
tiply his total of $1386 by the index of food prices; that is, 
if $1386 is the figure for June 1918, when the food index 
stood at 165, then the total budget for 1913 was $840. 
($840 : $.1386 :: 100 : 165). As stated, this seems to be 
the only practical way to secure a continuous series of esti
mates of a minimum budget. The merit of using Professor 
Ogburn's budget in preference to some others is that it has 
been more widely accepted than any other and can be relied 
upon as done with the utmost care. However, it is very 
interesting to note that the results are almost exactly the 
same as those which would be secured by the use of the 
1910 budget of the Pittsburgh Associated Charities. Their 
budget, it will be recalled, was $778. If Professor Ogburn's 
$1386 for 1918 is reduced to a 1910 basis by the use of the 
food index it will be found equivalent to a budget of $775.62. 
For 1919 and subsequent years the estimates of minimum 
needs for a family of five are based on the Bureau of Labor's 
index of changes in the cost of living. Since setting a mini
mum cost of living at some precise number of dollars gives 
an impression of accuracy that is not warranted, the follow
ing table shows the estimated cost for each year as falling 
within limits of $50. The actual figure reached by the com
putations just described is near the mid-point between the 
designated limits. With these data are combined the annual 
earnings received by a common laborer who worked 72 
hours a week for 45 weeks. As stated before, the figures 
in the column " deficit or surplus" in the table below must 
not be interpreted to mean that in any year the figure shows 
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TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED .ANNUAL EARNINGS OF COMMON LABORERS 

WITH THE CoST OF LIVING FOR A FAMILY OF FIVE I9()l-Ig22 

Annual 
Earnings Cost of Living 

Year at Common for a family Deficit or Surplus 
Labor Rate of five 
( estimated) 

1901 ••••••••••••••••• .,. '486 $575 to , 625 -,89 to -,139 
1902 ••••••••••••••••.••• 505 600 to 650 - 95 to-. 145 
1903., •••••••••••••••••• 518 600 to 650 --' 82 to - 132 
1904·············· •••••• 470 625 to 675 -155 to- 205 
1905···· •••••••••••••••• 494 625 to 675 -131 to- 181 
1906 •••••••••••••••••••• 502 650 to 700 -148 to- 198 
1907······ •••••••••••••• 535 675 to 72 5 -140 to- 190 
1908 ••••••••••••••• ~ •••• 535 675 to 72 5 -140 to- 190 
1909········ •••••••••••• 535 725 to 775 -190 to- 240 
1910 •••••••••••••••••••• 556 750 to 800 -194 to- 244 
1911 •••••••••••••••••••• 567 750 to 800 -183 to- 233 
1912 •••••••••••••••••••• 567 800 to 850 -233 to- 283 
1913 •••••••••••••••••••• 641 825 to 875 -181 to~ 231 
1914 •••••••••••••••• ... 648 825 to 875 -173 to- 223 
1915 •••••••••••••••••••• 648 825 to 875 --:-173 to- 223 
1916 ••••••••••••••••.••• 776 925 to 975 -149 to- 199 
1917 •••••••••••••••••••• 969 1200 to 1250 -231 to- 281 
1918 ••••••••••••••••••• 1296 1375 to 1425 - 79 to- 129 
1919 •••••••••••••••••••• ' 1637 1550 to 1600 + 87 to + 37 
1920 •••••••••••••••••••• 1724 1725 to 1775 ..;.. I to- ~I 
1921 •••••••••••••••••••• 1343 1475 to 1525 -132 to- I 2 
1922 ................. , .• 1037 1375 to 1425 -238 to- 288 
'923., .................. . ... 1400 to 1450 

the actual difference between probable earnings and cost of 
living for a family of five. However, it is significant that 
in the years 1901 to 1918 inclusive the best years figures in
dicate a deficit of a little more than $75, and that for fourteen 
of these eighteen years the probable deficit ranged from a 
minimum of about $125 to a maximum of about $27'5, With 
the possible exception of 1918 it is highly improbable that 
errors sufficient to produce such large minimum divergencies 
are contained in the two sets of estimates. Consequently, 
though no attempt is made here to prove the extent to which 
earnings fell below liVlirtg costs, it is definitely affirmed that 
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the above table shows that for the first seventeen or eighteen 
years of its operation the Corporation did not pay to the 
average common laborer in its employ sufficient wages to 
enable him to support a normal size family in health and 
decency. Such a conclusion receives considerable support 
from the fact that cigar factories and similar " complemen
tary" industries in which woman and child labor can be 

. utilized flourish in steel districts, and from the further fact 
that a large proportion of families in which the man is a 
common laborer take lodgers.1 

So far attention has been concentrated on the unskilled 
labor groups. What sort of wages are received by skilled 
and semiskilled men and what percentage do they form of 
the total? When the Report on Conditions of Employment 
in the Iron and Steel Industry in the United States was made 
in 1910 the skilled groups received $0.25 an hour and up, 
and constituted 2'3.6 per cent of the total; the semiskilled 
received $0.18 and under $0.25 an hour, and were 26.71 per 
cent of the total. These wage rates are applicable to Cor
poration plants, but the percentages mayor may not be. 
The Comptroller states that the Corporation has never at
tempted to classify its employees in this fashion. Moreover, 
the various investigations have developed no data applicable 
to the Corporation alone covering either a large enough 
number of occupations or a long enough period of time to 
be significant for this study. In the 1919 hearing, for ex
ample, Mr. Gary stated that the" highest earnings" of mill 
employees went to the " rollers, $32.56 a day".1 Further 
questions developed the fact that one man of the more than 
a quarter of a million employed received this wage.' Mr. 

1 Cf. Byington. op. cit., pp. 143. 201; Reports of the Immigration Com
mission, op. cit., part 2, vol. i. pp. 70-84; Neill, op. cit., vol. iii, p.214-

I Senate Hearings, 1919, p. 156. 

I Ibid., p. 159-
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Gary also gave the common labor rate, the general average 
wage for the manufacturing companies, and similar averages 
for the coal, coke, iron, shipbuilding, and transportation 
subsidiaries for certain months, and years, usually 1914 and. 
1919. But in no place has the Corporation made available 
any detail~d figures on wages above the common labor rate. 
Requests for such data brought the reply that it would cost 
too much to assemble· them from the various subsidiaries. 
It would be possible to go through the latest bulletin of the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics on wages and hours in the steel 
industry, select the occupations above the common labor level, 
and reproduce here the facts there presented; but this has 
not been done for the reasons that it is a waste of space, 
and that the government figures are collected from the in
dustry at large and can give only some general indication of 
the situation in Corporation mills. One assertion can be 
safely made: to a small percentage of highly skilled em
ployees the Corporation pays excellent wages; to a larger 
group of less skilled men it pays good wages. More than 
this on rates cannot be said, but in addition to these higher 
wages 'some of the men received additional payments in the 
form of bonuses. 

The bonus scheme, announced in December, 1902, has 
undergone considerable modifications of detail from time to 
time but its essential features have remained about the same. 
Certain sums are necessary in a given year to meet interest 
charges, make deposits on sinking funds, and pay the normal 
rate of dividends. If these items were more than provided 
for by the year's earnings, the Corporation set aside a cer
tain percentage of the net earnings to be divided among the 
men occupying .. official and semi-official positions and who 
are engaged in directing and managing the affairs of the 
Corporation and of its several subsidiary companies." The 
form in which the men received their bonuses has varied a 
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great deal. In one or two years it has been paid all in cash 
and in one lump sum; in others, part in cash and part in 
stock, payment of the cash being distributed over a year and 
of the stock over a longer period. For the first year in 
which the plan operated, 1903, the details were as follows. 

To meet the items of interest, sinking funds, and divi
dends in 1903, $75,000,000 were needed. It was pro
vided that if $80,000,000 and less than $90,000,000 were 
made, one per cent of net earnings should be set aside; if 
$90,000,000 and less than $100,000,000 were made, one and 
two-tenths per cent should be set aside; and so on until if 
$150,000,000 and less than $160,000,000 were made, two 
and five-tenths per cent should be set aside. One-half of 
the amount thus reserved was to be paid in quarterly install
mentsthrough 1904, the other half reserved until the end of 
1904 aJ?d then invested in preferred stock of the Corpora
tion. The stock was to be divided and one-half given to the 
employees entitled to it, the remainder being held by the 
Corporation. Certificates representing the individual's in
terests were to be issued to him, each certificate carrying, 
among others, the following provisions: 

First. That if he remains continuously in the service of the 
Corporation or of one or another of its subsidiary companies 
for five yea I"S, the stock shall be delivered to him and he may 
do as he likt s with it. 

Second. 'that if he dies or becomes totally and permanently 
disabled while in the employ of the Corporation or of one or 
another of its subsidiary companies, the stock will be delivered 
to his estate or to him. 

Third. That he can draw the dividends declared on the 
stock while it is held for his account and he remains in the 
employ of the Corporation or of one or another of its sub
sidiary companies. 

Fourth. That if without previous consent voluntarily he 
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shall have quitted the service of the Corporation or of its sub
sidiary companies, he shall forfeit all right to this stock, and 
in such case it will be held in a fund which at the end of five 
years will be divided among such employees as shall have com
plied with all the conditions. 

A year or two later provision was made that an employee' 
lost his claim to this reserved stock if he was discharged; 
The men receiving the bonus were to be selected according' 
to merit and the whole transaction was to be a private affair 
between employer and employee, no employee being sup
posed to know what bonus another employee received o. 
even whether or not he received one.1 

In the admini·SII:rail:ion of the plan possihilities of repres
sion are clear. By 1906 the certificate of interest in the-

1 The facts stated above were secured from Fitch, The Steel Workers
(New York, 19II), pp. 309, 310, 320-J24. These pages contain a memo
randum on the bonus system supplied to Mr. Fitch from the office of Mr:. 
Gary. The detailed facts are available only to 1910; since then the only 
information available has been a sentence or two in the annual report 
stating that extra compensation in accordance with the plan begun in 
1903 has been paid. The annual reports for 1921, 1922 and 1923 con
tained no such statement, however. ,The first omission doubtless resulted' 
in part from the fact that 1921 was a poor year but the following para-
graph from the 1923 report throws additional light on the matter: 

.. Appropriation was made from the earnings for 1923 of a fund for 
distribution under and in accordance with- the Profit Sharing Plan, 
adopted by the stockholders in 1921. The allotment and· distribution was 
made in February 1924 by the Profit Sharing Committee of stockholders. 
elected at the annual stockholders' meeting in April 1923- Of the awards 
made by the Committee, one-half was paid in cash and the remainder 
covered by Certificates of Conditional Interest in shares of Common 
Stock of the Corporation in which the Committee invested such part of 
the appropriation. The stock covered by the certificates is deliverable' 
to holders in January 1929, provided they are then in the service of the' 
Corporation or its subsidiaries, or is deliverable prior to that, date if 
they die while in the service or are retired -under the Corporation's 
pension plan." (p. 30). 

This .. profit-sharing" plan appears to have been substituted' for the 
bonus and to closely resemble the latter in administration, but a request 
for additional information was- refused by the Corporation. 
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shares of stock held back for five years stipulated that dur
ing this five years the employee should have rendered "faith
ful and satisfactory service" as a condition of getting his 
stock. Moreover, it will be recalled that the cash payments 
were, with one or two exceptions, not given to the men 
when the profits were ascertained but were doled out quar
terly during the entire year following that for which they 
were earned. I f this plan is really nothing more than a 
profit-sharing scheme it seems unnecessary to complicate it 
in such a manner that any man who is regularly getting 
bonuses from year to year stands to lose a great deal if for 
any reason he quits or is discharged. Finally, the secret 
nature of the plan is extraordinary and, as a matter of fact, 
seems quite unnecessary. 

A final bit of comparison is in the following table show
ing total receipts, wages and salaries, and "profits", in 
each year of the. Corporation'S operations from 1902 to 
1923.1 The most interesting aspect of the figures is the 
change in the relative parts of the total receipts going to 
wages and salaries and to profits. In the earlier years the 

1 Figures for 1901 are not available. .. Profits" as used in the table is 
the aggregate of dividends, annual surplus, interest on bonds of the 
Corporation, interest on the bonds, mortgages, and purchase money obli
gations of the subsidiary companies, and inter-company profit reserves. 
In some years, such as 1921, there was neither an annual surplus nor an 
inter-company profit reserve, in others only one of them appears. In 
such a case the" profits" item represents the sum of the dividends and 
'interest payments less the amount withdrawn from the surplus account, 
or less the .. net balance of profits earned by subsidiary companies on 
sales made and service rendered account of materials which were on hand 
at first of year in purchasing companies' inventories and which profits 
were realized in cash during the year from the standpoint of a combined 
statement of the business of all companies," or less the sum of these 
last two items. In other words, the Corporation deducts from its state
-ment of net earnings in good years the inter-company profit reserve. 
I have restored it in these good years since it' really is a part of profits. 
In bad years, however, when there is no inter-company profit reserve, 
consistency requires that the item which takes its place should be de
ducted. The same logic applies to the treatment of surplus. 
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percentages received were much nearer equal. In 1902, for 
example, the profits were equal to ninety-two per cent of the 
wages and salaries. The business situation in 1903 and 
1904 "reduced the percentage of profits but in the next three 
'years equality was again fairly closely approached. From 
here until about 1918 business conditions were reflected 
rather definitely, particularly the bad year 1914, in which 
profits were only seven and five-tenths per cent of total re
ceipts as compar~d with a percentage of twenty-eight and 
-eight-tenths for wages and salaries, and the good year, 1916, 
in which profits got twenty-five and seven-tenths per cent of' 
the total receipts and wages and salaries only twenty-one and 
two-tenths. War taxes cut very heavily in~o profits begin
ning in 1917, and in 1921 the business depression reduced 
profits to the smallest proportion of total receipts they have 
ever been. 1923 was for the steel industry a very good 
year, but even then profits constituted not quite ten per cent 
of total earnings as compared with twenty-nine and five
tenths per cent that went to wages and salaries. It is too 
soon to make any positive statements and the situation is 
-complicated by the imposition and subsequent removal of a 
heavy burden of war taxes plus a serious depression, but 
with allowances made for all these factors the indications 
are that the relation between the proportions of total receipts 
going to profits on the one hand, and wages and salaries on 
the other has been altered to the gain of the latter group. 
In concluding his chapter on "The Division of the Product" 
in Profits, Wages, 'lInd Prices, Professor Friday observed 
that "Practically, the most difficult problem which labor has 
before it for the next decade is to hold this relative advan
tage which it has gained" 1 (during the war). Since it is 
impossible to separate wages from salaries in the Corpora
tion's accounts it is also impossibl~ to pass ju.dgment as to 

I P. 132. 
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whether its "labor", as distinguished from hired managers 
and executives, has held what it gained. ComIl,lon labor 
definitely lost in August, 1921, what it had gained, but 
;lpparentIy regained at least part of the loss in September, 
1922. Further than this one can only speculate. 

TABLE XI 
TOTAL RE.cEn>rs, WAGES, SALARIES AND PROFITS OF THE U. S. STEEL 

CORPORATION, 1902-1923 1 

Total 
Per cent of total receipts of· 

Year Receipts all Wages and Profits 
Sources Salaries Wages and 

Salaries Profits 

---
1902 •••• '569,065,902 '[20,528,343 111,607,959 21.2 19.6 
1903···· 54[,841,465 120,763,896 81,°53,310 22.3 14·9 
1904···· 448,[62,380 99,778,276 59,104,633 22·3 13.2 
1905···· 591,388,870 128,052,955 105,300,747 21·7 17.8 
1!}06 •••• 705,916,790 147,765,540 13[,127,320 20·9 18.6 
19°7···· 766,763,718 160,825,822 1440750,3°2 21.0 18.9 
1908 •••• 488,094,725 120,5[0,829 78,437,439 24-7 16.1 
1909 .••• 653,200,250 15 1,663,394 114,776,119 23.2 17.6 
1910 •••• 709,814,593 174,955.139 122,286,030 24·7 17.2 
1911 .... 618,9110430 1610419,°31 i7,4 I 5,003 26.1 12·5 
1912 •••• 751,851,867 189,351,602 2,152,607 25.1 10·9 
1913 .••• 8() I ,246,939 207,206,176 121,546,008 2~.8 15.2 
1914 •••• 562,275,601 162,379,907 420432,515 2.8 7·5 
1915." • 733,660,606 176,800,864 120,850,933 24.0 16.5 
1916 •••• 1,242,638,386 263,385,502 319,828.HI 21.2 25·7 
1917 •••• 1,712,510,996 347,370,400 269,713,693 20.0 IH 
19[8 •••• 1,784,786,987 452,663,524 169,289,966 25·3 9·5 
1919 •••• 1,480,450,636 479,548,040 119,064,376 3204 8.0 
1920 •••• 1,756,728,174 S81'~56,925 148,667,~26 33.1 8.5 
1921 •••• 1,003,164,795 332, 8~,50S 55,667, 94 33.2 5·5 
1922 •••• 1,110,543,6,6 322,67 ,130 69,200,085 29.0 6.2 
1923 •••• 1.591,381,927 469,502,634 158,578,285 29·5 9·9 

----
Total ••• 20,623,400,713 'J"" ..... 'T""'.'. ,'" .... ..... 

Average. 937,427.305 244.163,338 122,856•894 26.0 13.1 

lIn the preparation of this table the writer was materially aided by the 
Report on ANalysis of Earnings and Disposition thereof United State, 
Steel Corporation which was prepared for the Director General of 
Railroads by "V. E. Lowe and J. 1.. Dohr. and by suggestions from 
Mr. Dohr. 
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!ATTITUDE OF CoRPORATION TOWARD LABOR ORGANI~ATIONS 

'Seoond only .in importance to -the question 'Of wages is 
the atti.tude of the COrporation toward trade unions. How
ever widely opinions may vary on the value of workmen's 
organizations to th~lves and to society at large, there can 
be no argument on these statements 'Of faot: 

I. In spite 'Of relapses in periods of depression the mem
bership 'Of such organizations has formed an increasingly 
larger proportion of " persons gainfully employed" with the 
passage of years. 

2. The more induskalized a country becomes the greaJ\:er 
economic and political significance these organizations at
tain. 
These being facts, the attitude of the most powerful busi
ness organization in the world .toward this development 
takes on added importance. 

The official attitude of the Corporation at present can not 
be !better shown than !by quoting the following remarks of 
Mr. Gary at the annualm.eeting of the stock:holde'1"s April 
18, 192I. 

As stated and repeated publicly, we do not combat, though 
we do not contract or deal with, labor unions as such. Per
sonally, I believe they may have been justified in the long past, 
for I think the workmen were not always treated justly; that 
because of their lack of experience or otherwise they were un
able to protect themselves; and therefore needed the assistance 
of outsiders in order to secure their rights. 

~ ~ 
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But whatever may have been the conditions of employment 
in the long past, and whatever may have been the results of 
unionism, concerning which there is at least much uncertainty, 
there is at present, in the opinion of the large majority of both 
employers and employes, no necessity for labor unions; and 
that no benefit or advantage through them will accrue to any
one except the union labor leaders.l 

Though this particular sentence is quoted from an address 
of 1921, it had been" repeated," as Mr. Gary says, on many 
preceding occasions. Its meaning is clear enough. The 
Corporation admits that it does not approve of unions. 
They are in its eyes outworn relics of a preceding age. But 
it contends that it does " not combat labor unions as such." 

Now let us turn to the record and see how the Corporation 
reached this position and whether or not it actually has 
combated unions" as such." It is not my purpose to pre
sent a history of trade unionism in the steel industry, but 
the following facts seem to be essential to a comprehension 
of the development of the Corporation's policy. 

As far back as 1858 the Sons of Vulcan, made up of 
puddlers and their helpers, were secretly organized.1 During 
the sixties a number of independent and local unions devel
oped among the heaters and roLl hands. These unions did 
not adrnitthe lower paid men of the rolling crews, and so 
about 1870 another union designated as the" Iron and Steel 
Roll Hands of the United ,States" was formed. In 1873 
steps were taken to unite these three groups, the second hav
ing by that time solidi-fied into the Associated Brotherhood 
of Iron and Steel Heaters, Rollers, and Roughers. At that 
time they ·had a total of 700 members in twenty-eight lodges; 
the. Iron and Steel Roll Hands of the United States had 473 

1 .. Principles and Policies of the United States Steel Corporation
Statement by E. H. Gary" (pamphlet), p. 10. 

t Fitch, op. cit., p. ii. 
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members in fif.teen lodges, and the SDns 'Of Vulcan had 3,331 
men in eighty-three l'odges. The atnaJlgamation was effected 
in 1876, the new union being called the" NatiDnal Amal
gamated Association of Iron and Steel WDrkers." 1. By 
1882 there were 197 lodges with 16,000 members in this 
Association. In that year-, however, it engaged in a disas
trous strike, .a complete failure !n eve'ry respect, and by 1885 
the membership had fallen tD 5,702. During this same 
period the Association suffered frDm the competitiDn 'Of the 
'Organizing efforts 'Of the Knights 'Of LabDr. In 188'5 and 
1886 a new boom struck the Association and by 1889 it had 
regained the 1882 level 'Of 16,000 members. In that yea4" 
too it won a decisive victory in the Carnegie, Phipps and 
Company's Homestead works. With this encouragement it 
reached its highest membership in IB9I, 24,068.2 

The next year marked the beginning 'Of the decline 'Of the 
AssociatiDn, f'Or in 18g2 was waged :the famous Homestead 
strike against Carnegie Brothers and Company. It is not 
my purpDse tD attempt tD. add anything tDthe hundreds 'Of 
pages that have been wri.tten on this episDde,8 but it should 
be recalled that the strike was fDught with bitterness 'On bDth 
sides, that the cDmpany hired some 3'00 PinkertDns tD guard 
;the wDrks, that a pitched baJttle between these guards and 
the strikers tDDk place on JUJly 6, and that troops had to be 
called in. MDst impDrtant fDr this discussiDn was the 
clea'r-cut position taken on July 8 by Mr. Frick, cham-man of 
the Company at that time, in regard to possible future ar
rangements with the Amalgamated Association. His state-

I Fitch, op. cit., pp. 82-86. 

• I bid., p. 86. 
I Accounts of varying degrees of detail and from various points of 

view may be found in: Bridge, J. H., The Inside History of the Carnegie 
Steel Company, pp. 184-254; Testimony before the Congressional In
vestigating Committee, Misc. Doc. No. 335, 5:znd Congress, 1st Session; 
Fitch, op. cit., pp. 122-132. 
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ment was: " I can say with greatest emphasis that under no 
circwnstances will we have any further dealings with the 
Amalgamated Association as an organization. This is 
final." 1 That this" no<onference" attitude has persisted 
in the Carnegie's lineal descendant, the Corporation, 'will 
soon !become clear. 

All of the different accounts ,that have beeq. referred to 
make it olear that the unions 'had for the most part been ex
eeedingly aggressive down to 1892. A number of students 
.of the question hold that the situation had !become intolerable 
and that the uni'Otls had to be smashed.2 

By IB94 the membership of the Amalgamated had falJen 
to 10,000, at about which figure it remained until 1900. 

During these years practicallly alH of the steel mills and most 
of the iron mills of the Pittsburgh district dislodged the 
union, so that it retained its place only in the iron mills of 
the Western Bar ITOn Association and in the steel mills of 
Ohio and Illinois. 8 Just before the formation of the Cor
poration the Amalgamated showed some signs of returning 
to its old aggressiveness. The numerous consolidations in 
the industry in the late nineties doubtlless prompted the fol
lowing constitutional amendment, adopted in 1900: " Should 
.one min in a combine or trust have a difficulty, all mills in 
said combine or trust shall cease work until such grievance 
is settled."" On the other side of ,the controversy we find 

1 Pittsburgh Post, July 8, 1892. Quoted by Fitch, op. cit., p. 125. 
I C/. Professor John R. Commons in Charities and the Commons, vol. 

xxi, p. 1064: "For the sake of both the manufacturer and the laborer 
the union, which had overreached itself and was headstrong in its power, 
bad to be whipped and thrown out." In the next sentence he points 
out that "Since that time the manufacturers have gone to as mad an 
extreme in bearing down on their employes as the employes had 
previously gone in throttling the employer." 

I C/. on this section Fitch, op. cit., cbs. 8, 9 and 10; Neill, op. cit., 
vol. iii, pp. III-u6. ' 

, Constitution of the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin 
Workers, art. 17, sec. 22. Quoted in Neill, op. cit., vol. iii, p. u6. 
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recorded in the minutes of the executive committee of the 
Corporation for June 17, 19o1, the following resolution: 

That we are unalterably opposed to any extension of union 
labor and advise subsidiary companies to take firm position 
when these questions come up and say that they are not going 
to recognize it, that is, any extension of unions in mills where 
they do not now exist; that great care should be used to prevent 
trouble and that they promptly report and confer with this 
Corporation.1 . 

The president of the Corporation was instructed to convey 
this resolution to the presidents of the various subsidiary 
corporations. 

There aTe several points to notice in this resolution. First, 
the subsidiaries are to take a "firm pOsition" and are to 
" say that they are not goi·ng to recognize any extension of 
unions." In other words within the organization there were 
no euphemisms: the subsidiaries are definitely ordered to 
"combat Wlions as such." Second, it is clear that labor 
questions of real significance were not to be left to the indi
vidual subsidiary but were to be settled by the Corporation. 
This second point is very important because, as other entries 
in these same minutes prove, the Corporation was anxious 
that the public and the unions believe that labor matters 
were left to the individual subsidiaries. For example, on 
Apri12o, 1901, we find this entry: 

Mr. Edenborn thinks it expedient to inform the newspapers 
and the public generally that the United States Steel Corporation 
is not the one employer, but that the individual companies are 
distinct and separate for themselves; that the labor troubles 
of anyone company must be settled by that particular company 
as an individual company, and a strike in one must be settled 
independently of any other company.2 

I Neill, op. cit., vol. iii, p. 500. 
2 Ibid., p. 497. 
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On June 17, 1901, in a discussion coriceming the advisability 
of estrublishing the set rule quoted above for the guidance of 
subsidiary presidents on the question of recognition of 
unions in a mill previously not unionized, we find the follow
ing: 

It has been suggested in this committee that when that question 
comes up the president of the subsidiary company should reply 
that he wished to consider and would make answer the next day, 
and in the meantime could take it up with the president of this 
company [the Corporation), and then finally report to the 
representative that the matter had been carefully considered 
and the decision reached is so and so. 

To this last proposition the president commented that it 
would then be perfectly clear that such president had taken it 
up with this Corporation. l 

And from this it is also" perfectly clear" to a reader of the 
minutes that the Corporation did not want the facts known. 
Most cleM of aU, however, are the minutes for ]UIly 6, 1901, 

in which the executive committee is considering the advisa
bility of sending representatives to meet with those of the 
Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin "Vorkers. 

The chairman stated that it should be clearly understood that 
the United States Steel Corporation has nothing whatever to 
do with it; that the representatives of the three subsidiary 
companies are not to state that they are acting in concert, or 
even by consultation, with any of the officials of the United 
States Steel Corporation! 

Thus the ultimate authority on labor questions was vested 
in the executive committee of the Corporation in 1901. The 
minutes for this same day, July 6, however, give some indi
cation in the following item of another wheel within those 

1 Neill, op. cit., vol. iii, p. 499-

2lbid., p. 502. 
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shown. "... the president stated that he had been assured 
by the head of the financial house that he will stand by what
ever action the president thinks best." 1 That is, on this 
union question assistance was assured. 

A third point to notice is .that the Corporation is here db
jectingonly to the extension of unions; it had not yet begun 
to refuse to negotiate with them. This" gO-easy" policy 
is, in fact, de:fini<tdIy stated in the minutes for AprH 20, 

1901. After a rather lengthy'Cliscussion of the whole matter 

• . . it was decided that the sense of this committee is that the 
general policy should be to temporize for the next six months 
or a year until we get fully established, and that the prevalent 
conditions of labor and labor unions at the different plants 
should be undisturbed, and that if any changes do occur later 
they can be handled individually~2 

Of course it must be remembered ,that there were differences 
of opinion among the members of the conunittee, but in 
general the minutes seem to prove: 

I. that the determination of the 'lalbor policy was vested 
in the executive commIttee; . 

2. that this committee was opposed to the extension of 
unions; 

3. that despite this opposition it realized the necessity of 
going sloWily. 

Here then w-as ,the situation in 1901. The Amalgamated 
had recently adopted a more aggressive attitude because any
thing short of it seemed a complete surrender of the whole 
issue. Its officers believed that if these new combinations 
of employers were to be successfully combatted, the sooner 
the conflict began the better chances they had. Moreover, 
it was commonly OOlieved by men closely in touch with the 

1 Neill, 0/1. cit., vol. iii, p. 503. 
:I Ibid., p. 497. 
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situation at the time that the issue was more or less forced 
by Pr-esident Shaffer of the Amalgamated with .the idea of 
enhancing his prestige as a labor leader. On the other hand 
was the Steel Corporation, opposed to Wlions, but anxious 
to avoid trouble during its first critical year, and hence 
willing to temporize. 

The immediate causes which precipitated the strike of 
19o1 are a;bout as follows. The American Tin Plate Com
pany had for a number of years signed a scale with the 
Amalgamated for all its {)lants except one in Monessen. 
The American Sheet Steel Company, on the other hand, had 
never signed for more than three-fourths of its mills. Of 
the twenty Wlion mi1Js it was signed for in 1900-lgo1 only 
eleven were at work, and of the nine idle mills four were 
dismantled in 1901 and 1902 and a fifth in 1904. Of the 
seven nonunion miHs a.L1 were at work.1 In 1900 a rather 
half-hearted attempt had been made to get the American 
Sheet Steel Company to sign for all its mills but nothing 
came of it. In 1901 the Amalgamated was determined to 
secure all the mills of both these companies. It negotiated 
first with the American Tin PlaJte Company, and an agree
ment on the wage rate was promptly reached. The Company 
refused to extend the agreement to the Monessen plant on 
the ground that it was even now signing for a larger per
centage ofi,ts miHs than its competitor the American Sheet 
Steel Company. [Both were Corporation subsidiaries]. 
Finally the scale was signed for aU mills except Monessen, 
with the oral agreement, according to the Amalgamated, 
that it should be included later should the American Sheet 
Steel Company sign for all its mills. On June 26 negotia-

1 This practice of signing for certain mills and then closing them while 
the nonunion mills remained in operation was a regular affair and had 
been utilized as a method of virtually abrogating agreements prior to the 
formation of the Corporation. Ct. Neill, op. cif., vol. iii, p. 119. 
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tions with that concern began. The Amalgamated de
manded the extension of the Wlion to all its miHs. The 
Company replied with a cOWlter-proposition whioh would 
make nonunion two mills for which the scale had previoustz 
been signed. Neither of these mills had operated the pre
vious year, but the Amalgamated was unable to secure any 
concessions from the Company and after a second conference 
on June 29 a strike was ordered on July I, 1901, against the 
American Sheet S'teel Company and the American Steel 
Hoop Company. On the same d3.'lte the American Tin PlaJte 
Company was notified that since it was a part of the Cor
poration, as were these other companies against whioh the 

_ strike was declared, the Ama:lgamated would be compelled 
to call out their men should an agreement not .be reached 
by July 8, 1901. This was done in spite of the fact that the 
scale had been signed with the Tin Plate Company only a 
few days before. 

At this juncture a conference was arranged between repre
sentatives of the thoree companies and Ithe Amalgamated, os
tensibly by the individuaI companies, but actua1lly by the 
Corporation. This conference in Pit.tS/burgh, JUJ1y II, 12, 

and 13, accomplished nothing in spite of an offer on the part 
of the American Sheet Steel Company Ito sign for six more 
mills .than it had the preceding year. The !Ait:nalgamated 
foolishly insisted on aU miUs of the tm-ee companies (par
tioularly caJlling attention to the fact that a number of men 
had come out of the ihoop miUs and stood to ga;,in nothing 
by the proposed 'SettJlement) .and since this was refused, 
car:ried out t·he intenltion of striking the mills of the Amer
ican Tin PJate Company effective July 15, 1901. The re
sponse was not Wlanimous for various reasons, and the 
strike was settled in the middle of' September by an agree
ment which cost the AmalgamaJted fourteen mills of the 
American Tin Plate Company, a practica:J. wirt:hdrawal of the 
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provision of the constitution concerning sympathetic strikes, 
a promise to ref.rain from attempts to organize new mills, 
,the practical loss of the right to proselyte among· the non-
1Ulion men in a tmion mill, and about $1,500,000 in expenses 
a~d wages lost. 

From the strike of 1901 some three years elapsed before 
any event of importance to this discussion occurred. In 
1904, however, the Carnegie Steel Company, into which had 
been merged the American Steel Hoop Company, offered 
the Amalgamated a scale of wages for these hoop mins which 
~s so unsatisfactory that a strike was called. It was lost 
and, as President McArdle of the Amalgamated expressed 
it, "that wound up organized labor, . . . in the plants of 
the Carnegie Steel Company." 1 

There were no more serious breaks until 1909, a period 
of quiescence secured according to ;President M. F. Tighe 
of the Amailgamated, by" giving way to every request that 
was made by the subsidiary companies when they insisted 
upon it." I During the whole period from 1902 to 1909, 
however, the Amalgamated had dost one mill after another 
so that in I9Q8 only fourteen of the Steel Corporation's mills 
were recognized as union mills and of these two had been 
definitely abandoned. On June 1,1909, the American Sheet 
and Tin Plate Company-a merger of the American Sheet 
Steel Company and the American Tin Plate Company
served notice in these fourteen mills that after June 30, 
1909, they would aLl be operated as cc open "plants. At the 
same time the company announced a general reduction in 
wages, averaging 3.5 to 4 per cent and running in some 
cases as high as 8.8 per cent, and the abolition of the sliding-

1 StaKley Hearings, 19II, vol. iv, p. 3136. It win be recalled that 
unions had been eliminated from the Carnegie mills in the famous 
Homestead strike of ISga The acquisition of these new properties had 
temporarily rentored them, but not for long. 

a Senate Hearings, 1919, p. 342. 
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scale system. The attempts of the Amalgamated to secure 
a conference with the officials of the subsidiary and later 
with d:h~se of the Corporation were refused. On July I, 

1909, all of the mills except one :were struck and many non
union men came out in sympathy. The strike was finally 
called off on August 27, 1910. It waS' a complete faLlure 
and marked the elimination of unions from the mills of the 
United States Steel Corporation.1 

From this time until the movements whioh developed into 
the strike of 1919 the question of unions in Corporation miUs 
was dormant. What then gave the impetus to this organ-
ization movement? ' 

To this question it seems to me there can be bull: one 
answer; though that answer is not the one given by the Cor- . 
poration, viz., that the whole thing was a Bolshevist plot to 
overthrow the established institutions of the country, inci
dentally securing the dosed shop in the steel industry and 
raising certain individuals to positions of power.s The vital 

I Ct. on this section Neill, op. cit., vol. iii; pp. 120-134; and Fitch, 
op. cit., pp. 133-136. 

'That this was the "official" interpretation by the Corporation there 
can be no doubt. In an interview with members of the Interchurch 
Commission, Mr. Gary stated that the workmen who "followed the 
leadership of Fitzpatrick and Foster were Bolsheviki" and that 'the 
aims of the strike were "the closed shop, soviets and the forcible dis
tribution of property." (Report, p. 33.) In his address to the annual 
meeting of the stockholders on April 19, 1920, Mr. Gary said: "At 
present there is more or less social disturbance in this country. There 
has been a bold, deliberafe underhanded movement instituted by people 
who are not loyal to the principles of our government. Those lead
ing and directing it seek to bring about a revolution, by preCipitating 
industrial strikes and to secure the cooperation of a very great number 
of men who do not understand the real purpose." (Pamphlet report 
of Mr. Gary's address, p. 18.) A perusal of the newspapers during 
the strike could leave the reader with no other impression than that 
held by the Corporation officials. During the progress of the strike 
Mr. Fitch reviewed the situation for the Survey. He particularly en
deavored to find the basis of this "iRed" story and interrogated citizens, 
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point is that during the World War organized labor had made 
considerable advances, in the packing industry, for example, 
and in the recognition by the Federal government of the 
principle of collective bargaining. Workmen were being 
told that they and their services were as essential to a suc
cessful prosecution of the war as the soldiers; .tb-ey were 
receiving larger money wages than they ever had before; 
their complaints and grievances were receiving prompt at
tention. Thus assured by their employers and their govern
ment of their great importance, the workmen began to be-

mill officials, and public officials but in no case got any evidence of the 
claim that the strike was a revolution. When pinned down they uni
formly referred to .. the newspapers." (Survey, November 8, 1919.) The 
Interchurch Commission also endeavored to find the facts concerning 
this .. plot," particularly from steel executives, but reported that it got 
no evidence. (C/. the Repo,.t, pp. 32, 33 et seq.) Major-General Leonard 
Wood, in charge of the situation at Gary, Indiana, after martial law was 
declared, was quoted as saying that the Reds who were making the 
trouble at Gary were not fomenting the strike and had no interest in the 
industrial struggle as such, but went there because of the opportunities 
for misleading a lot of men who were engaged in an economic con
troversy and inflaming them into acts of violence. (New Yo,.k Times, 
October 19, 1919.) As a matter of fact most of the hue and cry was 
founded directly or indirectly upon the fact that Mr. Foster was and 
is a radical and that he introduced in the Chicago Federation of Labor 
the resolution that started the organizing campaign. The present writer's 
study of the facts convinces him that the Corporation's interpretation of 
the nature of the strike was incorrect, that it was simply a convenient 
tool ready to hand because of the post-war hysteria against radicals 
of all sorts. In commenting on this situation and on the attitude of 
business men and newspapers when faced by lhe industrial disturbances 
that followed the armistice, Mr. Frank Cobb said, .. Instead of trying to 
get at the basic cause of it all, they adopted the primitive medicine man 
procedure of hnnting out the devil upon whom the responsibility could 
be laid. Four hundred thousand steel workers had gone out because the 
leader of the strike had once been a syndicalist. All the shipping in 
New York was tied up because I. W. W. agitators had taken possession 
of 80,000 longshoremen. .•• Nothing in this complicated world is ever 
quite so simple as that." (Address before the 'Vomen's City Cub of 
New York on December II, 1919. Printed as Senate Document 175 of 
the 66th Congress, second session. Ct. p. II.) 
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lieve it themselves. The organizer found them ready to 
accept the union which they hoped would solidify and main
tain their war gains. That these facts were appreciated is
shown in the following statement by William Z. Foster: 

But as the war wore on . . . the situation changed rapidly 
in favor of the unions. The demand for soldiers and munitions 
had made labor scarce; the Federal administration was friendly; 
. . . the steel industry was the master-clock of the whole war
program and had to be kept in operation at all costs. . . . It 
was an opportunity to organize the industry such as might never 
again occur. 1 

In the light of the situation Mr. Foster presented to the
Chicago Federation of Labor on April 7, 1918, a resolution 
call1ing upon the executive officers of the American Federa
tion of La;bor to inaugurate a national campaign to organize
the steel workers.2 This resolution was introduced by the 
Chicago Federation at the June, 1918, convention of the
American Federation of Labor and unanimously carried. 
Pursuant to the instruotions of the convention, Mr. Gompers, 
president of the American Federa1:'ion of Labor, called a. 
meeting for !August I, in Chicago, of representatives of all 
the unions interested in organizing steel. Twenty-four 
unions answered the caU; a National Committee for Or
ganizing Iron and Steel Workers, composed of one repre
sentative of each of the unions with Mr. Gompers as chair
man and Mr. Foster as secretary-treasurer, was organized; 
a unifonn initiation fee (except for bricklayers, molders, 
and pattem-makers) was agreed upon; and each union ap-
propriated $100 for conducting the organizing campaign.8 

I Foster, Wm. Z., The Great Steel Strike and Its Lessons (New York. 
1920), p. 17. On the preceding page the third sub-head for the chapter 
is CIA Golden Chance." 

I Ibid., p. J7. 
I Senate Hearings, 1919, p. 8; Foster, op. cit., pp. 16-24, passim. 
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The inadequacy of this sum for the task of getting half a 
million men inJto unions forced a complete ohange of the 
organizing plans. The original intention was to start the 
campaign simu:ltaneou&ly in all important steel centers, 
making more or 1ess of a' "whirlwind" drive oj it; but 
neither the men nor the money were available, and conse
quently activities were at first restricted to the so-called 
Cailurnet district including South Chicago, Gary, Joliet, 
Indiana Harbor, and a few desser points. ~ctual work be
gan in September and, according to the union leaders, the 
above-named centers responded so promptly that an organ
ization was soon esta:blished.1 Doubtless some allowance 
should be made for the optimism of Mr. Fitzpatrick and Mr. 
Foster in these 'Statements, but the fact remains that enough 
progress was made to cause the steel executives considerable 
worry. On October I, 1918, :t}le Corporation, followed bY' 
many of the independents, inauguTated the hasic eight-hour 
day.2 One of the chief arguments of organizers was that 
they hoped to eliminate the twelve-hour day from the in
dustry and estahlish a universal eight-hour day. On the 
face of it the action taken by the employers seems a deliberate 
attempt to meet this, though it must be remembered that the 
.. basic" eight-hour day Teailly had nothing at ad! to do with 
hours but was simply a method of wage payment that gave 
.. time and a half" for all work 'Over eight hours. This 
system was, of course, particularly advantageous to the men 
on twelve hours, since it was equivalent to a sixteen and two
thirds per cent increase in pay. 

By this time :the National Committee was receiving re
quests from men in the Pittsburgh districts for organizers. 

ISmate Hearings, 1919, p. 8; Foster, op. cit., p. 26. Foster states 
that" In Gary 749 joined at the first meeting, Joliet enrolled 500, and 
other places did almost as well." 

I Foster claimed that the Corporation had only a short time before 
issued definite statements that no such step would be taken. Ct. The 
Great Steel Strike, p. 2'7. 
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Encouraged by developments to date the organizing move
ment was expanded so that despite the handicaps of the in
fluenza epidemic and opposition from local authori,ties in 
some towns 1 the new members added to the unions involved 
were "something like 80,000 " in May, 1919. In this month 
the National Conventicin of the Amalgamated Association 
of Iron, Steel and Tin 'Workers, the union most vitaJlly in
terested, of course, met in Louisvidle, Kentucky. The con
vention instructed Mr. M. F. Tighe, president of the Amal
gamated, to write to Mr. Gary in the endeavor to arrange a 
conference. The conference was refused on the usual 
ground that the Corporation did not confer with labor 
unions as such.2 

From here on events moved more rapidly: The 1919 

convention of the A. F. of L., held in Atlantic City in June, 
.received a report stating that upwards of 100,000 men had 
joined one or the other of the unions involved. Thereupon 
it authorized Mr. Gompers to endeavor to arrange a con
ference between Mr. Gary and an executive committee from 
.the National Committee. 8 Immediail:ely after the close of 
the convention Mr. Gompers wrote to Mr. Gary stating the 
progress made in organizing the steel workers and request
ing Mr. Gary to meet the executive committee." This com-

1 This and similar points will be discussed in detail in the next chapter: 
., Methods by which the Corporation secured and maintained a non
'Ilnion organization"; see pp. III et seq. 

I The correspondence will be found in the Senate Hearings, 1919, p. 
368 and in Foster, op. cit., pp. 7(>-72. Mr. Tighe insisted on putting 
these letters into the record because he believed his letter "shows con
clusively what efforts were made in order to effect a conciliation." Mr. 
Foster characterizes the move as "a bid for separate consideration by 
the steel companies" (p. fig), and an "attempt at desertion." (p.72.) 

• Mr. Gompers resigned as chairman of this committee at the Atlantic 
City meeting. His place was taken by John Fitzpatrick, president of 
the Chicago Federation of Labor. Senate Hearings, 1919, p. 94. 

'Mr. Gompers's letter of June 20 is printed in Senate Hearings, 1919. 
p. 224; Foster, op. cit., pp. 74. 75. .. 
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municad:ion Mr. Gary did not trouble himself to answer. 
Organization work went forward. On July 24 at a meeting 
of representatives of the unions interested it was agreed 
that since it seemed impossible to secure a conference with 
Mr. Gary as matters stood, the n~xt Sltep was to take a 
strike vote of the men which shOUJld auth9'!ize the National 
Committee for Organizing Iron and Steel Workers to take 
what action it saw fit: in the event that the " no-conference " 
attitude was maintained. The next meeting was scheduled 
for August 20, by which time the strike vote was to be 
completed. The returns from it showed thai/: 98 per cent 
of the men who voted favored a s1:rike.1 Reinforced by this 
vote the executive committee went to Mr. Gary's office in 
New York on August 26. They were requested to present 
their business in writing since Mr. Gary" wished to be ex
cused from a personal interview." The committee's letter: 
was nothing more than a request for a conference on matte~s 
at issue, hut Mr .• Gary refused to see them in a letter of 
!August 27, ohiefly because he contended that they did not 
represent the sentiment of a majority of the Corporation's 
employees, and, secondly, because the Corporation never 
dealt with unions as such. In their reply the committee 
stated that they could prove they represented the men only 
by calling them out on strike, a thing they hoped .to avoid~ 
that Mr. Gary's "no-conference" attitude seemed un
reasonable to them, and that they believed him to be misin
formed on certain important topics. 2 

Blocked in New York the group returned to Washington. 

I Senate Hearings, 1919, p. 13. It should be noted that each union 
tabulated its votes independently so that all the National Committee, 
received was a statement that a certain percentage of men favored the 
strike in each union. The actual figures were never made public. See 
pp. 14 and 383, testimony of Mr. Fitzpatrick and Mr. Foster. 

I The letters were printed in Senate Hearings, 1919. pp. 16-18. and in 
Foster. op. ci" • . pp. 79-83. 
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spent August 28 in conference with Mr. Gompers and other 
A. F. of L. 9fficials, and on the following day saw President 
WiJson. Althouglh. the Firesident agreed to attempt to ar
range a eonference with Mr. Gary for the executive com
miUee, he was unable to do so, and the union leaders on 
September 10 set thest~ike for September 22.1 The Presi
dent's next move was to telegraph Mr. Gompers on the day 
the strike date was set, requesting a postponement of the 
strike until after the IndustI'ial Conference scheduled for 
October 6. This telegram Mr. Gompers forwarded to Mr. 
Fitzpatrick at the same time expressing the "hope that 
something can be done without injury to the workers and 
their cause to endeavor to conform to the wish expressed by 
the President." 2 Copies of Mr. Gompers's letter also went 
to the presid~ts of the unions involved. At fi'l"st some of 
these were inclined to accede to President Wilson's request, 
but after a conference in Pitt~burgh:they unanimously re
affirmed September 22 as the strike date. The two chief 
reasons for this decision were: :first, that the leaders were 
convinced that a postponement would mean a more or less 
complete disintegration of ;the organization and the loss of 
the confidence of the workmen; and, second, that a consider
able body of the men wOUild strike regardless of any action 
taken by the National Committee for Organizing Iron and 
Steel Workers} Since no concessions and no definite hopes 
for t,hem were apparent they believed ,there was much rnp~~i 

1 On the interchange of telegrants between the President imd the com
mittee compare Mr. Fitzpatrick's testimony, Senate Hearings, 1919, p. 30; 
Mr. Gompers's, ibid., p. 107; and Foster, op. cit., pp. 84-87. 

I Senate Hearings, 1919, p. 4. 
• Senate Hearings, 1919, pp. 108, log. Foster, op. cit., pp. 90-93. Foster 

5tates that the local unions" notified the National Committee that they 
were going to strike on September 22, regardless of anything that body 
might do short of getting them definite concessions and protection." 
(p. 91.) All the strike leaders agreed in emphasizing the "wholesale 
discharge" of union men as an important factor. .. 
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to be lost than gained by postponement. This conclusion 
and the evidence supporting it the executive group of the 
National Committee set forth in a letter of September IS 
to President Wilson.1 

Officially, the strike lasted from September 22, 1919, to 
January 8, 1920; actually, the heart was taken out of it long 
before tha.t. The National Committee claimed to ·have 365,-
600 men on strike on September 29, and 109,300 on Decem
ber 10.2 It ~s probable that both of these figures are too 
high, but the significant fact is that the second is less than 
one-third the first. The men .returned to work without 
gaining any of their demands; in practically every respect 
the strike had been a failure. The reasons for its failure 
are to some extent a matter of controversy, but in general it 
may be said that the immense size, wealth, and power of 
the industry, and particularly of the Corporation, rendered 
its position impregnable against an attack that was weakened 
by a lack of funds and by a lack of unity from the beginning. 
Foster himself states bluntly that the responsibility for the 
failure of the strike rests "upon the shoulders of Organ
ized Labor."· His chief points are the impossibility of 
organizing steel on a craft basis and the lack of team-work 
between the unions that entered the campaign. But the 
relative merits of craft and industrial unionism and the 
internal dissensions in the group directing the strike of 1919-
are not matters of primary interest here. More important 
is the explanation of the position the Corpora.tion bad se
cured, a topit with which the next chapter is concerned. 

I SeIIlJte Hearings, 1919, pp. 5, 6, 7. 
I Foster, op. cit., p. 191. 

• I bid., p. 234-



CHAPTER IV 

METHODS BY WHICH THE CORPORATION SECURED AND 

MAINTAINED A NONUNION ORGANIZATION 

In the preceding chapter have been sketched chronologi
cally the developments by which the unions were first elimi
nated and subsequently largely barred from Corporation 
mills. The methods by which these results were accom
plished are discussed below. Some of them are admitted by 

. Corporation officials, some have been established by inde
pendent investigations, and others are of such a nature that 
they may be considered·inherent in the situation and so are 
not particularly .. Corporation" methods, or have been the 
ground of so much controversy that they should perhaps be 
c;lassified as .. alleged" methods. The first two groups in
clude: 

I. Closing mills after signing a scale for them. 
2. Using convict labor. 
3. Engaging spies to report on .. labor agitators". 
4. Engaging strike-breakers. 
5. Discharging men for union activities. 
6. Blacklisting men for union activities. 

Among the latter methods are: 

I. Employment of foreign in preference to native labor. 
2. Control of the press. 
3. Control of public officials. 
4. Inauguration of .. welfare" programs. 

III] III 
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The first method of fighting unions, closing mills after 
-signing the scale for them, was mentioned in the preceding 
chapter,t where it was pointed out that of the twenty mills 
for 'which the American Sheet Steel Company was signe'd 
in 1900-1901 only eleven were at work, and that of the 
seven nonunion mills all were at work. Moreover, there 
were 68 stands of rolls in the seven nonunion mills and 
~n1y 67 in the eleven union mills that were in operation. Z 

Additional evidenl.:e on this point is contained in the minutes 
of the executive committee for July 2, 1901, during a dis
cussion of the advisability of conceding to the Amalgamated 
three mills previously nonunion, in which the chairman 
stated "that he would be willing to concede two mills as 
union mills, to sign the scale for the McKeesport mill and 
to keep it shut down ".s, This method has, of course, not 
been used since 1909 when unions were eliminated. 

A second method of checking unions, the use of convict 
labor in mining properties of the Corporation, is now obso
lete, was never extet:lsive, and is inserted here primarily in 
an endeavor to make the record complete. 

During the progress of the Stanley investigation in 19II 

Mr. Shelby M. Harrison, writer for the Survey, testified 
that the " advantages" of convict labor as explained to him 
•• by a number of employers" were as follows: 

(1) that it was cheaper or at least as cheap as free labor, 
(2) that it was more regular, 
(3) that it was" a block toward the growth of labor 

unions in the district". 

Speaking specifically of Mr. George G. Crawford, president 
.of a Corporation subsidiary, Mr. Harrison said: 

1 P. 100. 

t Neill, op. cit., vol. iii, p. 121. 

• Ibid., P. 502. 
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The president of the Tennessee Co. told me frankly that he 
thought that the employing of convict labor in the district was 
a block toward unionism. He was fair-minded enough, how
ever, to say that he thought they ought not to have that leverage 
over the unions.1 

Since Mr. Harrison was in the Birmingham district in May 
and June of 1911 2 the statements attributed to Mr. Craw
ford were most probably made at that time. Some months 
later the contract with the state of Alabama for the use of 
convicts in the Tennessee Company's mines expired and 
through a misunderstanding, the details of which are imtpa
terial, the Tennessee Company was not allotted any state 
convicts after January I, 1912. Mr. Crawford protested 
.vigorously to Mr. J. G. Oakley, chairman of the Board of 
Convict Inspectors, in a letter of November 24, 1911, partly 
on the ground that his company would be put to consider
able expense in building houses for free labor a~d in collect
ing a labor force on relatively short notice. In· explaining 
why he had retained the convict system when he became 
president Mr. Crawford stated that "the chief inducement 
for the hiring of convicts was the certainty of a supply of 
coal for our manufacturing operations in the contingency of 
la:bor troubles .... " 8 Mr. Oakley testified thai!: a "very 
strenuous effort" was made to convince the governor, who 
had the power to cancel these convict contracts, that the 
contract which had supplanted that with the Tennessee Com-

I Stanley Hearings, I9II, vol. iv,p. 2982. 
• Ct. ibid., p. 2962. 
• Stanley Hearings, 19II, vol iv, p. 3U2. It may be cOntended that 

this use of convict labor was a hang-over from a time prior to the 
purchase of the Tennessee Company by the Corporation, and that, con
sequently, the latter can not be held responsible; but this appears to 
me to be a quibble. All major questions of labor policy were settled 
by the executive committee of the Corporation. Ct. pp. 97-99, supra. 
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pany was not as advantageous to the state as the Tennessee's 
contract.1 

The use of labor spies in the anti-union crusade of em
ployers who are advocates of the" open" shop is a matter 
of common knowledge among all students of the labor 
problem. Generally speaking, labor spies are of two classes: 
those maintained in the employ of a corporation as a part 
of the ordinary force, and those hired from some agency for 
an emergency of short or long duration. That the United 
States Steel Corporation has utilized both sorts throughout 
its history is easily demonstrated. 

As pointed out in the introductory chapter of this study, 
one of the reasons for the formation of the Corporation was 
a desire to integrate the operations in that part of the in
dustry controlled by the combination. A part of this policy 
included the ownership and operation of the Pittsburgh 
Steamship Company, a concern operating on the Great 
Lakes. Mr. Harry Coulby, president of the Company, has 
"dominated the labor policy of the Lake Carriers' Associa
tion since December, 1903." 2 As a part of this labor policy. 
dominated by the head of a Corporation subsidiary, 

. . . the individual owners and the association, through various 
kinds of spy systems, keep in close touch with the activities of 
unions and of the men most prominent in them. Hence it is 
possible at any time to remove men who make trouble, whether 
in the cause of unionism or otherwise.8 

The evidence relating to the steel works is, of course, 
more detailed. During the progress of the Pittsburgh Sur
vey Mr. Fitch became convinced that" all of the steel com-

1 Stanley Hearings, 191I, vol. iv, p. 31I3. 

• Hoagland, H. E., Wage Bargail~ing on the Vessels 0/ the Great Lakes 
(Urbana, Illinois, 1917), p. 60. 

• Ibid., p. 95-
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panies have effective methods of learning what is going on 
among the workmen," and that " ... the United States 
Steel Corporation has regular secret service departments." 1 

Time after time he found that if the "conversation be 
shifted to the steel works" the men "immediately become 
reticent". From these experiences the conclusions reached 
may best be put in the words of Mr. Fitch: 

I doubt whether you could find a more suspicious body of 
men than the employes of the United States Steel Corporation. 
They are suspicious of one another, of their neighbors, and of 
their friends. I was repeatedly suspected of being an agent 
of the Corporation, sent out to sound the men with regard 
to their attitude toward the Corporation and toward unionism.: 

During the time that unions persisted in. some plants of the 
Corporation it was evidently the practice to maintain a spy 
or spies within the organization. On this point the follow
ing extract from Mr. Fitch's testimony to the Stanley Com
mittee is convincing: 

Lewellyn Lewis was, two years ago, a vice president of the 
Amalgamated Association of Iron and Steel Workers. He told 
me last fall that some time ago-he did not say just when
a meeting of delegates of various locals of the union was held 
in Youngstown, Ohio, to consider a wage scale. Mr. Lewis 
for some reason was unable to attend the meeting. He arranged 
with one of the men to call him over the long-distance telephone 
at his home in Martins Ferry, Ohio, and tell him just what 
action was taken. He said across the river in Wheeling, W. Va., 
a district manager of the American Sheet and Tin Plate Co. 
lived, and that in the afternoon of the day this meeting was 
held in Youngstown this district manager called Mr. Lewis 
up on the telephone and said that he would tell him what action 

1 Fitch, op. tit., .p. 219. 

II Ibid., p. 214. 
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had been taken in Youngstown. He did give him the scale 
of wages that had been agreed upon and also told him how all 
the locals had voted. Mr. Lewis said a few minutes after that 
his own man in Youngstown called him on the long-distance 
telephone and gave him exactly the same information, and that 
the official of the steel company across the river hac,l been right 
in every detai1.1 

Subsequent to the date of Mr. Fitch's work are the report 
of the Federal Industrial Relations Commission (1915) in
cluding the special report of Mr. Luke Grant on the use of 
spies by the National Erectors' Association of which Cor
poration subsidiaries were members, and the series of arti
cles by Mr. Sidney Howard on "The Labor Spy" pub
lished in the New Republic in the early months of 1921. 
These indicate not only the retention but the expansion of 
the use of labor spies in industry in general, and the steel 
industry in particular. During the Interchurch investigation 
one of their representatives was furnished the" labor file" 
of a steel company in Monessen, Pennsylvania, that estab
lished beyond question the fact that Corporation plants regu
larly exchanged "tmder-cover" information secured by the 
hired "operatives" of so-called detective agencies with 
other plants in:the district.1I If any further proof is needed 
it is fotmd in the following extract from the record of the 
1919 investigation. 

Senator Walsh. Have you a secret-service organization 
among your employees at any of the subsidiary plants of the 
Steel Corporation? 

Mr. Gary. Well, Senator, I cannot be very specific about 
that, but I am quite sure that at times some of our people have 
used secret-service men to ascertain facts and conditions.a. 

1 Stanley Hearings, I!)II, vol. iv, p.2885. 
• Cf. Public Opinion and the Steel Strike, p. 7 et seq. 

• S mate Hearings, 1919, p. 177. 
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The question arises, then, if the use of spies is admitted, 
why spend so much time upon the matter? A more detailed 
answer is reserved forthe conclusions of this. ·study, but at 
this point it may be noted that the facts indicate that some 
of the methods actually used by the Corporation are in un .. 
pleasant contrast with statements made by Judge. Gary and 
other officials in reference to its labor policy. Typical of 
such statements is the following: 

But I make the assertion, gentlemen, that in no line of industry, 
at any period in the history of the world in any country, was 
labor on the whole better treated in every respect than it is 
at the present time by the employers of ·labor in this great line 
of industrial activity.1 

Closely connected with the system of industrial espionage 
is the use of strike-breakers. As a matter of fact one of the 
most important· services performed. by the spy is strike
breaking, not so much by actually doing the work the union 
man has left as by creating dissension among strikers and 
spreading a defeatist sentiment that will send the men back 
to work. Typical of the former method of attack is the 
letter sent out by the Sherman Service to one of their opera
tives on October 2, 1919 . 

. We want you to stir up as much bad feeling as you possibly 
can between the Serbians and Italians. Spread data among 
the Serbians that the Italians are going back to work. Call up 
every question you can in reference to racial hatred between 
these two nationalities : make them realize to the fullest extent 
that far better results would be accomplished if they will go 
back to work. Urge them to go back to work or the Italians 
will get their jobs.2 

1 From Mr. Gary's address to the Iron and Steel Institute on May 17, 
1912. Printed in Senate Hearings, 1919, P.237. 

• Public Opinion IJIUl the Steel Strike, pp. 58-59-
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The Interchurch Commission of Inquiry was informed by 
the president of the Illinois Steel Company, a Corporation 
subsidiary, that his company had not engaged the Sherman 
Service; but was told by the business director of the Service 
that Sherman operatives were hired by the Illinois Steel 
Company.l The activities of the Sherman Service finally 
became so obnoxious that on complaint of the ChiCago Fed
eration of Labor their offices were raided and sufficient evi
dence secured to indict " advisory director" H. V. Phillips 
on charges of conspiracy to "riot", "insurrection", and 
" murder". 2 The indictment was subsequently quashed, 
but nevertheless the evidence seems to indicate that the 
methods of these agencies have not materially improved in 
the period since the United States Commission on Industrial 
Relations recommended that because of their .. endless 
crimes" they be compelled to operate under a Federal license 
under strict supervision or be " utterly aboLished"" 

The other phase of strike-breaking, the employment of new 
men, often imported from other localities, has also been a 
more or less common practice of the United States Steel 
Corporation, as, indeed, it is with many employers. As far 
back as 1892 the importation of strike-breakers and Pinker
tons by the Carnegie people was the immediate cause of the 
disgraceful Homestead riot. Mr. P. J. McArdle, at one time 
president of the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel 
and Tin Workers, testified in 1911 that during the strike of 
1909 the American Sheet and Tin Plate Company offered 
special inducements to secure strike-breakers.6 So far as )j 

1 Public OpillioH alld thr Strel Strike, pp. 61 and 62. Whether this 
particular concern was engaged by the Corporation is not material, of 
course, for similar agencies were engaged whose practices were much 
the same. C/. pp. 'I and 8. 

t Ibid., pp. 57 and 60. 

• Final Report, vol. i, p. 57. 
, Sta,~lt':v Hearings, 1911, vol. iv, P. 3120. 
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have been able to ascertain, this charge was never denied by 
Corporation officials. During the 1919 strike the weight of 
the available evidence indicates that strike-breakers were 
used quite generally by Corporation and independent mills 
alike. Mr. Foster states that" National Committee secre
taries' reports indicate that the Steel Trust recruited and 
shipped from 30,000 to 40,000 negroes into the mills as 
strike-breakers." 1 The Interchurch Report on the Steel 
Strike of 19I9 listed among the reasons for the failure of 
the strike " ... the successful use of strike-breakers, princi
pally negroes, . . . Negro workers were imported and were 
shifted from plant to plant: in Gary the negroes were 
marched ostentatiously through the streets; in Youngstown 
and near Pittsburgh they were smuggled in at night JJ. 

This information was secured, in part at least, from em
ployers: '" Niggers did it,' was a not uncommon remark 
among company officers". 2 

Mr. O. E. Anderson, president of Hustler Lodge number 
thirty-six of the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel 
and Tin Workers in Gary, Indiana, testified that a large 
number of men, mostly negroes, had been brought into Gary 
as strike.breakers.8 On othe other hand, Mr. L. W. Mc
Namee, auditor of the Gary works of the Illinois Steel Com
'pany, stated that" The companies made no efforts to bring 
in strike-breakers at all."" Both these statements were 
made under oath and both men probably believed they were 
stating the truth, but the evidence previously cited plus the 
statements of reporters and investigators in newspapers and 

I Foster, op.· cit., p. 2fIl. By II Steel Trust" Mr. Foster refers to the 
.. collectivity of the great steel Companies," not the Corporation alone. 

• Pp. 177 and Ij'8. 
• Sena.fe Hearings, 1919, p.956. 
'Ibid., p. 1045. Mr. McNamee was referring only to the Gary plants 

in this statement. 
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magazines during and immediately after the strike is con
vincing proof that the Corporation used strike-breakers 
freely. 1 

A fifth, and, according to the men, a very common in
strument for fighting unions is the power of discharge. 
Mr. Gary testified to the Senate Committee in 1919 as fol
lows: 

\Ve have known that we had a good many union men, of 
course. While it has been said we discharged them and tried 
to get rid of them, there is no foundation for that statement. 
If that has ever been done in a single case or in a few cases, 
if it has ever been done, which I deny, it has been contrary to 
our positive instntctions and would not have been permitted, 
and the man would be disciplined if he disobeyed those in
structions the second time.2 

This is a very positive statement. The Judge says, "There 
is p.o foundation for the statement" . . . "if it has ever 
been done, which I deny, it has been contrary to our instruc
tions". It has been impossible to ascertain the date on 
which these" instructil;?ns" were issued, but the resolution 
passed unanimously by the executive committee, of which 
Mr. Gary was chairman, stating that the Corporation was 
"unalterably opposed to any extension of union labor" 
and advising the "subsidiary companies to take firm posi
tion" has been cited.s That was June 17, 1901. The 
superintendents of local mills interpreted "unalterably op
posed" and "firm position" as covering discharge for 
union activities, and on July 8, 1901, the president of the 
Corporation reported to the executive committee that the 

• Survey, November 8,1919, passim. New York Times, September 23, 
24, 26; October 5, 10. 

t Smate Hearings, 1919. p. 166. 
8 P. 97. supra. 
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superintendent of the Wellsville sheet mill had discharged 
twelve men who were endeavoring to institute a lodge arid 
that Shaffer, the president of the Amalgamated at that time, 
demanded that they be taken back. After some discussion 
the committee agreed that this be done, but only because of 
the exceedingly great desire to prevent trouble at this time. 
The minutes make it clear that· only one man on the com
mittee considered the discharge essentially unjust; the others 
were deterred from upholding the superintendent only be
cause of the existing circumstances.' 

Additional light on these" positive instructions" is found 
in Hoagland's monograph on Wage-BMgaining on Vessels 
of the Great Lakes previously cited. Shortly after the for
mation of the Corporation it completed arrangements by 
which it secured control of approximately one-third of the 
freight-carrying vessels on the Great Lakes through its sub
sidiary, the Pittsburgh Steamship Company. The president 
and manager of this company, Mr. Harry Coulby, in an ad
. dress to the Ship Masters' Association in 1908, said: 

What we are trying to do is simply to get back to the old 
conditions aboard ship. We don't want any members of the 
crew to see if it is in the Red Book before they do it. You 
masters have got to go on the picket line; you've got to win this 
fight for us. For my own company I can say that we are 
going to win if it takes one day, one month, one year or five 
years. If any man pulls a book of rules on you he is not an 
open shop man. Put him on the dock. If any engineer, first, 
second, or third, wheelsman, watchman, mate declines to obey 
orders, put him on the dock. We will help you fill their places.2 

Here is a different sort of "instructions"; those from the 
president of an important Corporation subsidiary ·to the 

1 Neill, ofr. cit., vol. iii, p. 503 et seq. 

• Hoagland, ofr. cit." p. 87: quoted from the Marine Review of April 
16, 1908. 
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masters of lake vessels to put all union men on the docks. 
There is nothing on record to show that Mr. Coulby was 
ever "disciplined", but it is on record that members of the 
Lake Carriers' Association have discharged union men " as 
such" since JS08. The Corporation in this respect has 
dominated the policy of the Lake Carriers' Association. 

Cases of discharge from steel mills for joining a union 
or for "union activities" such as "proselyting" or "agi
tating" can be traced straight through the Corporation's 
history from the case previously cited of the discharge of 
twelve men from the Wellsville mill in 1901 to the organ
izing period in 1919. D. P. Boyer, shearman for ten years 
in the Apollo and Vandergrift mills of the American Sheet 
and Tin Plate Company, made affidavit that he and his 
brother-in-law were discharged on September 16, 1909, be
cause their wives had been seen at a union meeting.1 

The following extract from the testimony to the Stanley 
Committee cites other cases: 

Mr. Young. Do you mean the Steel Corporation has dis-
charged men simply because they joined a labor organization? 

Mr. Fitch. Yes. 
Mr. Young. Where did that occur? 
Mr. Fitch. That occurred at Homestead at a number of 

different times. It occurred at Gary about a year and a half ago. 
The Chairman. Give us that Gary incident, or one of them. 
Mr. Fitch. One with which I am particularly familiar is 

that of a young man working in the electrical department
a young high school boy from a town in Ohio. I talked with 
him. He was rather a clean-looking young American boy. 
He had been carrying a book in which the men had been writ
ing their names down because they wanted to join an electrical 
workers' union. He was acting as secretary pending a formal 
organization, and was accepting their dues and their member-

• Stanley Hearings, 1911, vol. iv, p. 3151 •. 
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ship fees. He had been doing that for about two weeks when 
he was suddenly discharged, and given a slip upon which he 
was told to go to the office for his pay. Upon his slip were 
written the words, .. Union agitator." I ~ve seen that Slip.l 

P. H. Brogan testified to the Senate' Committee in 1919 
that he was discharged on June 30, 1919, from the Clairton 
works of the Corporation for joining a union.\) 

Joe Kerspinach, a naturalized Austrian, testified during 
the strike investigation of 1919 that he was discharged from 
the National Tube Company's (a Corporation subsidiary) 
works at McKeesport for joining the union. 

Senator Walsh. How do you know that you were discharged 
by reason of being a member of the union? 

Mr. Kerspinach. They told me if you get a letter you don't 
belong to the union you get the job back. 

Senator Walsh. Who told you that? 
Mr. Kerspinach. The foreman. 
Senator Walsh. Who is he? 
Mr. Kerspinach. John D. Skelly.3 

O. E. Anderson, guide-setter in the rail mill of the Illinois 
Steel Company at Gary, Indiana, testified that a close friend 
of his, E. A. Luchs, was selected as a delegate to the con
vention of the Amalgamated Association in May, 1919. 
Two weeks before the convention he applied to his foreman 
for a leave of two weeks' duration in which to attend the 
convention. The leave was granted. On the day before 
Luchs ,was to leave, however, the foreman notified him that 
if he went to the convention he need not come back. Luchs 
went despite this threat and has been refused employment 
since:' 

1 Stanley Hearings, 19II, vol. iv, p. 2952. 

• Senate Hearings, 19I9. p. 552. 
I Ibid., p. 726. 
·Ibid., p. 974 
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The Interchurch Report on the Steel Strike of I9I9 states 
that" Discharges for joining the union were so common in 
the months before the strike that the union organizers did 
not even keep records of the cases. Cases were too common 
to need proving .... " An investigator for the Commis
sion in November, 1919, in two days' time secured about 
200 signed statements and sworn affidavits from discharged 
workers who had been told or had good reason to believe 
that the cause was union affiliation. 1 Among others from in
dependent companies, the Interchurch Report contains the 
statements of two Corporation employees, John Dablonski 
of 320~ Syria Street, Duquesne, Pennsylvania, and Joe 
Mayor, 440 Beach Way, Homestead, Pennsylvania. The 
latter was asked by his superintendent whether he was at a 
meetirig of the union. Mayor replied: . 

I was. How do you know? 
Supt. Somebody turned your name in and I am going to 

discharge you. 
Mayor. What's matter? What I do, rob company of 

couple of dollars? 
Supt. We don't want you to attend union meetings. I 

don't want union men to work for me. 
When the Superintendent inquired what they had told him 

at the meeting, he refused to answer and further refused to 
answer when the Superintendent asked him for the names of 
others present at the meeting.s 

Mr. Gary's subordinates were quoted by the Interchurch 
Commission as follows: "Mr. Buffington of the Illinois 
Steel, also Mr. Williams' representative for the Carnegie 
Steel and other officers put it uniformly in these words: 
• We don't discharge a man for belonging to a union, but 
of course we discharge men for agitating in the mills' ".8 

1 Pp. 212 and 213. 

I Interchurch, Report on the Steel Strike of 1919, p. 218. 

• Ibid., p. 210. 
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During the early weeks of the 1919 strike the Survey 

sent Mr. Fitch to the steel districts to secure some first hand 
information. Mr. L. Burnett, assistant to the president of 
the Carnegie Steel Company, in an interview with Mr. Fitch, 
" stated that it was the policy of the company to discharge 
union men who were active or were organizing within the 
plant". He further stated that a group had been discharged 
in Homestead some time before the strike for circulating 
inside the plant a petition to John Fitzpatrick requesting him 
to organize them.1 

But there is no use in further burdening the record. Mr. 
Gary's positive statement quoted at the beginning of this 
section seems to be quite at variance with the facts revealed 
through both public and private investigation into what actu
ally goes on in the mills of the Corporation. 

A sixth tool which the Corporation has utilized to smash 
union activities in its plants is the blacklist. Evidence on 
this point is scant in quantity but conclusive in character. 
The Dewees Wood plant of the American Sheet and Tin 
Plate Company had been the scene of union controv.ersies 
before it becal!le a part of the Corporation. During the 
1901 trouble an unsuccessful effort was made to unionize it. 
Almost ten years later Mr. Fitch wrote: "When the strike 
was over the president of the lodge in Wood's Mill was 
refused re-employment, and today it is a matter of common 
report that he is blacklisted in every mill of· the Steel Cor
poration." 9 

In 1908 the Pittsburgh Steamship Company irutugurated 
a "Welfare Plan", the features of which it is unnecessary 
to explain in detail: Mr. Hoagland, in the monograph cited 
before, states that one part of the system, the continuous dis
charge book, " constituted a very effectual blacklist". 8 · V. A. 

I SlW'Vey, November 8, 1919, PP.55, 86. 
I Fitch, 0/1. cit., p. 218. 

• Hoagland, 0/1. cit.,pp. 88-Bg. 
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Olander, secretary of the Lake Seamen's Union, testified to 
the Stanley Committee that the ratings given by the officers 
in these discharge books were purely arbitrary and that no 
union man had a chance to get a satisfactory rating, without 
which he could not reship.1 This system was abolished by 
order of the United States Shipping B6ard in 1917, but was 
reintroduced in:the spring of 1922.2 One 'father contemp
tible trick utilized was to hand to employees and prospective 
employees two slips, one stating that the signer was a union 
man, the other that he was nonunion. The men were told 
that since some masters and engineers preferred union men 
and some preferred nonunion men the Lake Carriers' Asso
ciation, dominated by the Pittsburgh Steamship Company, 
was using this method of securing for both groups the work
men they preferred. Speaking of the men who signed the 
union slips Mr. Olander testified: 

Invariably they landed on the dock a very short time afterwards. 
A man who signed the union slip in the shipping office had no 

earthly show to ship. Nothing was said to him. He simply 
did not ship; that is all. 

This was just a trick to get the men to declare them
selves .•.. e 

During the Senate investigation of the 1919 strike an 
attorney for the strikers submitted the following original 
letter from the office of the vice-president and general super
intendent of the American Steel and Wire Company ad
dressed:to Henry Barren, Newburg Steel Works, Oeveland, 
Ohio: 

I Stanley Hearings, 19U, vol. iv, pp. 3009-J024, passim. 
I Albrecht, A. E., International Seamen's UKion of AmericIJ (Washing

ton, 1923), pp. 63, 66-
• StlJllley Heari"gs, 19U, vol. iv, p. 3014. 
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Dear Sir: Four rod rollers were discharged from Donora 

the other day for cause. I understand that one of them. named 
John Brown. has secured work at Newburg. If you find that 
this is the case please let him out at once. . . . 1 

This letter was dated March 2, 1909. 
The investigators of the Interchurch Commission found a 

regular blacklisting system in which Corporation and inde
pendent plants were joined. The most interesting bit of evi
dence is, of, course, the now famous scrap of dirty paper 
listing the names of "some Belgian dogs" who made it so 
hard for the writer that he was compelled.·to quit his job. 
Copies of this anonymous missive, discovered in the "labor 
file " proffered by a steel company in Monessen as explained 
above, were sent to every steel concern in Monessen, includ
ing the American Sheet and Tin [Plate] Company and the 
Carnegie Steel Company.'" 

In addition to the six methods discussed above that are 
admitted or for which there is convincing evidence are four 
others for which the evidence is not so convincing or which 
may be considered as being a part of the situation. The 
latter. factor seems to be particularly true of the use of for
eign workmen with lower standards of living who were will
ing to accept wages, hours, and conditions that were repug
nant to at least a large part of the, members of the Amal
gamated Association of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers. It 
is easy, of course, to establish the fact that during the period 
the Corporation was driving out the unions the percentage 
of foreign born workmen in the mills had greatly increased,s 
but it is difficult to establish any desire on the'part of Cor-

I Senate Hearings, 1919. p. 735. 
• ct. the Reporl 1m the Steel Strike of I9I9. pp. 222-225-

I The percentage of foreign born in the iron and steel industry, in 1900 
was 35.9; in 1908 it was 57.7. Neill. op. cit., vol. iii, P.91. I 'have found 
no separate figures for the Corporation. 
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poration officials in general that. this change should take 
place, and infinitely more difficult to prove that to the extent 
such a desire existed the purpose behind it was union
smashing. At least two investigators convinced themselves 
that the Corporation had' sought to supplant American with 
foreign workmen. In speaking of the Lake Carriers' Asso
ciation's efforts to secure greater stability in its working 
force Mr. Hoagland says: 

Finally, the Lake Carriers' Association has made conscious 
and persistent efforts to secure for service on the boats different 
types of men than formerly worked there. As firemen, the 
former irresponsible floaters have been replaced by southern 
Europeans, especially Greeks, Poles, Italians, Austrians, and 
Slavs . . . Southern Europeans are also used as deckhands on 
some boats.1 

Mr. Hoagland's authority for these statements was the sec
retary of the Lake Carriers' Association.2 

In listing the "most apparent causes back of the Slav 
and Magyar monopoly of the unskilled positions in the steel 
industry," Mr. Fitch includes, "the apparent fact that the 
steel companies have definitely sought this class of labor." II 

Subsequently, Mr. Fitch testified to the Stanley Committee, 
.. I have reason to believe that this class of labor [foreign] 
is desired by the Steel .Corporation for a number of rea
sons."· In following up this idea the committee devoted 
considerable attention to the following advertisement that 
appeared in the. Pittsburgh papers on July 14, 1909, during 
the strike in the tin mills: 

1 Hoagland, op. cit .. p. 96. 
I Ibid., 1>- 93. 

• Fitch, op. cit., p. 14J. Neither of these writers, it should be noted, 
imputed to the Corporation any attempt or desire to disregard the con
tract-labor law. 

'Stanley Hearings, 19II, vol. iv, p. 2921. 
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Wanted-60 tin house men, tinners, catchers, and helpers 

to work in open shops, Syrians, Poles and Roumanians pre
ferred; steady employment and good wages to men willing to 
work; fare paid and no fees charged for this work. Central 
Employment Bureau, 628 Penn. Avenue! 

From the testimony of Mr. W. A. Irvin, assistant to the 
vice-president of the American Sheet and Tin Plate Com
pany, the Committee developed the fact that this company 
had engaged the Central Employment Bureau above men
tioned to secure men during about five months beginning in 
July, 1909. Mr. Irvin further testified that when the man
ager of the employment bureau informed him that the supply 
of American labor had been exhausted by the needs of the 
hot mills, he gave to the manager a list of the foreigners 
preferred in the order of preference. Throughout the dis
cussion Mr. Irvin and the Corporation's attorney, Mr. Reed, 
insisted that the advertisement meant that Syrians, Poles, 
and Roumanians were preferred to other types of foreigners, 
not to Americans; but it is evident that this interpretation 
has no support in the language actually used." Questions 
from Mr. Beall of the Committee brought out the facts that 
prior to this strike of 1909 during which the above adver
tisement and others like it were inserted in Pittsburgh 
papers, the American Sheet and Tin Plate Company had 
dealt with unions, but that subsequent to it the company 
maintained an " open " shop.' 

In the hearings before the Senate Committee that investi
gated the 1919 strike, charges were again made by labor 
officials that the Corporation had engaged foreign workmen 
with the deliberate intent of thereby smashing unions. The 
following interchange constitutes the official denial: 

1 Stanley Hearings, 1911, vol. iv, p. 3074-
Z Ibid., pp. 3059, 3061, 3062, 3071. 

• Ibid., pp. ao6s. Jo66. 
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The Chairman. Now the charge has been made here that 
your company had the policy of employing foreigners of differ
ent nationalities and putting them around in the different places 
so as to prevent any cohesive action among the men. 

Mr. Gary. There is absolutely no foundation for that 
statement.1 

The balancing of the evidence on this issue must be left to 
the reader's judgment. 

Control of the press, charged against the Steel Corpora
tion as it has been against numerous other concerns and 
against "big business" in general, is the second of the 
" alleged" methods of fighting labor organizations listed 
above. Evidence establishing the contention that the United 
States Steel Corporation directly or indirectly bribed or un
duly influenced any newspaper has not come to light. The 
writer is inclined to believe that it does not exist. In making 
this statement, however, there is no intention of excusing 
the press for the part it almost invariably plays in labor dis
putes. Organized labor has rarely received a square deal 
from the newspapers and the truth of this statement has 
seldom, if ever, been so conclusively demonstrated as in the 
strike of 1919. There is no need of reproducing here the 
detailed facts presented in section two of Public Opinion and 
the Steel Strike on "The Pittsburgh Newspapers and the 
Strike", but among other things the facts were there estab
lished that 

I. The Pittsburgh newspapers failed to collect and pub
lish the circumstances preceding the strike. 

There were no general stories detailing the companies and mills 
in the industry, the numbers or characteristics of the work
men, their hours of labor, their wages, their living conditions, 
no history of the year's organizing campaign, no detailed lists 

1 Senate Hearings, 1919. p. 204-
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of strikers' "demands," no summary of efforts to avert the strike. 
These things . . . were not "news" so far as the Pittsburgh 
newspapers were concerned.' 

2. The point of view which dominated the news columns 
and editorials of the Pittsburgh papers was identical with 
that expressed in the numerous advertisements they carried 
which characterized the strike as "un-American ", "dis
loyal ", and .. Bolshevistic ", and, urged the men to return 
to work." 

3. The real grievances of the strikers on such matters as 
hours, housing and social conditions, the difficulty of bring
ing complaints to the attention of superiors, and similar 
matters were almost disregarded in the .. news" published 
in Pittsburgh. 8 

4. Misleading and sometimes absolutely false headlines 
were regularly used to hide the facts when the preceding 
day's events happened to be favorable rto the strikers." 

5. False stories calculated to break the morale of strikers 
were printed, such as the statement published in the Gazette
Times on December 5 that organizer T. J. Conboy had ad
mitted defeat and quit Johnstown, and the statement pub
lished in the Press on the same date that the National Com
mittee had called off the strike. G 

Evidence is presented in the final section of this report to 
show that newspapers in other cities were; in spite of a num
ber of exceptions, as unfair to organized labor as were the 
Pittsburgh papers. 

J Public OpiniotJ and the Steel Strike, p. 93. 

• Ibid., pp. g6-IIO. 

• Ibid., p. 1 II et seq. 

• Ibid., pp; II4- lIS. 134, 137, 138. Specific cases are discussed in detail 
on the pages cited. 

• Ibid., p. 139. 
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For an explanation of this situation recourse need not be 
had to the" purchase" of editors and reporters or "influ
ence " exerted upon the advertising manager; a simple and 
sufficient reason is found in the fact that newspaper pub
lishers and editors are by training and situation invested 
with the same habits of thought that persist among the 
majority of American business men. They do not have to 
be "bought" to express ideas they already hold. With the 
expression of such ideas in editorial columns there can be 
no quarrel-that is what editorial columns are for and one 
does not have to read them - but the vital difficulty is, of 
course, that the newspapers do not keep the anti-labor bias 
of their editors and publishers out of their news columns. 
As long as this condition exists there is no particular point 
in investigating charges that the Steel Corporation, or any 
other corporation, is fighting labor by controlling the press. 

More serious in many respects than any of the matters 
heretofore considered is the charge that the Corporation has 
controlled public officials to the extent that civil liberties 
have been seriously interfered with. The degree to which 
this alleged situation exists varies widely from place to 
place, according to those who make the charges, but seems 
to be worst in western Pennsylvania. The specific counts in 
the indictment include the abrogation of the rights of free
dom of speech and of assembly, the control of public officials, 
and intimidation and violence by state troopers and 
" special" peace officers. There is no space here for a re
capitUlation of the evidence which has been accumulating for 
many years. Nor does it seem possible to reach conclusions 
of a desirable definiteness from the evidence available. The 
very nature of the issues makes it certain that the same facts 
and circumstances will be reported differently by actual eye
witnesses; reported so differently in fact that the reader of 
the conflicting affidavits or testimony is prompted to ask 
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himself whether it is possible that the accounts can be con
cerned with the same events. No clearer example can he 
found of the difficulties encountered than that of the murder 
of Mrs Fannie Snellings, an organizer for the United Mine 
Workers of America. 

As presented from the strikers' point of view, Mrs. Snel
lings was" deliberately murdered" on August 26, 1919, 
after "open: threats" had been made to " get" her because 
of her success in organizing both Corporation and inde
pendent workers in mines and steel mills. The immediate 
occasion was an attack by drunken deputy sheriffs led by 
a mine official on some pickets stationed at a mine of the 
Allegheny Coal and Coke Company (not connected with the 
Corporation) at West Natroria, Pennsylvania. Mrs. Snel
lings protested against the clubbing of a picket, Joseph 
Strzelecki, w:'ho was already on the ground fatally wounded 
by the fire of the deputies. She was knocked down by a 
blow from a IClub in the hands of the mine official and as she 
tried to drag herself away was killed by the deputies. In 
concluding the account the following statements were made: 

Thus perished noble Fannie Sellins: shot in the back by so
called peace officers. . . . Many people witnessed this horrible 
murder. The guilty men were named openly in the news~ 
papers and from a hundred platforms. Yet no one was ever 
punished for the crime. Witnesses were spirited away or inti
midated, and the whole matter hushed up in true Steel Trust 
fashion.1 

Mr. Fitzpatrick in testifying to the Senate Committee in 
1919 made about the same statements except that according 
to him the woman's name was" Snellings ", not" Sellins" 
as Foster has it, and the murder occurred at Brackenridge.2 

1 Foster, 0/1. cit., pp. 146-148. 

• Senate Hearings, 1919, pp. 20-22. 
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Judge Gary later testified that the Corporation had no 
connection of any sort with the killing and quoted the testi
mony of Dr. G. L. Baumgartener at the coroner's inquest 
as follows: "I made a thorough examination of the body 
and I did not find a wound in the back." Other extracts 
from the testimony and verdict were introduced to show 
that the deputy sheriffs guarding the property of the Alle
gheny Coal and Coke Company were attacked; that there 
was a riot; that "There were no innocent bystanders. 
Therefore everyone in the crowd was guilty of rioting"; 
and that " ... from the evidence and post-mortem examina
tion made the jury find death was due to the above cause 
[gunshot wound in left temple] and the same was justifiable 
and in self-defense, and also recommend that Sheriff Had
dock be commended in his prompt and successful action in 
protecting property and persons in that vicinity and the 
judgment exercised in the selection of his deputies." 1 

In reply to this. the National Committee Organizing Iron 
and Steel Workers submitted an affidavit of two physicians 
of six and thirteen years' practice respectively who swore 
that in their examination of the woman's body" a gunshot 
wound was revealed entering in the left posterior scapular 
region about 2 inches to the left of the spinal column .... " a 

Thus it appears that from the pettiest detail of the exact 
spelling of the woman's name up to the most important 
point, the responsibility for the beginning of the incident, 
the groups of witnesses are agreed on nothing. Practically 
all the testimony was given under oath. On the basis of 
this sort of data it seems impossible to reach any conclusions. 
Other cases, such as the incident at North Clairton in which 
state troopers were charged with breaking up a strikers' 

ISenat.r Hearitlgs, 1919. pp. 1-47-150. 

I Ibid., p. 893-
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meeting, knocking down and trampling on an American 
flag, etc., and the incidents related by Father Kazincy of 
state troopers' brutality, were entirely different affairs de
pending upon who was telling the story,1 and the oppor
tunities for cross-examination of the witnesses. 

On the other hand, many charges made by the labor group 
were never answered and others answered inadequately. 
The evidence on the Vandergrift and Apollo situation in 
1909 as presented to the Stanley Committee two years later 
indicates that United States Steel Corporation officials took 
part in the mobbing of union organizers, ordered a hotel 
proprietor to refuse accommodations to organizers on threat 
of destroying the hotel, ordered Corporation employees to 
cease patronizing the hotel, put pressure on the owner of a 
vacant lot rented to the organizers so that he attempted to 
cancel the agreement, and issued orders that any employee 
seen entering the hall finally secured would be discharged. 
The above statements of organizers were supported by state
ments from eleven individuals including the proprietor of 
the hotel in question and the chief of police. The latter 
deserves credit for refusing to be intimidated, but the bur
gess was of an entirely different stripe.2 In the 1919 strike 
evidence of the abrogation of civil liberties came from so 
many sources and in such quantities that it is impossible to 
avoid the conclusion that a considerable part of -it must be 
true. Certainly there can be no question that some magis
trates were quite careless in the matter of fining individuals 
who were arrested on the charge of being " suspicious per
sons" and there is ample reason to believe that men who 
were not working were much more likely to be fined despite 

1 Cf. Senate Hearings, 1919, pp. s48-sso, s68. 569, with Interchurch, 
Public Opinion and the Steel Strike, pp. 183-185; also Foster, op. cit., 
pp. 121, 122, with Senate Hearings, 1919, pp. 880-883. 

• StCJKleli Hearings, 19II, vol. iv, 3142-3147. 
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one official denial.1 Without doubt there was arbitrary and 
discriminatory use made by certain officials of their power 
to issue or refuse permits for public meetings. This situa~ 
tion seems to have been worst in Homestead, Braddock, 
Monessen, McKeesport, and Duquesne. In the last named 
place Mayor Crawford told J. G. Brown, organizer, that 
"Jesus Christ cannot come in and hold a meeting here in 
Duquesne." II 

But from such a mass of contradictions and recrimina~ 
tions nothing appears clearly enough to justify the definite 
statement that the Corporation was or was not accessory to 
the abrogation of civil liberties as part of its anti-union 
fight. The impossibility of definiteness on that point, how~ 
ever, should not prevent us from remembering the evils in
herent in a situation where an industrial organization either 
owns outright or dominates a civic unit. The evils have 
long been recognized and need only to be recalled. In the 
former case, existing at McDonald, Wilson Station, Chicka
saw, and numerous coal towns operated by Corporation sub
sidiaries, there is no town government in the usual sense of 
the term; the functions usually performed by officials se
lected by the voters are directed by the employers of the 
town's residents. Moreover, the Corporation is also the 
landlord of its employees, and although this position may 
never be used unjustly, the temptations to abuses which it 
presents are obvious. In other towns not owned by the 
Corporation it is the chief taxpayer, gives employment 
directly to the bulk of the male popUlation, and by the con~ 
centration of its own working force indirectly gives employ
ment to the various butchers, bakers, and candlestick makers 

1 Cf. Senate ,Hearings. 1919 pp. 576. 578. 590. and 68s. 
I Public Opinion and the Steel Strike. p. 171. For affidavits and 

statements covering the facts in these towns see pp. 179-181; 1SS-1B9: 
191- 198: 200-207. 
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'Yho meet the needs of the steel workers. Inevitably this 
latter group feels that its prosperity is definitely dependent 
upon the continuous operation of the mills, and hence looks 
askance upon any development that may even temporarily 
hinder such continuous operation. To this must be added 
the fact that a very large percentage of steel employees are 
immigrants and that a large proportion of them have not 
been naturalized. Consequently, the bulk of the voters come 
from groups inclined to be favorable toward the Corpora
tion, and these elect officials who have much the same habits 
of thought that they themselves have. In this manner we 
come to somewhat the same conclusion as that reached on 
newspaper men: public officials do not have to be "bought" 
for the reason that their training and preconceptions prompt 
them to act in a manner that redounds to the advantage of 
the Corporation, or of other employers. To lay the respon
sibility directly to 71 Broadway is unwarranted. A closer 
approximation to the truth is to consider the Corporation in 
this respect the beneficiary of a situation that predisposes 
mayors,burgesses, and other officials to take strong meas
Ures against the labor" agitator ". 

Finally, it has been charged that certain features of the 
Corporation's so-called "welfare program" are actually 
little more than insidious methods to prevent the growth of 
a union spirit. The validity of such charges cannot be de
termined without a knowledge of this program, which is the 
subject of the following two chapters. 



CHAPTER V 

WELFARE 

THE term welfare may include a great many items. In 
the following discussion the definition of the United States 
Bureau of Labor Statis.tics in its bulletin number 2SO has 
ibeen followed. There, welfare is defined as " anything for 
the comfort and improvement, intellectual or social, of the 
employees, over and Clibove wages paid, which is not a neces
sity of the industry nor required by law." 

The welfare program of the United States Steel Corpora
tion can best !be visualized by nrSot making a rapid SUTVey of 
its historical development and organization and then pro
ceeding to an examination of its operation. As wil1 be 
brought out later, individual items in the welfare program 
were receiving attention in various subsidiaries even before 
they ,became parts of the United States Steel Corporation, 
but the first genera;! action taken was announced in an open 
letter of December 31, 19Q2-the inauguration of a stock 
subscription plan. The first stock was actually sold to the 
employees in January, 1903, and has continued to be sold in 
the first months of every year except 19f5. 

But this stock subscription plan has always remained more 
or less a thing apart, having little connection with the rest 
of -the program. The real center, the source from which 
practically everything else has sprung, is the safety move
ment. Prior to the centralized efforts taken to lessen the 
frequency and severity of ,industrial accidents in the Cor
poration plants, each subsidiary had a casrualty manager and 
~ [~ 
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handled its accidents as it saw fit, hut in May, 19Q/5, these 
men were all ca'lIed together to settle on a more uniform sys
tem and to aid each other in every way possible. These 
meetings continued at irregular intervals until April, 1908, 
when a permanent committee on safety was appointed. Al
though this conunittee has always had one representative of 
the Corporation, the representatives of the larger suibsidiaries 
hive grown from five in 1908 to seven in 19111 and then to 
nine in 1918. The functions of this centra:1 commj,ttee as 
set forth in its Bulletin Number Two of July I, I91'I, are 
as follows: 

(I) The Committee conducts thorough inspections of all 
plants of all subsidiary companies from the standpoint of safety. 
These inspections are in addition to those made by the companies 
themselves and are conducted by inspectors selected from 
companies other than those operating the plants in question. 
The inspectors report and are responsible to the Safety Com
mittee and not to the companies whose plants are under 
inspection. From time to time and whenever special circum
stances seem to require such action, the Committee, or various 
members thereof, make these inspections themselves. 

(2) The Committee acts as a clearing house for all infor
mation relating to the safety of employees. All safety devices 
and other methods of increasing the safety of the workmen 
and of i11l:eresting the men in their own safety and that of their 
fellow workmen are reported to the Committee by the subsidiary 
companies in which they originate. These safety methods and 
devices are carefully considered by the Committee and if ap
proved are recommended to all the subsidiary companies, often 
with improvements suggested by the Committee. In this man
ner descriptions with full details; photographs, diagrams and 
complete information of all matters dealing with the- safety of 
employees is disseminated among the subsidiary companies. 

(3) The Committee at its quarterly meetings considers all 
serious accidents'which have occurred in any of the companies 
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during the preceding quarter, with a view to devising means for 
preventing the recurrence of similar accidents. 

In addition to this committee on safety of the Corporation 
each subsidiary maintains what is designated as a "central 
safety commi,ttee " composed of important officials from each 
of the plants, mines, rai'lroad divisions, or whatever indus
trial units constitute the corporation in question. It meets 
monthly and performs duties similar to those of the safety 
committee of the Corporation. In companies where there 
is no organization on sanitation the duties ~f the various 
safety committees have been eJct:ended to cover that work. 
Suibordinate to the central safety committee are the "plant 
safety committees" made up of important officials in an in
dividual plant. Suoh committees meet monthly, weekly, or 
in some cases daily, and make inspections of the plants at 
regW3J1" intervals. Each plant also has a" workmen's safety 
committee" consisting 'Usually of three men from the ranlq 
and Ifi!le of the mill. It meets monthly, or in some cases 
weekly, makes regular inspections of :the plant, investigates 
accidents that llave occurred, and recommends means,of pre
venting similar accidents. Lts members are changed peri
odically so that each man in the plant will serve on the com
mittee. In addition, some plants maintain "department 
and speoia.l committees" composed of foremen, master 
mechanics, and skilled workmen. These committees meet 
at irregular intervals, make investigations of the plant, and 
conduct special investigations of pa·rticular problems. AU 
of the committees in the SlUbsidiaries were "organized 
shortly after [the] Steel Corporation Safety Committee." 1; 

By the time the hiierarchy of committees ourtlined above 
·had become an accompliSihed fact the Corporation announced 

1 United States Steel Corporation Bureau of Safety, Relief, Sanitation, 
and Welfare, Bulletin Number Fou,.. (New York, 1913), pp. 3-4. 
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a new feature of its safety campaign. Everything possible 
was being done to -limit the n1.11l1iber ana seriousness of acci
dents, hut since it was deemed .impossible to diminate them, 
steps were now taken to afford the men, or their dependents, 
some accident reLief. The "Voluntary Accident Relief 
Plan" went into operation on May I, '1910, but has since 
been largely superseded by wo/kmen's compensation t3",S. 

In the same year I!Jhe Corporation announced another 
project whicb would go anto effect on January I, I9II: the 
pension system. tAt the time he reti-red from the steel in
dustry Mr. Carnegie had created a fund of ~,ooo,ooo, the 
income f·rom which was to be used ·in paying pensaons to 
superannuated employees and benefits for serious or fatal 
accidents. This' relief fund had apparently been quite dis
tinct from the Carnegie Steel Company, a personal gift from 
Mr. Carnegie. In his oWn words it was" an acknowledg
ment of the deep debt which I owe to the workmen who have 
contributed so greatly to my success." 2 In 1910, however, 
it became definitely a Corporation affair, for in that year 
the fund was increased to $12,000,000, the.additional $8,-
000,000 payable in installments; the accident relief features 
of the Carnegie plan were abolished; and the benefits of the , 
new" :Uni.ted States Steel and Carnegie Pension, Fund" ex
tended to all employees of the Corporation. 

By this time it had become evident that a committee of 
safety meeting only at somewhat lengthy intervals did not 
provide sufficient coordination and centralization for the 
rapidly expanding work. For this reason a central office 
in that of the Corporation at 71 Broadway, New York City, 
was established. This was at first called the Bureau of 
Safety, ReHef, Sanitation, and Welfare, but with the growth 
of statutory enactments concerning relief that feature of the 
work became much ~ess a Corporation matter, and the word 

IOuoteii in Fitch, op. cit., p. 195. 
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was dropped from the Bureau's name, so that ~t is now the 
Bureau of Safety, Sanitation, and Welfare. The original 
manager, Mr. C. L. Oose, is stilI in charge of the·Bureau 
and devotes all his time to the work. The scope of opera
tions of the Bureau is perhaps best expressed in its Bulletin 
Number Four of November, 1913. 

This Bureau acts as a central station in obtaining infor
mation and disseminating it among the subsidiary companies. 
It carries on the administrative work of both the Committee of 
Safety and the Committee on Sanitation. It distributes to the 
subsidiary companies comparative statements on accident pre
vention, compiled from reports sent in by them periodically, so 
that they may benefit by each others' experience. The Bureau 
is constantly in communication with municipal, state, and na
tional authorities, with other employers of labor, and with 
various persons engaged or interested in this work . . . it keeps 
the subsidiary companies informed of the latest and best meth
ods in accident prevention and welfare work. 

The sanitation committee mentioned above was estab
lished in October, 19I'I, with five members = a chairman 
from the Corporation and the presidents of four subsidiaries. 
The membership was reduced to four some years ago by 
the death of one of the subsidiary 'representatives. Its 
work is similar to that of the safety committee-the 
collection and dissemination of information. It is aided in 
this by a sub-committee composed of one representative from 
each subsidiary, most of them sanitary engineers, and by 
the sanitation (or safety) committees of the various plants. 

During the next eight years no changes in organization 
were made. The Bureau and the various committees men
tioned continued to follow the plans estahlished. the most 
marked tendency being toot of the Bureau to extend its ad
visory and infonnationa1 functions over a wider and wider 
field. On September 4, 1919. the organization was com-
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pleted with the formation of the Committee on Housing. 
This group is composed of twelve men, each . representing 
one of the larger sub9idiary companies. It" meets peri
odically to consider aU phases of the housing problem, in
cluding town planning, design and construction of com
forta:ble houses for employees." 1 

The central feature of the Corporation's welfare work has 
always been the safety movement. Interest was first 
aroused. there and i,thas remadned probalblybhe most im
portant, weU-organized, and effective of the Corporation's 
activities, though the expenditures for other items are now 
greater. Sinoe the organization of the work under numer'" 
ous committees has been explained and their functions 
pointed out, the next topic f~ consideration is accident pre
vention .• 

In attempting to prevent aooidents the Corporation has 
maintained <that the two essential elements in a safety cam
paign are: (I) te:wh the workmen to be more careful, (2) 
make all machinery, tools, etc., as nearly fool-proof, and 
hence as nearly accident-proof, as possible. Mr. Qose, 
manager of the Bureau of Safety, Sanitation, and Welfare, 
believes that seventy ,to eighty per cent of aLl accidents are 
attributable to thoughtlessness or carelessness either on the 
part of the workman himself or· on the part of his fel:low 
workmen.2 One of <the bulletins issued by his Bureau since 
he took charge goes further and says that the workers are 
solely or partially responsible in ninety per cent of the cases. 8 

I U. S. Steel Corporation, Bureau of Safety, Bulletin Number Eight 
(New York, 1920), p. 7. 

"Oose, C.L., Welfare Work in the Steel Industry, an Address at thlf 
Annual Meeting uf tlte American Iron and Steel Institute (New York, 
1920), p. 8. 

au. S. Steel Corporation, Bureau of Safety, Bulletin Number Eight. 
p. 13. It is interesting to note the evidence collected on this point by 
Miss Crystal Eastman, author of the volume on Wurk-Accidents anti 
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'f,he educational work of the Corporation on an employee 
concerning safety begins before the man is actually employed. 
In many plants as he enters the gate of ,the mill a large sign, 
il:luminated by night, warns him that " the prevention of ac
cidents and injuTies, lby a'll possible means, is a personal duty 
which Everyone owes not to himself alone but also to his 
fellow workeTs." In the employment office he finds an
otheT sign' printed in seven languages,' wi,th a list of forty 
"safety precepts." These are prefaced by nhe following 
statement: "To men seeking employment: Unless you are 
willing to !be careful to avoid injury to yourself and fellow
workmen do not ask for employment. We do not want 
careless men in our employ." 1 Wherever he turns there are 

the Law, in the Pittsburgh Survey of the Russell Sage Foundation. 
Chapter six of her book is an analysis of 410 work-accident fatalities 
in the Pittsburgh district, all industries being included. The results of 
her analysis showed that 28 per cent of the fatalities were .. unavoid
able," that 32 per cent of the fatalities were solely or partly the fault of 
the worker. These 410 deaths were caused by m accidents. In these 
the .. causes attributed solely to 
employers or those who represent them in positions of authority ~.W% 
those killed or their fellow workmen ..•....•...•......••.... 27.85% 
both of the above ....................................•..•.. 15.91% 
neither of above ......................................... '" 26.27%" 
(Eastman, C., Work-Accidents and thl! Law [New York, 1901J, p. 103.) 

In discussing this matter of the responsibility for accident, the U. S. 
Commissioner of Labor in his report to the Senate in 19II stated that" the 
assignment of the responsibility for accidents is largely a matter of 
judgment." In his report were analyzed 7,7SO cases of disabling ac
cidents occurring in one large steel plant in the six years ending De
cember 31, 1910. T.he results may be expressed as follows: 

.. Hazard of the industry ••...... 60% 
Negligence of worker ........•. 7% 
Negligence of fellow-worker •... 6% 
Negligence of employer ......... 4% 
Not disclosed by the record •.... 23%" 

(Neill, op. cit., vol. iv, p. 172-174-) 
1 u. S. Steel Corporation, Bureau of Safety, Bulletin Number Three 

(New York, 1912), p. 48. 
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signs warning him of danger or of the necessity for ever
lasting ~refulness. The 'Corporation has adopted a 'red 
ball or circle as a danger signal and hopes to make it as 
universally recognized as the Red Cross. In addition to 
thousands of these red balls the ordinary" Danger," ",Look 
out for the cars," skull and cross bones, e1;c., etc., signs are 
numerous. Through the plants of the various subsidiaries 
there are more than 2000 bulletin boards of safety. On these 
are posted clippings of notices of accidents, safety propa
ganda, pictures of goggles whose cracked or broken lenses 
show what might have happened to the workmen had they not 
been worn, rules for piling br,ick, for ,piling sacks of cement, 
for piling iron rods, in fact, everything conceivably connected 
with accidents and their prevention. ' Another type of bulletin, 
board shows two complete sets of tools, one in perfect order, 
the other bent, chipped, dull, or otherwise unfit for service. 
The workers are notified that the continued use of imperfect 
tools is a challenge to disaster. The sign idea is even 
carried into the homes of the emplDyees by printing and dis
tributing calendars bearing safety nDtices. A singularly 
efficacious means of attracting the WDrker's attention to a 
safety precept is to print it Dn his pay envelope or enclose it 
with his pay. Foreigners who. can read no English lose no 
time in having the message translated. Many Df the plants 
publish papers or periodicals of some kind which almDst in
variably contain some news of the safety movement. 

No smaU part Df the safety oam:paign is concentrated in 
the use of moving pictures, made in and around cDmpany 
plants, and shown to workmen as a part of a free entertain
ment which includes other pictuTes. The pictures are: " An 
American in the Making," taken ~n 191'2, "The Reason 
Why" in 1917, and" Why" in 1918. The first combines 
an illustration of safety devices with the rise of " an ignorant 
Hungar,ian peasant" from penury to a good job in one of 
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the Corporation's mills. The others are purely safety propa
ganda showing the right and wrong way to use tools, make 
repairs, perform various tasks, and more or less lurid repre
sentations of bandaged, one-eyed, one-legged individuals 
who failed to exercise the proper care. Records kept by 
.the Corporation at playgrounds and auditoritunS where these 
pictures have been used show that they are well attended. 

In addition to this educational work a great deal of em
phasis is laid on the prevention of accidents by the use of 
safety appliances. An attempt even to list the devices used 
would make a fair sized pamphlet. Several of the bulletins 
of the Corporation's Bureau of Safety contain cuts of these 
dev.ices, and in one of them are several pages of drawings 
and specifications, which would enable anyone to adopt and 
use the same precautions. Moreover, t>he committee of 
safety prepared in September, 1912, a set of General Re
quirements for Safety pertaining to Physical Conditions. 
These requirements, as .amended 4n 1918, are issued in a 
pamphlet of sixty-four pages and are dlistributed to any in
terested outsiders as well as to all subsidiaries. The recom
mendations of the committee are briefly stated on hundreds 
of matters,· among which may be mentioned: ventilation in 
benzol plants; the construction of a metal closet lined with 
a9bestos on cranes to give protection to the craneman in case 
anything goes wrong with the machinery when hoisting hot 
metal; the installation of automatic valves ·to prevent gas 
from getting oock into engines; the equipment of all electric 
traveling cranes with substantial fenders or plate gUards ex
tending to below ,top of rail and projectting in front of all 
bridge and trolley track wheels, such fenders being rigidly 
attached to the carriage or end frame and of a shape and 
form that will tend to push and raise a man's hand, arm, 
or leg off the rail and away from the wheel; the installation 
of spark arresters on all emery wheels, of shields on all 
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circular and band-saws, jointers, planers, etc., and of hooped.
in safety cages on all ladders. 

A somewhat unique safety precaution has been adopted 
in most of the Corporation's plants, first, perhaps, in those of 
the American Steel and Wire Company. Power in these 
plants is furnished largely by steam engines. Each engine is 
equipped with a safety stop valve which shutsilie engine 
down automatically when it exceeds a certain safe' speed. 
The valve may also be operated by pushing anyone ofa 
number of electric buttons located throughout the mill, eadh 
marked by a small blue light. In case a workman becomes 
caught in the machinery or there is a breakdown of any sort, 
the buttons make it eaSy to cut off the steam and stop the 
engine. A system of this sort is, of course, of little or no 
va:lue unless kept .in perfect working order, and hence the 
company has arranged that the daily shutting-down of the 
engines shaH be by means of these buttons, and that once a 
week each button shaH be pushed with a man at the engine 
throttle to see that it works properly. 

In departments driven by electricity there are motor stops 
corresponding to the automatic engine stops just described. 
In some cases these are contl'ol1ea by push buttons and in 
others a Tope is carried directly from. the machinery to the 
switch controlling the motor, so that the switoh can be 
pulled by means of the rope in emergencies.1 

But the vital point is not to be found in a Hst of the 
measures taken to prevent. accidents; 'it lies iri the extent to 
which the' safety movement is a success, and first, in the 
success of the educational campaign. There is no doubt 
that for many years the attitude of the workmen and the 
foremen in the steel mitIs and in t,he mines was one largely 
flavored by recklessness. They seemed to think that the 
careful man was somewhat of a coward or a mollycoddle. 

J Eastman, op. cit ... pp. 255-6. 
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The amount of change in this respect is, of course, largely 
a matter of opinion, :but most of the officials of the various 
companies seem to beI.ieve that the change has been very 
pronounced, that the men are not only careful of their own 
lives but of the lives of others. 1 

A more acceptable indication of the progress made is to 
be found in the statistics of accidents in the CorporatiQn's 
plants. The bulletins of the Corporation's Bureau of Safety 
have presented in each issue a bar diagram showing the" per 
cent decrease in accident rate under 1906 per 1,000 em
ployees" for every year since 1906 with a calculation of the 
number of men considered to have been saved from serious 
accident. The facts are presented in .the following table. 

TABLE XII 

PERCENTAGE DECREASE IN ACCIDENT RATE BELOW 1906 RATE AND NUMBot 
ESTIMATED TO HAVE BEEN SAVED FROM ACCIDENT, U. S. 

STEEL CORPORATION, 1907-1923 

Per cent Per cent 
decrease in Number decrease in Number 

Year accident rate saved from Year accident rate saved from 
below 1906 accident below 1906 accident 

---
19o~ •••• 10-40 532 1916 •••. 31•60 1,957 
19o n •• \ 18.21 783 1917,' •• 41•63 2.891 
1909····. 25.28 1,236 1918 •••• 46•114 3,094 
1910 .... : 43-49 2,21 5 1919" •• 46.84 2,944 
1911 •••• 1 41•26 2,012 1920 ••• SHo 3,81 7 
1912 •••• 36•06 2,023 '921 .... 53.16 2,676 
1913 n •• 38.29 2,273 1922 •••• 56.88 3,234 
1914 •••• ~ 40 .53 1,748 11923" •• 55040 3.798 

19 I 5····j 4J.S4 2,145 

The actual figures on accidents and the rates from which 

I Ct. Bureau of Safety, Bulletin Number Two (New York, 19U ). p. 4: 
Survey, vol. 24, p. 205, an article by D. S. Beyer, chief safety inspector 
of the American Steel and Wire Co.; Bureau of Safety, Bullenn Number 
Six (New York, 1921 [third edition]), p. 21. 
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these decreases have been computed have never been made 
public by ,the Corporation.1 

But accepting the figures given as accurate they are still 
inadequate to give a complete comprehensioI/. of the accident 
situation. The Corporation's figures cover the frequency 
rates of .. serious" accidents, with no explanation as to what 
" serious" means. Thus the severity of the accidents, in 
the sense of the number of days lost, is left Ollt of considera
tion. 'The importance of the severity rate' in deterptining 
the true condition and the erroneous conclusions likely to 
be reached by the use of a frequency rate or a severity rate 
alone can not be discussed here: For my purpose it is suffi
cient to note that after examining the records of a large 

1 In Public Opinion and the Steel Strike (p. 257), issued by the Com
mission of Inquiry of the Interchurch World Movement, are presented 
some figures on the results achieved by the Corporation in reducing 
accidents. These figures, as far as can ,be ascertained from the text 
which accompanies them, are intended to represent the frequency rates 
per 1,000 JOO-day workers and severity rates per 1,000 JOO-day workers 
for the whole Corporation,-in detail from 1906 to 1913. a general average 
for the period 1914 to 1919. But with only one minor variation these 
figures correspond in all items with two tables presented in Neill's 191I 
Report on the Conditions of Employment in tire Iron and Steel Industry 
of the United States (vol. iv, p. lIS) and United States Bureau of 
Labor Statistics bulletin . number 234 on The Safety Movement m the 
Iroll and Steel Industry from 1907 to 1917 (p. 15). Neill's table covers 
the period 1900 to 191I inclusive and the Bureau's the period 1905 to 
1917 inclusive. The difficulty lies in the fact that both the government 
tables are given "for one large plant which has done considerable 
safety work." A comparison of the three tables makes the conclusion 
inevitable that they all represent the accident experience of the same 
plant, . and internal evidence. in the government .publications makes it 
fairly certain that the" one large plant" was a part of the Corporation; 
but since this plant never had more than 10,852 Jao-day 'workers, 
whereas the Corporation was employing from 150,000 to 250,000 per
sons at the time, I am inclined to doubt the validity of the sample. 
This doubt is strengthened by· the application of the Corporation's 
method of figuring the accident rate as a decrease below the 1906 rate 
as a base. The computation shows that this plant made a much better 
record than the Corporation as a whole claims for itself. 
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group of steel millIs for the years 1914 to 1919, Mr. Lucian 
W. Ol.aney came to the following conclusions: 

" (I) Anything like a satisfactory understanding of an 
accident condition is impossible without the use of severity 
rates. 

(2) The methods which satisfactorily control minor in
jury will not suffice for the control of death causes." 1 

Another method of gauging the success of the campaign 
is to note the changes in the ratings by insurance companies 
of the men employed in the mills. These changes between 
1908 and 1919 are reflected in the following talble of the 
ra:tes of the Prudential Insurance Company. There are five 
premium charges: regular, special, intermediate, medium, 
and hazardous rates. The figures quoted are for a whole 
life policy at age thirty-five.! 

Thus of the eleven occupations or occupation groups 
listed, eight were classed as hazardous in 1908, none in 1919: 
Of these eight, four had dropped one rank in degree of 
danger, three had dropped two ranks, and one had passed 
completely out of the extra-charge group and was accepted 
at regular premium charges. This is indeed a remarkable 
showing. 

In concluding this section on accident prevention it is no 
more than fair to state that the Corporation's efforts are 
probably unequalled !by any other large industrial concern 
in this country. It has devoted a great deal of thought and 
energy and a great many dollars to making its plants more 
safe· for its men. The results achieved it may well be proud 
of, and for them it certainly deserves great credit. 

'" War-Time Trend of Employment and Accidents in a Group of 
Steel Mills," Monthly Labor RC'l,jew,vol. ix, pp. 222-2,32 (1210)-(1220) 
(Oct., 1919). It is interesting to observe that Mr. Chaney puts the re
sponsibility for this failure to hold down the death rate upon the 
shoulders of the safety engineers, p. 231 (1219). 

I Senate Hearings, 1919, p. 188. The statement made here that there 
are only four premium charges is incorrect. 
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TABLE XIII 

INSUlIANCE RATINGS, IgoB AND 1919. OF SELECTED OCCUPATIONS 

IN STEEL MILLS 

Department and Occupation 

Blast furnace: 
Blower ............................. · .... .. 
Keeper ................................ .. 
StaTe tenders, gas washers, keeper's helpers, 

cinder snapper, tuyere man, water 'tender ••• , 
Bessemer pIant: 

Cupola melter, liner, TeSSel man, ladle man, 
Itopper setter .......................... .. 

Blowen and reguIalon .................... . 
Open hearth pIant: 

MeIter ................................. .. 
Melter'. fint, lecond. third helpers ........... . 

Crucible ste~ plant: ........ , ............... .. 
Melter .................................. .. 
Pot 6ller. shaker; pourer •. mouldet,lifter .... .. 

Rolling mills: . 
Roller .................................. .. 
Soaking pit heater ....................... .. 

1908 

13.22* 
13.22* 
12.22* 

13.22* 
13.22* 
13.22• 
13.22* 

5.675 
2·77% 

.2.27% 
5.671 

2·77% 
5.671 

t 
2·77% 

* Hazardous. t Regular. :j: Special. § Medium. II.Intermediate. 

Since i,t ~s apparently impossible to prevent aLl accidents, 
the Corporation endeavors. to take care of the victims of . 
those accidents which it has failed to prevent, the first method 
being the first aid and rescue' activities.' The following 
facts are summarized from Bulletin Number Four of the 
Bureau of Safety, Sanitation and Welfare, issued in Nov
ember, 1913. With some variations it will apply to all com
panies. 

All of the mining companies and many of the manu
facturing companies of the, Corporation have first aid and 
rescue crews composed of employees specially tmined for 
the work. This work is purely voluntary on the part of the 
men who engage in it, but each man has to have a physician's 
statement certifying that he is physically fit for the training 
and the subsequent work. First aid crews are composed 
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of from four to six men who meet periodically for training 
by the company doctor in a course of about twelve lessons 
made up of lectures, demonstrations, and drills. The work 
goes on continually, fresh crews· being turned out all the 
time, and certificates are given at the satisfactory completion 
of the course. The primary purposes of these first aid crews 
are to provide an aseptic or sterile dressing for the injury 
and to see that the injured man reaches home or a hospital 
safely. Rescue crews are composed of from five to eight 
men. Their training consists in the actual use of a helmet 
or other breathing apparatus while doing such work as would 
be necessary in rescuing workmen from a mine or building 
filled with smoke or noxious gases. Equipment for the 
men consists of helmet, storage battery light, oxygen cylinder, 
and the usual tools required for the work. On January I, 

1924, 20,719 men had been trained in first aid and rescue 
work, and 863 were in training at the 66 stations maintained 
by the Corporation. 

In the larger plants of the Corporation first aid rooms and 
dressing stations are scattered over the works. These handle 

• only the most trivial accidents. For injuries requiring 
more skilled care or perhaps better equipment there are one 
or more emergency hospitals operated according to the 
standard specifications laid down by the particular subsidiary. 
but aU more or less uniform. 

The standard emergency hospitals of the Carnegie Steel 
Company are forty-six feet and three inches by thirty-two 
feet and nine inches outside measurements, of steel and con
crete fireproof construction, and have the following rooms: 
waiting room, re-dressing room, operating room, ward room 
(3 beds) bathroom, and nurse's room on the main floor, 
and x-ray room, laboratory, and morgue in the basement. 
The staff of such a hospital consists .of one doctor, three 
graduate female nurses, one male n~se, one stenographer, 
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one clerk, and a janitress. The equipment is modern .in 
every particular. The stations are able to handle from 350 
to 400 cases a day.1 

For cases in which the patient is likely to be confined for 
more than a day the Corporation utilizes its own base hos
pitals or, more commonly, local hospitals operated privately 
or by the municipality. Of the base ,hospitals built and 
operated by one of the companies, those at Fairfield, Ala
bama; Gary, Indiana; Lynch, Kentucky; and Hibbing, 
Minnesota, are probably the best. Lack of space forbids 
any detailed description of them but the cuts, plans; state
ment of equipment, etc. in the Corporation's bulletins, rein
forced by the testimony of former employees of the Cor
poration, give assurance that they are first class in every 
respect. The employees of the Corporation are treated at 
these hospitals without any charge in cases of accidents. 
In cases of ordinary sickness the workman or any member 
of his family will receive attention at rates which are, ac
cording to the Bureau, extremely moderate. On January I. 

1924, there were 13 base hospitals and 389 emergency 
stations, large and small, in the various subsidiaries of the 
Corporation. 

Following up the accident prevention and the first aid 
work is the Voluntary Accident Relief scheme. This need 
not delay us long since it has been almost completely super
seded by workmen's compensation laws in the various states. 
The Corporation claims that its plan "went into operation 
:May I, 1910, before any such laws had been enacted in the 
United States." 1I This statement is not quite accurate, for 

I U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 250, W elfcwe Work ill 

IHdflStriol Establi.sltmmls (Washington, 1919), pp. 21 et seq. A com
plete list of the equipment is given in the bulletin. 

tU. S. Steel Corporation, Bureau of Safety, Buller»1 Number Tlwu. 
p.4-
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Maryland passed such a law in 1902, declared unconstitu
tional in 1904; and Montana passed a law on March 4, 
1910, effective October I, 1910, which was also declared 
unconstitutional. Had the Corpor:ation stated that its plan 
became operative before any constitutionally perfect state 
enactment, it would have been correct. Of the state laws 
subsequently upheld as constitutional that of Wisconsin was 
the first to become effective, May 3, 19I1,t almost exactly a 
year after the Corporation's plan-went into effect. 

The following summary of the relief plan is quoted from 
the Bureau of Safety's Bulletin Nnmber Three (p. 4) : 

Relief is paid, regardless of legal liability and without any 
legal proceedings. Even application for relief is not required. 

The Companies provide treatment by surgeons and hospitals. 
No relief is paid for the first ten days of disability, such 

restriction having been found necessary in all legislation on 
the subject. 

Temporary Disability-Single men: 35 per cent of wages up 
to fifty-two weeks; 2 per cent added for each additional year 
of service over five years; maximum, $1.50 per day. Married 
men: 50 per cent of wages up to fifty-two weeks; 2 per cent 
added for each additional year of service over five years; 5 
per cent added for each child under sixteen- years of age; 
maximum $2.50 per day. 

Permanent Disability-Loss of hand, twelve months' wages; 
arm, eighteen months' wages; foot, nine months' wages; leg, 
twelve months' wages; eye, six months' wages. 

".Permanent Total Disability-Such an amount as shall be re
quired to make suitable provisions for the injured man, but in 
no case less than the death relief. 

Death-Funeral expenses, not to exceed $100.00. Married 
men: Eighteen months' wages; 3 per cent added for each year 

1 U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 272, lVOI'kmen's Com
pensation Legislation in 'hI' Ullitl'd Statl's alld Callada, 1919 (Wash
ington, 1921). p. 13. 
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of service over five years; 10 per cent added for each child 
under sixteen years of age; maximum, $3,000. 

Though the Corporation is entitled to a great deal of 
credit for establishing this relief plan, it should not be for
gotten that the SUibject of accident compensation had been 
for several years very much before the public eye, that state 
commissions all .over the country were busy draf.ting laws 
at this time, and that a total of eleven states actually passed 
laws in I9II. 



CHAPTER VI 

WELFARE (Continued) 

THE second main division of the Corporation's welfare 
program may be designated as "Community Health Work," 
under which are included sanitation, medical services, res
taurants, and housing. 

As stated in the discussion of the historical development 
of this work, the sanitation committee was created in Octo
ber, 191 I, only a few months after the organization of the 
Bureau of Safety, Sanitation and Welfare. This committee 
first turned its attention to the question of water supply and 
the disposition of fecal matter. Under its direction each 
subsidiary company had analyses made of all water used for 
drinking purposes, a total of about 2,300 analyses being 
made. In cases where sources were found impure they were 
abandoned. Regular analyses are now made of all water at 
least once a year and additional analyses whenever there is 
any suspicion that the water has become contaminated. In 
mining towns where springs and wells are used, extra pre
cautions are taken to avoid pollution by surface water or 
otherwise. 1 

But if these precautions are taken in securing a pure 
supply, no less energy must be spent in making sure that it 
remains so. Twenty years ago the bucket and dipper, the 
cask, and the common cups were as prevalent in the steel 
industry as they were elsewhere, but by January i, 1924, the 

I U. S. Steel Corporation, Bureau of Safety, Bulletin Number- FolW, 
p.26. 

156 [156 
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various subsidiaries had installed 4.437 sanitary· drinking 
fountains. A study of the pictures of these fountains in 
successive bulletins reveals the progress that has been made, 
and, incidentally, some of the troubles of a sanitary engi
neer. The first fixtures were of such a type that the user 
could put his mouth on or over the water outlet: Before 
long a sort of collar was put on them so that this practice 
was· no longer possible. But in 1917 studies made at the 
University of Minnesota and published in the Public Health 
Reports of that state demonstrated that most so-called sani
tary fountains were not so at all .. because of constr!lction 
which permitted the water to fall back from the lips of the 
user on the outlet. The importance of this defect was em
phasized in later publications of the Federal government.~ 
Consequently the Corporation found itself with a good many 
hundreds of dollars invested in " sanitary" fOWltains which 
were not. However, it was determined not to lag behind 
and the " angle jet" fountain has been made the standard. 

The temperature of the drinking water has received at
tention and in the majority of the. plants is so regulated 
that it will be cool without being too cold. The best !!ystem 
probably is that of the National Tube Company. Water is 
kept circulating through the line at all tim~s and is taken 
directly from the line so that there are no dead ends in which 
it may stand. ' 

The second item on the program, the disposition of fecal 
matter, was, of course, particularly urgent in new towns or 
in old ones in which there was IW sewage system. Even in 
localities with a sewage system the flush-range type of closets 
was used more or less extensively before the organization 
of the sanitation committee. These the committee character
ized as" unsanitary, disagreeable, and objectionable ".2 The 

I U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 250, p. 40. 
I U. S. Steel Corporation, Sanitation Committee, General Requirements 

lor Sanitary Installations (New York,,1916), p. 16. 
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committee recommends that" closets should be of the indi
vidual bowl type with individual water seal and should be 
made of porcelain or vitreous china and not of enameled 
·iron." 1 The general adoption of this recommendation has 
done a great deal to improve conditions in the plants, though 
in some places the old type still persists. 

The problem of the no-sewage town the Corporation has 
to a great measure solved in the company towns, where it 
h~s built privies of standard construction, well ventilated, 
fly-proof, and equipped with water-tight cans which render 
soil pollution impossible. At regular intervals the cans are 
replaced with others by a company sanitary man, conveyed 
to a septic tank or incinerator, and the contents disposed 0£.2 

Another matter to which the sanitation committee has 
given considerable attention is the provision of adequate 
washroom and locker facilities. The question of individual 
wash basins has apparently given it some trouble, for it 
recommended as far back as 191 I that they be abolished arid 
that goose-necked faucets high enough above a no-stopper 
trough to permit a man to get his head· and shoulders under 
them comfortably be installed. Many of the companies 
already had long rows of beautiful white individual basins, 
but recent bulletins show that they are converting them into 
the high faucet flowing-stream type. The men. use these 
facilities on their own time except in a few cases where a 
lead process is used and in which company time for washing 
is required by law. 

Clothing lockers, too, have been the cause of no little 
discussion. The days are not so long past when there was 
no place for the miner or the mill-worker to change his 
clothes at the work; he was compelled to go home in his 

1 U. S. Steel Corporation, Sanitation Committee, General Requirements 
lor Sanitary Installations, p. 16. 

I U. S. Steel Corporation, Bureau of Safety, BulletiK Number Four, 
p.26. 
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filth. Indeed this is still true to some extent but .it is being 
rapidly remedied. Lockers providing adequate space for the 
clothing and permitting proper ventilation required an enor
mous amount of space. Moreover, it was highly. desirable 
that each man should have two lockers,. one for his clean 
street clothes while at work, another for his dirtY mill clothes 
overnight. This doubled the· problem. Many of the subsi
diaries believe they have solved it, however, with a system 
of chains and pulleys which enable each man· to swing his 
clothes up well above the floor where they receive the maxi
mum amount of ventilation but are not in contact with other 
clothing. . The lower end of the chain or wire is held by a 
weight which is locked in place. In this way the system is 
made as safe as one of lockers. 

Other more or less· miscellaneous matters which cannot be 
treated in detail include the following: the abolition of the 
common towel from the mines and plants; the provision in 
company towns of a garbage can and a trash can for each 
house and the regular removal of the contents by a company 
employee; proper ventilation and lighting in all buildings 
put up by the Corporation whether they are mills or resi
dences; the prevention of malaria by draining swamps and 
oiling pools where draining was not feasible--a work which 
reduced the malaria rate in one Alabama town almost mirac
ulously; the extermination of flies through campaigns of 
education among the workmen and by setting an example in 
company buildings; the installation of shavings and sawdust 
removal systems in wood-working shops and of dust re
moval in the portland cement works; and the perfection and 
use in some plants of refrigerating systems which pump 
cool air through the works - particularly to those depart
ments where the work is hottest. 

The second feature of the community health work may 
be termed medical services. The extent to which the com-
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pany hospitals serve the workers has been indicated. An
other item of importance is the work of the visiting or 
neighborhood nurses. 

These visiting nurses were originally employed almost 
altogether by the mining companies, but since the scheme 
was so successful many of the manufacturing plants now 
utilize them. Their services are offered by the Corporation 
free to the employees but are not forced upon them. The 
chief duties of the nurses are to attend the sick; to gi,·e in
struction and advice in matters of household sanitation, the 
economical purchasing of home necessities, and the care of 
children, especially infants; to conduct day nurseries in 
which the children of widows are cared for while they are 
at work; and, in general, to act as a counsellor, helper, and 
friend. These duties obviously require a union of technical 
knowledge with a pleasing and tactful personality. On J an
uary I, 1924, there were 71 of these nurses in the employ 
of the Corporation's subsidiaries. 

The fina1 section of the medical sen-ices is the dental 
clinics, inaugurated by the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Rail
road Company in the fall of 1915 with the employment of a 
dentist to care for the teeth of the children in the various 
schools maintained in whole or in part by the Company. 
The success of the work and the evident need for it encour
aged its expansion, and in December, 1916, a permanent 
dental clinic with modem high-class equipment was estab
lislted at the Fairfield (Alabama) medical dispensary. At 
first this clinic limited its work to the treatment of accidents 
and injuries received at work. Later the clinics took over 
the school work formerly done by a traveling dentist and 
opened their offices to all employees of the Company and 
their families. A dentist is employed in each office on a 
monthly salary. The charges made at these clinics average 
fifty per cent less than those of city dentists, according to 
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the Bureau of Safety, Sanitation and Welfare. In Septem
ber, 1917, similar clinics were established at Docena, Edge
water, and Bayview; in March, 1918, at Wenonah; in June, 
1918, at Ishkooda; and on November I, 1918, at Johns and 
at Ensley. The Bureau notes that the employees no longer 
have to make long trips from the mining camps to the city 
for dental work and that hence "much time is saved to the 
company". 

A feature of the dental work is the "tooth-brush drill " 
at the schools. Every pupil is required to purchase a tooth 
brush and cup and the workof the day begins with a fifteen 
minute period devoted to a vigorous washing of teeth and 
some mild setting-up exercises.1 

The results accomplished appear to be very good. On the 
whole, however, it seems that the strict salary basis on 
which the dentists are paid is not conducive to the highest 
-efficiency. 

The next part of the health work to be considered is the 
.company restaurant. The investigations of the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics in 1916 and 1917 published in its bulletin 
number 250 on Welfare Work for Employees in Industrial 
Establishments in the United States show that "Of the in. 
dustries reporting restaurants the iron and steel industry 
apd foundries and machine shops show the smallest propor
tion of these' facilities for the general working force. Their 
restaurants are mainly for the office force and for officials 
•.. " (p. 53)· 

The testimony of the official of the CorpOration with 
whom I talked would indicate that he does not think this 
.criticism quite fair when applied to the Corporation alone. 
He explained that there were separate rooms, sometimes 
separate restaurants, for the superintendents and foremen 

I U. S. Steel Corporation, Bureau of Safety, Bullelin N_ber Sniff 
(New York, 1918), pp. 36-37. 
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because the plants made a practice of having these men get 
together once each day to talk over matters in the plant, 
and the lunch time was the most convenient. On his own 
statement, however, the Corporation records show only some 
16,000 men regular patrons of the company festaurants. As 
I understood him, all restaurants were open to all employees. 
with possibly two or three exceptions. 

One of the earlier Corporation restaurants was that oper
ated by the Gary works of the American Sheet and Tin 
Plate Company. This restaurant was located in a separate 
brick building with concrete floor and steel peak roof; would 
serve 72 persons at one time; was well equipped; cost with 
equipment $7,300; and prior to the war served a dinner of 
soup, meat, two or three vegetables, bread and butter, and 
dessert for twenty-five cents. During the war the price of 
this dinner was advanced to thirty cents and has remained 
there. The restaurant also had (J la carle service. 

In its Bulletin Number Seven of 1918, the Bureau set 
forth "some fundamentals necessary for the successful 
operation of plant restaurants". Briefly, these were: that 
the restaurant should be conveniently located, attractive in 
appearan.ce, well lighted. and perfectly clean; that service 
should be prompt, to secure which it recommended the cafe
teria plan; that the food should be of the best quality, fresh. 
well cooked, served in an appetizing manner, of limited but 
sufficient variety; that the price of the food should be only 
its actual cost, but that this cost should be computed to in
clude interest on the investment in the building, replacement 
of equipment, depreciation, and operating expenses; that 
payment for food should be by meal ticket or checks pur
chased in advance; and that the management should be re
sponsible to the company in the same way as any other de
partment of the plant. On January I, 1924, the subsidiaries 
of the Corporation were operating 66 restaurants and lunch. 
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rooms. These were in addition to the boarding houses 
erected in some places by the Corporation. 

A discussion of company housing concludes this section 
on community health work. To go back to the beginning 
of housing in the iron and steel industry would take us back 
at least to 1850 and possibly earlier. Individual companies, 
now parts of the Corporation, certainly did housing work 
as far back as the eighties. These earlier efforts have not 
been investigated in any detail but the evidence at hand 
shows fairly plainly that " shacking" or " shantying " would 
probably be. a better term for them than housing. 

The greatest development by the United States Steel Cor
poration has naturally been in the mining towns of its coal 
and iron subsidiaries and in such places as Gary, where the 
plant formed the nucleus for a town in what had formerly 
been more or less a desert. Bulleti11- Number Seven of the 
'Bureau of Safety contains a number of pages devoted to 
the layout of some of the towns constructed wholly or largely 

. as a Corporation venture, pictures of the houses; floor plans, 
etc., etc. Most of these data, while interesting and showing 
C9nsiderable appreciation of town-planning and good con
struction of individual houses. are unsatisfactory in some 
respects. For example, there are numerous references to 
the differences between the "better type" houses and the 
"low rental" houses provided for unskilled labor, but it 
has been impossible to secure directly from the office of the 
Corporation data on rents, leases, and other matters which 
explain exactly what these differences are. In one case, 
however, the Corporation has supplied figures of this sort 
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics which were not covered 
up in presentation. The objection to them is that they rep
resent the best piece of work done in the housing program, 
.and hence are not typical. Nevertheless, since they are de
tailed and fairly complete, they offer the most profitable 
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basis for a discussion of the Corporation's work that is 
available, and will be summarized from the MoKthly Labor 
Review for April, 1918. In that issue is a full description 
of the Corporation's town of Morgan Park, Minnesota. 
Though it was not intended to be a separate town, rather a 
suburb of Duluth, it has so far been maintained as a separate 
entity with no government and with only those functions of 
a government in operation which the Corporation has seen 
fit to establish. 

The first work on the town site proper was begun in 
August, 1913. At that time Morgan Park was nothing 
more than fields and thickets, but by August, 1915, the first 
group of houses, a total of 349 dwellings, had been com
pleted. After this first construction was carried through by 
the Minnesota Steel Company, a new subsidiary of the Cor
poration, the Morgan :E»ark Company, was organized in the 
latter part of 1915 to take over the project. The effect of 
the development upon land values is shown by the facts that 
in 1906 before the steel plant was started the land now in 
the Park sold for $59.00 an acre, whereas in 1917 its sell
ing value was about $1,975 an acre. 

The better type of houses were built on the east side of 
the town on the shore of Spirit Lake; the row houses for 
the lower paid, unskilled labor on the west. Contrary to the 
provisions of the house-owning plan to be explained shortly, 
no land or house in Morgan Park has been sold to anyone. 
However, plans are now under consideration which would 
change this and permit the employees to own their homes 
here as they do in other Corporation towns. Because the 
title has been held by the Morgan Park Company, it has in
stalled and operated an electric light plant, a system of daily 
collection of garbage and rubbish, street cleaning, snow re
moval, fuel distribution, policing, and a dual water system: 
one for drinking purposes from springs, and the other for 
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sprinkling, sanitary fixtures, and fire purposes from, the 
lake. All gas, water, and sewer mains are ,laid in alleys, 
and because of the severity of the climate, the latter two are 
put seven feet underground. All wiring, except the street
car trolley, is underground. 

The so-called" low rental" or row houses for the low~
paid workmen are not continuous rows for an entire square 
but are separated into blocks containing four or more dwel
lings. The whole group of' forty-two dwellings was con
structed under a single contract in 1916 and 1917 at an 
average cost of $1,680 a dwelling, or $400 a room, not in
cluding bathrooms as separate rooms. ,Of the forty-two 
there are twenty-six with four rooms each, which may be 
grouped as follows: twelve heated by stoves renting for $10 
a month; twelve heated bya furnace on the first floor rent
ing for $I1 a month; and two heated by a furnace in the 
basement renting for $12 a month. Of the fQurteen dwel
lings having six rooms each, eight are heated by stoves,. four 
by a furnace on the first floor, and two by a furnace in the 
basement. They rent for $15, $16;50, and $18.75, respec
tively. There is one double house with five rooms for each 
family, heated by a basement furnace, and renting for 
$13.75 a side. 

The facts on the better class of houses are more detailed 
and hence are presented in tabular form on page' 166. 

In addition to these houses there are three boarding houses 
for single men and women, both skilled and unskilled, which 
are operated by the Morgan Park Company. 

It will be noted that of the total of 437 houses, 395 are 
denominated as better class houses and only 42 as "loW' 
Tental" houses designed for unskilled labor. When the 
rents are examined, llOwever, some of this difference seems 
to vanish, for of the so-called better, houses a ~otal of 140; 
or more than a third, rented for $15 a month; whereas ei~ht 
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TABLE XIV 

[166 

CoST AND RENTALS OF BETTER CLASS OF HOUSES,. MORGAN PARK.l 

No. of Rent 
Type of house dwellings Cost per Rooms per Cost per per 

erected. dwelling dwelliug Room month 

--- --
Houses constructed in 

1914-1915 : 
'3.353 1671 '20 Single, detached ••••••• 30 5 

39 3.702 6 617 24 
10 5.592 8 699 32 

Flat, detached ••••••••• 40 2.741 4 685 15 
70 2.850 5 570 20 

Flat, double detached ••• 20 2,544 4 565 15 
20 2,544 5 565 20 

RoW,4 dwellings to row. 60 2,144 4 536 IS 
6 dwellings to row ••• 60 2,008- 4 502 15 

--- --
Total 01 Average. e. 349 '2,753 407 '588 '18 

Houses - constructed in 
1916-17: 

Single, detached ••••••• 7 5.750 5 1,150 28 
2 5.750 

~ 1,150 35 
4 60450 1,075 35 
3 6,050 6 1,008 32 
4 6,050 6 1,IoS 35 
4 6,750 6 1,125 40 
4 t 750 7 1,107 40 
2 550 I 1.221 45 
7 8,390 1.049 50 
9 8041' 9 935 50 

--- --
Total or Average ••• 46 '7,163 6.8 '1,049 140 

--- --
~Dd Total ••••••• 395 

of the low rental houses rented for $1'5, four for $16.50, 
and two for $18.75. This means that fourteen of the loW' 
rental houses, or exactly thirty-three and one-third per cent 
of them, rented for as much as or more than the amounts 

IMonIhly lAbor Review, April, I91&. p. 13. 
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received on thirty-five per cent of the better houses. These 
rents were of 1918. Most of them were raised in 1920. 

Of the 3,000 indivi4ualsemployed in Corporation plants 
in and around Duluth some thirty-five per cent are living in 
Corporation houses. This is well over the average for 
housing in the iron and steel in,dustry in general, ,for the~ 
Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletin No. 263 on Housing by 
Employers in the United States (p. 1 I) shows that of the' 
116,904 employees of the companies .repOIting in the northern 
district only 17.9 per cent were living in company houses. 
In the Birmingham disttictin Alabama of 3,180 employees, 
.29.2 per cent lived in company houses; The manager of the, 
Bureau of Safety would make no estimate of the percentage 
of the Corporation's total employees who ate housed in com
pany houses, but from the facts that are available it is fairly, 
easy to compute that it varies by districts in close conformity 
with the figures just cited for: the industry in general. 

Other towns that have been built by the Corporation or 
one of its, subsidiaries are : Wilson Station, Pennsylvania;; 
Westfield, Alabama; Cliickasaw, Alabama; Lynch,Ken-. 
tucky; South Donora, Pennsylvania; Gary, West Virginia;; 
Gary, Indiana; McDonald, Ohio; Farrell, .Pennsylvan,ia.; 
This list is by no means complete, particularly excluding 
housing projects carried. on, by some.companies before they, 
became subsidiaries of the Corporation,. None of the towns, 
is the equal of Morgan Park. It should be~dded. that. hous-' 
ing activities· hav~ not been ,confined to' new communities, 
though they have doubtless had their greatest development 
there; houses are being constructed or bought for employees, 
in prev:iously established towns. 

Because of the refusal of. the Corporation to supply any 
other figures on its' houses and rentals it is impossible to., 
reach any more satisfactory conclusions than the following: 

First, the Corporation had constructed by January 1,1924; 
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28,451 dwellings and boarding houses which were leased to 
its employees. These were principally in the mining towns 
and only about 10,000 of them were available for bona fide 
steel workers. 

Second, the Corporation deserves considerable credit for 
keeping down rents and preventing speculation in the Morgan 
Park district of Duluth. 

Third, Margaret Byington in her volume in the Pitts
burgh Survey states that the houses " owned and rented by 
the Carnegie Land Company [a subsidiary of the Corpora-' 
tion] in Munhall are the best houses for the money in the 
town" in spite of the fact that they are" built in solid rows 
and wearisomely uniform ".1 

Fourth. a comparison of the figures for Morgan Pl!rk 
with those for company housing in general as set forth in 
the g~vernment pUblication previously cited shows the fol
lowing facts to be true. The construction, all-concrete, of 
the houses in Morgan Park is much better and more substan
tial than the great majority of company houses. (This con
struction is practically necessitated by the severe winters 
and is, of course, much better than that at most of the Cor
poration towns.) The rents in Morgan Park, figured on 
the basis of the monthly rental per house or per room, are 
much higher than for company houses on the whole. For 
example, Morgan Park has a little over 200 four-room 
houses. The lowest rent on these houses. and it. applies to 
only 6 per cent of them. is $10 a month. Of the 17.643 
four-room houses scheduled in the government investiga
tion. 16,224. or 92 per cent of the total, rented for less than 
$10 a month. Again, the government figures show that only 
3.5 per cent of the company houses in the scope of the 
survey rented for $18 or more a month. It happens that 

I Byington. 01. riI .. p. .c8. 
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not a single house in Morgan Park rents for precisely $18, 
but almost exactly 50 per cent rent for more than $18. On 
the other hand, when rents are computed as a gross return 
on the amount invested, the Morgan Park Company receives 
7.8 per cent qn the 349 better class houses constructed in 
'191'4 and 1915, 6.8 per cent on the 46 :better class houses 
constructed in 1916 and 1917, and 8.9 per cent on the lOW' 
rental houses, as compared with the 8.3 per cent secured by 
the sample of sixty companies doing housing on which the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics based its computations for com
pany housing in general. 1 

More profitable comparisons than those made perhaps 
would be a comparison of Morgan Park with some other. 
single community of similar construction, location, etc., and 
a comparison of the housing projects of the Corporation as 
a whole with the government report on all housing. The 
first has been impossible because of my failure to discover 
a community in which all conditions were sufficiently anal
agous to those in Morgan Park to validate conclusions; the 
second is not feasible because of the refusal of the Corpora
tion to make public exhaustive ·figures on its rents, leases, 
and other details of the housing program. 'it 

In addition to the housing projects in which dwellings are 
rented to the employees, the Corporation in the spring of 
1920 put into effect a home-owning plan as a model for the 
subsidiaries; Prior to that time most of the companies were 

I C/. on this section the MDtflhly Labor RevieTJJ, vol. 6, pp. 729-753 
(lApril, 1918) with U. S. Bureau of ·Labor Statistics, Bu!. No. 263, 
H~ by EmploYer'1 ill 1M United SIGlel (I Washington, 19210), pp. 
II, 140 SO, 13J, I'SO, 186-

I The chief reason for this refusal was that it would enable the 
tenants to make comparisons without realizing the differences," such 
as the costs of building in different p1a.c:es at different times, and con'" 
'equently, wonld involve the Corporation in countless explanatioos and 
discussions with its tenants that it did not desire to enter into. 
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operating siinilar plans but the Corporation was not satisfied 
with some of them and in particular desired to secure more 
uniformity. The details of the Corporation's plan as set 
forth by Mr. Qose in an address to the American Iron and 
Steel Institute on May 28, 1920, are as follows: 

\ 

A. Installment Payment Plan for an Existing Dwelling 
This plan applied only to an existing dwelling owned by the 

Company, or bought by the Company from a private owner foe 
an employee. The dwelling· will be sold to employee under a 
contract providing for an initial payment of not less than ten 
per cent. of the purchase pri~e; the balance of the purchase price 
to be paid in monthly installments extending over a period not 
exceeding ten to fifteen years, with interest on deferred pay
ments at the rate of five (5%) per cent. per annum. The pur
chaser may anticipate payments at any time and is offered 
special inducements for early completion of contract. The title 
to ~e property remains in the Company until the completion 
on the contract. If, at any time, he desires to withdraw from 
the contract, he ~s permitted to do so and receive back all 
money he has paid on principal and interest thereon, plus five 
(5%) per cent. interest thereon less a rental which is based on 
8% per annum of the purchase price for the period of pos
session. 

B. Installment Payment Plan for Building a Dwelling 
Under this plan the Company will build a dwelling for em

ployee, title being taken in the name of the Company. The Com
pany will furnish free plans and specifications and supervise 
the construction of the house. The dwelling will be sold to the 
employee under the same plan as outlined under "A," [except 
that the initial payment shall be not less than fifteen per cent 
of the purchase price.] 

C. Mortgage Plan 
This plan will best apply where purchaser is able to make 

a large initial payment and desires to have the title to the 
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property in his own name. A loan not exceeding 75% of the 
cost of the property will be made to the employee, secured by 
a first mortgage bearing interest at 5 % per annum. The loan 
may be repaid in installments. This plan may apply to sales 
of existing dwellings as well as to houses to be built.l 

The final item in the housing program is the establishment 
of practical housekeeping centers. This work was begun a 
little over ten years ago and is concentrated largely in the 
southern subsidiaries. The Corporation states that their 
.. purpose is to furnish an object lesson for the wives and 
daughters by illustrating what may be accomplished in the 
way of convenience, comfort and attractiveness within their 
means." II Some of the activities carried on at ,these centers 
are: 

I. Classes for children in sewing, cooking and house
keeping. 

2. Meetings for women with instructions in the care of. 
infants, ·cooking, sewing, public health, and hygiene. ' 

3. Qubs for small girls. 
4- Qubs for boys, often a troop of Boy Scouts. 
s. Qubs for women, social purposes. 

The education and Americanization program of the Cor
poration naturally divides itself into two major parts: the 
night classes conducted for the employees in the plants, the 
Y. M. C. A., or in public schools, in which cases the Cor
poration bears all or most of the expense; and, second, the 
financial aid given to the public schools of certain commu
nitic;s. 

Though the inauguration of the former plan is hard to 
date precisely, some work was done as early as I9Q6 in the 
American Bridge Company. The Corporation's claim that 

1.QOSe. op. dt., p . .p. 
I Ibid., p. 24-
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the classes are designed to meet the needs of anyone in the 
plant who is anxious to learn a little· more seems well 
founded, 'for. everything from the alphabet to calculus and 
bridge engineering is taught. However, as might well be 
expected, the chief emphasis in the work has been laid upon 
English classes for foreigners and technical classes for those 
who wish such training. The work among the foreigners 
has consisted in teaching them to speak, read, and write the 
English language first and later to master a little simple 
arithmetic, American history, and civics. In the past few 
years there has been more and more emphasis on the last 
point. Since the Corporation wishes these men to become 
American citizens it has distributed pamphlets explaining 
the steps in taking out citizenship papers and has encouraged 
the men to' take out their papers. The courses offered to 
those who are English-speaking include mechanical drawing, 
chemistry, steam, bridge, and electrical engineering, mathe
matics, physics, sheet-metal pattern drafting, plan reading, 
commercial geography, mining, government, business corres
pondence, salesmanship, etc., etc. In connection with these 
classes, several of the plants have developed fairly substan
tial libraries, largely' technical in nature, from which the 
employees are allowed to draw books for home use. The 
assistant manager of the Bureau of Safety estimated that 
between ten and twenty pet cent of the Corporation's em
ployees were enrolled in these classes at any given time.1 

I It would be most interesting to ascertain the percentage of the men 
needing this instruction in English who take it, and the percentage of 
those registering for it who complete their courses, but the former ~ 
obviously impossible and the Corporation as a whole has not compiled 
the latter. It is apparent, however. that a large majority of the for
eigners needing the instruction most were, prior to August, 1923. work
ing such long hours that they could not derive much benefit from the 
dasses. Some indication of the situation is to be found in the statement 
of A. H. Wyman of the Carnegie Steel Company to the National Also-
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The second development, Corporation participation in 
common school e~ucation, has gone farthest perhaps in the 
communities dependent upon the various plants of the Ten
nessee Coal, Iron, and Railroad Company in Aiabama. For 
some years this had been done in a somewhat desultory 
fashion, but in 1913 an educational department was organ
ized and the work carried on in a systematic manner. The 
Company has aided in building schools in many cases and in 
a few has constructed them entirely without county or state 
aid. It makes a regular practice of supplementing salaries 
in order. to secure better teachers. In ~onnection with its 
public health work it has instituted regular medical inspec

. tion of the school children and the" tooth-brush drill" men
tioned in another connection. 

An entirely different phase of the welfare program, the 
recreational facilities provided by the Corporation for its 
employees, cannot be adequately treated here for the reason 
that such treatment would entail a fairly lengthy paper in 
itself. Some subsidiaries had made more progress than 
others in providing recreational facilities at the time the 
Corporation began to extend its supervision over the matter, 
and even now some companies are well in the lead of others, 
but undoubtedly there has been a tendency toward expan
sion and standardization in which the leaders have set the 
mark. The Bureau's summary list of such installations 
and facilities on January I, 1924, shows among other 
items 175 playgrounds, 125 athletic fields, I'I~ tennis courts, 
19 swimming pools, and 2'1 band stands. That the children 
of the neighborhood enjoy and utilize the playgrounds is 

ciation of Corporation Schools in 1919 that of the thousands of work
men in South Chicago eligible for, these classes only 341 registered, 
and of these 16g, or forty-seven per cent, failed to complete them be
cause of reasons connected with hours. (Quoted in Interchurch, Repon 
Oft 'M Steel S,rike of I9I9, p.82.) 
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established by the fact that the average daily attendance at 
all the playgrounds during the summer months has grown 
from 8,688 in 1913 to approximately 25,000 in 1924. Many 
of these playgrounds have been located in congested centers 
in Pittsburgh and other steel towns so that they may be 
looked upon in one sense as a part of the Corporation's 
accident prevention policy. 

The athletic fields are to the older boys and men what the 
playgrounds are to the children. For both facilities the 
equipment varies greatly from place to place, but in several 
cases the athletic fields are equal, if not superior, to those 
of most of our smaller colleges or minor league baseball 
clubs. 

In addition to the items listed, practically every plant now 
maintains an orchestra, band, glee club, or other musical 
organization. In most cases the company provided the 
majority of the instruments and continues to make regular 
contributions to aid in purchasing music and maintaining 
equipment. In some plants the bands give noon concerts 
twice or three times a week; at others the concerts are given 
in the evening. 

A fairly recent development is the establishment of some 
forty clubs in the various subsidiaries. The usual practice 
has been for the company to build and equip the "club
house, pay the taxes and insurance, and furnish heat, 
while the members pay all other expenses from the monthly 
dues ranging from twenty-five cents to one dollar. The most 
important features of these clubs are the dormitory facilities, 
reading rooms and libraries, gymnasiums, bowling alleys, 
basketball floors, swimming pools and baths, auditoriums 
and dance halls. Entertainments of various sorts ranging 
"from educational lectures to purely social affairs are fre
quent throughout the year. 1 

ISenatt Htarings, 1919, p.263. 
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Savoring somewhat m9re of work than of recreation is 
the development of gardens under stimulus of company 
prizes, free seed, free plowing, or other inducements. This 
can be traced back certainly as far as 1904 when the United 
States Coal and Coke Company put some land under fence 
to be used for community gardens. This work has expanded 
steadily until now at most of the subsidiaries unoccupied 
land near the plant. is plowed and f~rtilized· at company ex
pense and plots assigned to employees who wish to utilize· 
them. In some subsidiaries the employees are encouraged 
to utilize whatever space their back lots afford, but in others, 
according to a former employee, this is so far from true 
that the c~mpany prohibits them from planting anything in 
any part of their yards and even from making a flower bed 
or a window box without securing special permission from 
the company. The bulletins of the Bureau of Safety contain 
no comprehensive or systematic data on the development of 
this work over a period of years and consequently the fol
lowing facts are more suggestive than informing. 

The 180 gardens at two of the mines of the United States 
Coal and Coke Company in 1914 produced vegetables worth 
$Il,60S. By 1918 there were 1,938 gardens aggregating 
176 acres in the one town of Gary, West Virginia, with a 
product valued at something over $100,000. The H. C. 
Frick Coke Company reported 6,636 gardens cultivated by 
their employees in 1914 with an estimated value of produce 
of $142,536.20. The report for 1918 showed a value of 
$299,313.22 for this company. The Tennessee Coal, Iron 
and Railroad Company increased the number of its gardens 
from 771 in 1910 to 2,167 in 1914. The only totals a'Vail
able for the entire Corporation were for 1920, and from the 
nature of things Could be little more than estimates. They 
showed ·that over 3,000 acres were under cultivation that 
summer and that the value of the produce was approximately 
a million dollars. 
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The development of these gardens caused the'introduction 
by the Oliver Mining Company of Minnesota of an entirely 
new feature into its welfare program: the vegetable cellar. 
In the summer and fall of 1917 it constructed eight of these 
<:ellars and has operated them since that time with no charge 
to its employees. Though no artifjcial heat is used, a tem
perature above freezing is maintained so that vegetables may 
be kept through the winter and spring and into the early 
summer. 

In addition to this very practical matter of vegetable 
gardens the Corporation has devoted some attention to the 
development and encouragement of flower gardens and lawns. 
Here, of course, the principal method of securing the de
sired results was the establishment of a series of cash prizes 
for the best-kept lawns. The success of such a project as 
this is largely a relative matter, but from the growth of the 
practice it is evident that the subsidiaries must consider it 
satisfactory.1 

The origin of the Pension Fund in a gift from Mr. Car
negie and a later gift from the Corporation has been ex
plained. The regulations governing the granting of pen
sions are set forth in detail in a pamphlet, Pension Rules, 
published by the Corporation. Briefly, they are as follows: 

(a) Compulsory retirement for men at 70 years of age 
and for women at 60 after 25 years of service. 

(b) Retirement at request of employee or his employing 
'Officer after age of 65 for men and 55 for women, after 25 
years of service. 

(c) Retirement by reason of permanent total incapacity 
after 15 years of service. 

I U. S. Steel Corporation, Bureau of Safety, BtUl,"" Nufftbw Fif" 
(New York, 1914), pp. 58-70; Bulldi" Number Stflm, pp. 43-54: BtUlelifl 
Numb". EigM, p. 45. 
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(d) Pension basis: for each year of service, I per cent of 
average monthly earnings for the last 10 years of service. 
For example, a man who has worked 25 years, in the last 
10 of which he averaged $60 a month, would receive 25%. 
of 60, or $15 a month. 

(e) Credit for service rendered to any of the plants of 
the subsidiary companies of the U. S. Steel Corporation or 
to the predecessors of such companies. 

(f) Minimum pension $12.00 a month; maximum, 
$100.00 a month. 

Other regulations of considerable significance include the 
following: 

Employees who voluntarily quit the service will lose credit 
for all previous service. Employees who are discharged [does 
not include lay-off· due to reduction of force] from the service 
will lose credit for all previous service, unless re-employed 
within six (6) months. 

Pensions may be withheld or terminated in case of mis
conduct on the part of the beneficiaries, or for other cause 
sufficient in the judgment of the Board of Directors to warrant 
such action. 

The Manager of the Fund shall decide all questions arising 
out of the administration of the fund and relating to employees, 
subject to a right of appeal to the Board of Directors .... 
The action of the Board of Directors or of any committee 
designated by the Board to hear such appeals shall be final 
and conclusive. 1 

On January I, 1924, there were 4,054 pensioners. 
The final item of the welfare program to be discussed is 

the one taken up first in the historical sketch of the develop
ment of the system. This change in the order of the presen
tation of the stock subscription plan has been made because, 

I U. S. Steel Corporation, Pmsitm Rules (New York, 1921) jlJSsim. 
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as pointed out before, it has always been more or less a thing 
apart from the rest of the program, and because" there is a 
possibility that it should not be included under our definition 
of welfare work. Since, on the other hand, there is ground 
for the view that it is a part of the program and since the 
Corporation has listed the "cost of the employees' stock 
SUbscription plan" among its "expenditures for welfare" 
it is here included. 

The stock subscription plan, or profit-sharing scheme as 
it is sometimes incorrectly termed, actually went into opera
tion in the opening months of 1903 and has been continued 
to date. In spite of several changes made in the administra
tive details, the essential features of the plan have remained 
about as follows: 

Each year the Corporation buys a number of its own 
shares and offers them to its employees at the purchase price. 
The kind of stock offered has varied a great deal during the 
twenty years, but it is accurate to say in general that during 
the first third of that period, with the exception of 1909, only 
preferred was sold, that during the second third both com
mon and preferred were usually sold, and that of late years 
only common has been available. The number of shares 
which an individual may purchase varies with the amount 
of his annual salary, but a relatively greater proportion may 
be taken by the more poorly paid man in spite of the fact 
that absolutely his subscription is narrowly limited. Pay
ments have to be made in monthly installments of not less 
than two dollars a share nor more than twenty-five per cent 
of the monthly earnings, such payments to be deducted from 
the subscriber's pay. Five per cent interest is charged for 
deferred payments. Prior to 1924, in addition to whatever 
dividends were declared, the subscriber to the stock receive<l 
a premium, usually $5 but sometimes less, a share in Jan
uary of each of the first five years that he retained the stock, 
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remained in the employ of the Corporation, and showed " a 
proper interest in its welfare and progress ". Beginning 
with subscriptions made in 1924, however, the premium will 
be paid as follows: $3 the first year, $4 the second, $5 the 
third, $6 the fourth, and $7 the fifth. Those premiums 
which are forfeited for one reason or another are paid into 
a special fund that is credited· with five per cent interest a 
year. "The Corporation will then by its own final deter
mination award to each subscriber whom it shall find de
serving thereof as many parts of such accumulated fund as 
he shall be entitled to on the basis of the number of shares 
then held ,by :him under this plan." 1 After this if the sub
scriber continues to hold his stock he receives only the 
regular dividends. 

That this plan is financially advantageous to the employees 
is apparent at a glance, but just how advantageous it is be
comes much more clear when its returns are set down in 
dollars and in percentages. The first extra dividend was 
declared in January, 1908. By that time of the 26,399 
employees who had subscribed in 1903 for 47,551 shares 
only 5.409 holding 12,339 shares remained. The extra 
dividend amounted to $65.04 a share. Iri 1909 it was $19.10 
and in 1910, $16.80. During these five-year periods the 
subscribers had received regular dividends of $7.00 a share 
and the premium of $5.00 for retaining the share. These 
two items made a return of $60.00 a share for the period. 
Adding the extra dividends for the five-year periods ending 
with 1907, 1908, and 1909 to this gives a return on each. 
share bought in 1903 of $i25.04, on each share bought in 

1 This phraseology has recurred in the annual circular letter to em
ployees and has been often quoted. At the time Mr. Fitch was preparing 
hOis volume in the Pittsburgh Survey the Corporation provided him with 
a copy of several of these circular letters which are reproduced in The 
Steel Worker'S and from which this quotation is made. (p.316). 
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1904 of $79.10, and on each share bought in 1905 of $76.10. 
These shares were bought at $82.5°, $55.00, and $87.5°, 
respectively. Consequently, the net return in five years on 
the 1903 investment was 142.9 per cent; on the 1904, 143.8' 
per cent; on the 1905, 86.97 per cent. The average yearly 
return was 28.6 per cent, 28.7 per cent, and 17.4 per cent. 
In some years the return has not been so great but U. S. 
Steel bought on this plan is still a very good investment. 
The table on page 181 indicates the extent to which advantage 
has been taken of the offer by the indicated groups of 
employees. 

Part of the changes between 1916 and 1921 are explained 
on the basis of the increases in wages, but, nevertheless, it 
is apparent that the highly skilled and supervisory elements 
are those most benefited. Moreover it is a self-evident 
proposition that it is more profitable to the employee to hold 
his stock for only five years and then to sell it and buy other 
stock on which he can draw the annual premiums and par
ticipate in the quinquennial division of forfeited premiums. 
These facts raise the question as to whether this is really a 
stock-owning plan or simply a method of holding employees, 
and particularly those skilled and trained employees who 
would be difficult to replace, to the Corporation. The at
tempt to answer this and similar questions it seems best to 
defer to the concluding chapter. 

A complete record of the Corporation's expenditures for 
Welfare is not available but on pages 182-183 will be found 
a statement which covers the period from January I, 191-2, 
to January I, 1924. As will be seen the Corporation uses 
the term welfare in thiS' statement in a narrower sense than 
has been employed here. An examination of the quarterly 
.. welfare record" sent in by each subsidiary to the Bureau 
of Safety shows that expenditures for the following items 
are charged to the welfare account: churches, schools, li-
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TABLE XV 

181 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES SUBSCRIBING AND NUMBER OF SHARES TAKEN BY' 

WAGE GROUPS. US. STEEL Sroex SUBSCRIPTION PLAN, 

1903-19221 

Number of Employees Number of Shares taken by 
Subscribing whose Annual Employees whose Annual 

Wage was Wage was 

Year 
Less Between Less Between 
.than 1800 and Above than 1800 and Above 
1800 12,500 12,500 1800 $2,SOO $2,SOO 

--- ---
1903 .... 11,373 13,I4S 1,181 12,144 28,203 6,504 
1904·· .. 4,126 5,094 692 ' 8,701 15,709 7,234 
I90S .... 3,531 4.297 666 4,512 9,921 3,747 
1906 •••• 5,070 6,277 8~S 5,610 13,641 4,750 
190~ .... 5,276 7,915 972 6,058 

I 

16,051 5,041 
190 .... 9,094 14,277 1,156 9,369 17,356 3.677 
1909···· 6,948 11,134 1,034 7,836 18,526 6,971 
1910 .... 5,858 10,426 1,097 5,858 14,281 4,540 
1911 .... 9,196 15,835 1,274 10,787 I 29,575 8,034 
1912 .... 14,999 20,076 1,503 16,839 35,426 8,876 
1913 .... 12,322 21,687 1,678 13,706 37,019 9,276 
1914 .... 14,901 29P90 1,937 18,007 59,217 12,809 
1915 .... ...... ..... . ... . ..... .... -. . ..... 
1916 .... 7,015 16,011 1,605 8,6+11 31,528 9,362 
1917 .... 3,127 32,654 2,545 3,127 51,618 11,774 
1918 .... 1,774 35,635 4,581 2,085 70,022 21,378 
1919t··· 1,404 45,232 13,156 2,042 98,945 54,111 
192Ot· .'. 553 42,851 19,867 562 88,159 720466 
192It··· 563 49,938 25,663 732 124,689, 116,364 
J922t· .. 1,010 26,154 6,711 1,287 58,683 33,315 

* No offer made this year. 
t Subject to revision within the five-year subscription term. 

braries, clubs, restaurants and lunch rooms, rest and wait
ing rooms, playgrounds, swimming pools, athletic fields, 
tennis courts, band stands, visiting nurses, practical house
keeping centers, gardens, and pensions. From time to time 
suspicions have arisen that other items were being charged 

1 These figures were supplied directly from the office of the Corpora
tion. The 1923 data were withheld, however, for the reason explained in 
the preface. 
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TABLE: 

WELFARE ExPENDIT 

1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 19 

--- --- --- --- --
Welfare ••••••••••••.••• $1,068,253 ,1,600,242 '535,056 '476,384 '752,114 ,1,65 
Sanitation •••••••••••••• • • 61 5,966 953.056 1,402.798 2,40 
Accident prevention ••••• 595.649 660,593 565.334 608,644 848,079 99 
Accident relief ••••.•••••• 2,203,099 2,564.839 1,861,476 1,694.465 2,292.956 2.76 
Stock subscription 893.662 999,499 1,261,688 1,140,421 1,158,369 1,17 
Pensions in excess of in-

come from permanent 
fund •••••••••••••••• 132,479 159,306 

Creation of permanent 
216,954 335.970 361,988 33 

pension fund ••••••••• 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 50 

--- --- --- --- --- --
Total •••••••••••• '5,393,142 ,604840479 '5,5560474 '5,708,940 

I 
'7,316,304 '9,84 

--- --- --- --- ---
Total pension payments. 
Additional benefit pay-

'358,780 $422,815 'SII,967 $659,389 '711,130 

ments and administra-
tion cost ••••••••••• 56,175 43,222 35.621 32,874 32,032 

to this account on which there was room for considerable 
difference of opinion as to whether or not they were really 
" w~lfare" expenditures. During the Congressional in
vestigation in 19II, Chairman Stanley of the House Com
mittee asked G. W. Perkins of the Corporation the following 
question: " You have a 'welfare' fund. I will ask you 
if you have not contributed regularly about $3,000 out of 
that welfare fund to the Protective Tariff League and your 
books show it to be a fact?" 1 The minutes of the execu
tive committee of the Corporation showed that such a con
tribution was made but not to what account it was charged. 
Mr. Perkins facetiously remarked that another contribution 
of $3,000 made on January 17, 19I1, to aid in financing a 
second edition of George P. Curtiss' Protection and Pros-

I Stanley Hearings, 19U, vol. ii, p. 1431. 

--
'71 

I 
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U. S. STEEL CoRPORATION, 1912-1923 1 

1918 1919 1920 ~ [922 ,I [923 Total 

'3.[42•899 '2.523.523 '3,263.684 '3,[06.059 '1,843,7601 ,2,418,0[4 '22,382,945 
3.145,174 3,208,717 4,227.263 3,6[5.150 2,252,975 3,019,363 24,8470414 
1,110,064 1,143,534 1,420,456 1,061,685 1,175,171 1,763,381 11,9510432 
2.919.226 3.855,121 4.937.158 3,973,718 3,786,385, 4,357.282 37,215,177 
1.298,0911 1.538.300 2,061,[51 2,211,575 2'365'1371 2,413.096 18,516.083 

136.644 [42,254 203,459 374,691 694,942. 875,080 3,972,860 

5,000,000 • • • • • • • • • • • •. I . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 8,000,000 

'16,752,098 ' 120411,449 '16,113,171 '14,342,878"12,118,37°'14,846,2[6'126,885.911 

---1---1----
'7°9,°59 '733,7°7 '779'7661' '947,879 ,[,267,66[ $1,447,112 '9,26[,771 

31,424 31,867 36.020 I 34,820 35,668 36,376 436•861 

perity "should have been charged to Welfare Work. We 
do a great deal of thaJt." 2 II\:.is fairly evident that some 
of the committee members did not take the matter so lightly. 
The changes in the table over the period of ten years show 
that. the Corporation has made some concessions to critics 
of its accounting. The center of attack has apparently been 
the inclusion of administrative expenses under "welfare 
expenditures," "expenditures for improving the conditions 
of employees," or similar captions. At' any rate there have 
been two revisions of figures, one to eliminate the adminis
trative costs of the pension system, another for the same 
purpose in the item of relief. The result is that over 
$6,000,000 that would have been included by the I9IO 

1 In 1912 and 1913 " sanitation" was included in "welfare." 
• Stanley Hearings. 1911. vo1. ii. p. 1431. 
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methods of computation are left out under those of 1922. 

Even at that the Corporation has sPent $127,000,000 in its 
welfare work since 1911 and a good many millions before 
that date. 

These, then, are the facts of the Corporation's welfare 
program: so many millions of dollars spent, so many lives 
saved through the safety campaign, so many men trained in 
various ways, so many installations of one sort or another. 
But the facts themselves are not sufficient. Why does the 
Corporation spend these millions? How does this program 
affect the daily lives of the Corporation's employees? In 
short, what does it mean? To these questions and to others 
raised by the facts previously presented the next chapter 
attempts to make answer. 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND CoNCLUSIONS 

IN attempting to fonnulate conclusions on the labor policy 
of the United States Steel Corporation the writer pretends 
to positive certainty on only one point, viz., that whatever 
is said will 'be severely criticized. The American Federation 
of Labor convention of 1909 denoUnced the Corporation as 
the" greatest enemy" of organized :laibor; the Corporation 
officials pride themselves on trealling their employees as weLl 
or better than JaJOOr was ever treated- in any line of industry 
" at any period in the history of .the world in any country; " 
Mr. Fitch states that certain aspects of the CorpPr3.tion's 
poLicy led to such II .repression " of its men as to cause him to 
"doubt whether you could find a more suspicious body of 
men than the employees of the United States Steel Cor
poration; " the Interchurch Corrunission was most emphatic 
. in its condemnation of the excessive hours demanded, the 
inadequate wages paid, and the "no-conference" attitude 
of the Corporation; and A. Cotter's opinion is sufficiently 
explicit in the title of his 'book, U. S. Steel: A Corporation 
with a Soul. To these expressions might he added count
less others on both sides of the controVersy, but they are 
sufficient to make the point. Despite the possible presump
tuousness of adding other corrunent on a topic so fully cov
ered, I summarize my conclusions on the chara~ter of the 
labor policy of the United States Steel Corporation in two 
words: paternalistic and autocratic--paternalistic primarily 
in its welfare program, and autocratic in its method of fixing 
wages and hours and in handling grievances. 

J~ dS 
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The discussion of the Corporation's welfare work in the 
preceding two chapters is sufficiently detailed to make it 
clear that the term paternalistic is not used with any invid
ious connotations. When an !industrial corporation takes 
care of ~,ts injured employees free of charge in its hospitals, 
maintains a corps of visiting nurses, provides playgrounds, 
tennis courts, swimming pools and athlebic fields, subsidizes 
schools, and institutes a "tooth-brush drill" for the children 
of its employees, it is difficult to deny that such a corporation 
is acting in loco parentis. But if this is all that need be said 
concerning the welfare work, why is it so often contempt
uously referred to by critics both within and without the 
organization as a "toilets policy" or " hell-fare work" ? 

The chief reason seems to be that these critics do not be
lieve that the program really is one of "welfare;" on the 
contrary, they have convinced themselves that every item in 
the program is either a part of the Corporation's system of 
maintaining a nonunion organization, or a commercial 
proposition from which dividends are to be reaped as from 
any other investment. The second of these motives is, of 
course, not denied in toto, nor is there any reason for deny
ing it; but Corporation officials object to the emphasis laid 
upon this interpretation of the program. Although they are 
far from pretending that their motives are altogether altru
sitic, they feel entitled to some credit which many critics 
seem unwilling to give. 

The notion that welfare is only a part of the anti-union 
campaign is, perforce, denied, since the Corporation main
tains that it "does not combat unions as such." The evi
dence that to my mind disproves this contention has been 
stated. The question remains as to whether any part of the 
welfare program 'is or can be used .to combat unions. To 
the possibility of such Use there is only one answer: without 
doubt any part of the plan or all of it can ibe used in check-
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ing unions, if only by removing source~ of dissaltisfaction, 
such as Wlsanitary conditions in a plant, and by creating a; 

sentiment among the men that " the company is a good outfit 
to work for, after alL" And to such use no exception could 
be taken, of course, if the labor policy of the Corporation 
at other points met the legitimate expectations of the em
ployees. But this, as has been shown at length, it fails to do. 
It is a legitimate claim of workmen to bargain oolleobively 
concerning wages, hours, and conditions of work. This claim 
the Corporation refuses. Moreover, since housing programs 
furnish ideal weapons for crushing organization campaigns, 
in localities where a considerable portion of the Corpora
tion's employees live in company houses those employees can 
not :be as independent as if they were living in their own 
homes. Even more obVliously available for fighting Wlions 
and for -limiting independence and initiative is the stock sub
scription plan. ~ previously explained the buyer gains 
most, not by retaining his shares permanently, but by hold
ing them no more than the five years during which he re
ceives extra dividends and accumulates an interest in the fWld 
created by the failure of some subscribers to qualify for the 
extra dividends. In order to qualify the sulbscr~ber must 
have been "continuously in the employ" of the Corporation 
or one of its subsidiaries in the year preceding the payment 
of the extra dividend and must have " shown a proper in
:terest in its welfare and progress," or, as otherwise stated 
in the 1909 circular, must exhibit "a letter from a proper 
official showing that he has worked to promote the best in
terests of the company." It is difficult for anyone who has 
studied the history of the Corporation to believe that such a 
letter would be given to a man who was in any way" con
taminated" with unionism. It is even more difficult for 
anyone to study this particular scheme without realizing that 
it is something more than a pure stock-owning proposition. 
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Permanent ;retention of the stock is not encouraged; on the 
contrary there is a high premium on a policy of rapid turn
.over of the shares. But this rapid turn-over of shal'es is 
not cakula,ted to result in a similarly ,rapid tum-over of men; 
on the contrary agann it i,g admira,bly calculated to hold men 
in the employ of the CorporaJtion and to make them less will
ing to take any action the Corporation officials are likely to 
construe as not conducive to the " wel~are and progress" of 
the Corporation. 

The pension system, likewise, obviously exercises a re
straining influe~ upon the workmen's initiative and inde
pendence. It wiLlIbe recalled that in addition to other limi
tations the administrators of the system reserved the power 
to withhold or terminate pensions in case of " misconduct " 
or any other cause deemed sufficient. Since men were 
regularly discharged for joining a union, prospective pen
sione,rs would be most likely to hesitate a long time before 
prejudicing their chances for a pension by taking any action 
that might be disapproved Iby the officials. Further rewards 
the " loyal" employee finds in other features of the welfare 
program, features that may be accurately described as 
paternalistic. 

The second characterization applied to the Corporation's 
labor policy is thaJt o.t is autocratic, chiefly in the deteImina
don of wages and hours and in the disposition of grievances 
of all sorts. J.s this characterization accurate? In answer
ing the question the reader must .review the evidence pre
sented. 

The section'S deal1ing with hours of la:bor were little more 
than. a history of the seven-day week and the twelve-hour 
day. The Corporation having kept no adequate record of 
either, it was necessary to secure most of the data from the 
reports of sundry investigations. It will be ,recalled that the 
Corporation has "eliminated" the seven-day week on at 
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least three occasions, but that as recently as the spring of 
1924 this schedule ~till prevailed in certain departments of 
the Edgar Thomson works at Braddock. The orders of 
1907 were" forgotten" in the boom of 1909; those of 19IO 
in the period of the war. Following the publication. of Mr. 
Fitch's" Old J>i.ge at Forty" a committee of stockholders 
of the. Corporation, appointed at the suggestion of Mr. 
Charles M. Cabot, reported against the continuance of the 
twelve-hour day, but nothing was done,in the mms. From 
time to time other investigators, both public and private, 
pointed out the desirability of abolishing the long day. 
Whatever else mayor may not be true concerning the causes 
of· the strike of 1919, nt cann(Jj; be denied that long hours 
were a significant faotor in forcing the issue. Through the 
agency of the late President Harding a committee of the 
American Iron and Steel Institute was appointed to consider 
the possibility of aboLishing the twelve-hour day. Its re
port was an indefinite postponement. Disapproval of the 
decision was expressed by individuals in every walk of life 
and by publications of every shade of opinion. Within 
three months of indefinitely postponing the reform the Cor
poration had inaugurated it. 

These are but the outstanding facts and a Teteading of the 
details previously presented will only strengthen the impres
sion they convey. The Corporation has always subordinated 
its interest in reforming hours to its interest in output and 
profits. The reforms were not effected as the result of a 
careful and scientific investiga.tion by the Corporation. They 
were not the result of an amicable agreement between em
ployers and workmen. In every case they were forced by 
the actiwties of "outsiders", a business depression, or out
raged public opinion. 

The record on wages supports the same conclusion: the 
labor policy of United States Steel is the policy of an 
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autocrat. In Engdand and in many industries in America; 
wages are agreed upon by employers and employees, and in 
the former country in a large number of trades a legislative 
minimum is set below which wages can not he driven. Unti'l 
the close of the last century such legislation was probably 
unnecessa,ry in this country because of the accessibility of 
free or very cheap land, but that situation has not ohtained 
during the history. of the United States Steel Ccwporation. 
In common with other employers it has taken advantage of 
the situation to pay to its common la!bor group wages that 
make such talbor a single man's job. Because of bad busi
ness conditions in 1903 the Corporation announced a wage 
cut, effective January I, 1904, that further widened the gap 
between living costs and common lalbor's earnings, a gap not 
closed until the effect of war-time increases was felt in 1919.1: 
Another bad year in 1921 brought a series of drastic cuts 
that tumlbled the common lalbor rate from a high of forty
six cents with time and a half for time over eight hours in 
May to a 'low of thirty cents with no overtime in September. 
But the chief point here is, of course, not the adequacy of 
the wage but the manner in which it is determined. That 
has always been by fiat of the executives, subject only to the 
exigencies of business. 

But more illuminating than any other illustration of the 
. Corporation's methods is that furnished by Judge Gary him
self to the Senate Committee in '1919. 

. . . Now then, sometimes there have been complaints made. 
For instance, to mention a somewhat trivial circumstance, some 
three or four years ago-not to be exactly specific as to date
one of our presidents telephoned to the president of our Cor
poration, who is in general charge of operations, that a certain 
number of men-it may have been a thousand or it may have 

1 Ct., the table on p. 8S. 
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been two thousand men-in a certain mill had all gone out, and 
his report was that there was no reason for their going ciut

Senator Sterling. When· you speak of "one of our presi
dents," you mean the president of a subsidiary company? 

Mr. Gary. Yes; the president of a subsidiary company. 
And he said, "It is very easy for me to fill this mill, and I 
will proceed to do it." The president of the corporation came 
to me immediately and reported this. I said, "Tell him to 
wait and to come to New York." He came the next morning 
and he made substantially that same statement to me. I said, 
II Have you taken pains to find· out; has anybody spoken to· 
you?" II No," he said, "I have not received any complaint 
whatever." I said, "Are you sure no complaint has been made 
to anyone?" He said, "I will find out." I said, "You had 
better do so before you decide what you are going to do or 
what you propose to do." He went back; got hold of the 
foreman. A committee of men had come to the foreman and 
said that they thought three things, if I remember, were wrong 
-not very important, but they claimed they were wrong. And 
the president came back the second time and reported that; 
and I said, "Well, now, if they state the facts there, isn't the 
company wrong?" "Well," he said, " I don't consider it very 
important." I said, " That is not the question. Are y~u wrong 
in any respect? It seems to me you are wrong with respect to 
two of those things, and the other, not. Now, you go right 
back to your factory and just put up a sign that, with refer
ence to those two· particular things, the. practice will be 
changed." 1 

Nothing could make clearer the ·Iack of t:ooperation between 
bosses and men. The foreman had failed to pass on the 
complaint to his superior; the men had apparently faHed to 
make a contact with anyone who would bring the matter 
to the attention of the president oftJhe subsidiary; the pres
ident was willing to fill the places of these one or two thou-

1 Senate Hearings, 1919, pp. 161-162. 
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sand men without making any investigation. Worst of all 
was the solution: " just put up a sign!" In indus-tries in 
which the principle of collecmve bargaining is recognized 
complaints Me not handled .in this summary fashion. Why 
does not· collective ba<rgaining obtain in the plants of the 
United States Steel Corporation? 1 

The Obvious answer that the executives of the Corporation 
do not believe in collective bargaining is true, but it is not 
particularly illuminating, for it only raises another question: 
why this tmbe1ief ?Part of the difficulty lies in the facts 
s~marized in the chapter on the attitude of the Corpora
tion toward labor organizations. In the heyday of its power 
the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin W ork
ers was arrogant, short-sighted, and offensive. As pointed 
out, the situation had ibecome intolerable. The strength of 
the union had to be mitigated to some extent. If the action 
taken had been actually" mitigation" much subsequent un
pleasantness might have been avoided, but the history of 
the struggle was not such as to give much hope of modera
tion on either side. The Homestead tragedy of 1892 was 
only the most spectacular of the series of more or less dis
graceful-episodes that have characterized the feud. Each 
side cited Homestead as a horrible example of the criminal 
lengths to which the other was willing to go. With such a 
background in the history of the most important constituents 

I Corporation officials insist, of course, that complaints can be brought 
to the proper authority by anyone at any time. .. Any employe or any 
self-appointed group of employes from any department throughout our 
large and diversified works and activities is at liberty at all times to 
present to the respective foremen, and, if desired, to the higher appointees 
or the officials all questions involving the interests and welfare of both 
employe and employer for discussion and disposition. In this way fair 
and satisfactory adjustments are made." (Pamphlet report of Judge 

. Gary's" Remarks" to the stockholders, April 19, 1920, p. II). As a 
matter of fact the incident related by Judge Gary to the Senate and 
quoted in the text was intended to show how well this arrangement 
functioned. To my mind it demonstrates the reverse. 
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of the new comlbination it was inevitable that the members 
of the executive committee should Wlanimously express 
themselves as "unalterably opposed to any extension of 
Wlion labor," and that they should in the first year of the 
Corporation's history enter upon an, anti-Wlion campaign 
that rapidly wiped out the organizations. That these men 
honestly believed they were acting in the 'best interests of 
their stockholders, their workmen, and eoonomic society 
there seems little reason to doubt. To ,repeat Mr, Gary's 
statement to. the stockholders at the meeting of May 18, 
1921 : 

Personally, I believe they [labor unions) may have been 
justified in the long past, for I think the workmen were not 
always treated justly; that because of theIr lack of experience 
or otherwise they were unable to protect themselves; and 
therefore needed the assistance of outsiders in order. to secure 
their rights. 

But whatever may have been the conditions of employment 
in the long past, and whatever may have been the results of· 
unionism, concerning which there is at least much uncertainty, 
there is at present, in the opinion of the large majority of both 
employers and employes, no necessity for labor unions; and 
that no benefit or advantage through them will accrue to any
one except the union labor leaders. 

Equally iLluminating is the following extract from the 
Senate Hearings in 1919: 

Senator Walsh. Now, I suppose you will agree that there 
has been no force in 'America that has done more to shorten 
the hours of labor-

Mr. Gary. To do what? 
Senator Walsh. To increase wages, to better living con

ditions of the workmen, than organizations of labor. 
Mr. Gary. I deny it positively, emphatically. I want to say 

that the United States Steel Corporation has been in the van 
all the time-
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Senator Walsh. But I am speaking very generally and not 
about your organization. Has it not been because of the 
pressure upon legislators of organized labor bodies that has 
brought about the child labor laws, that has brought about the 
cutting down of the hours of labor for women and children, 
that has brought about the eight-hour working day, that has 
brought about the increase of wages, that has brought about 
better sanitary conditions and better home living conditions? 
Is not that the great factor that has been brought to bear upon 
the public that has influenced public opinion and also influenced 
public legislation? Has not that been the labor organizations? 

Mr. Gary. I want to tell you, on the contrary, Senator, that 
where the labor unions have advocated these things you speak 
of they have followed the established practice of the United 
States Steel Corporation, as a rule.' 

How many students of the labor movement and of the 
labor policies of the Corporation will agree with these state
ments by Judge Gary? In the business field he recognizes 
the need of combination. The Corporation itself is agigan
tic example of the power that combination carries with it. 
Is not the refusal of such a combination to treat with its 
employees collectively through representatives of their own 
choosing clearly out of harmony wlith the spirit of the age? 
The reader's answer to this question in the light of the evid
ence presented must determine whether he approves the labor 
policies of the Corporation or believes that they should be 
modified in the direction made famiLiar in this country by 
the methods employed in the building industry and the print
ing industry where the employee's right to a voice in deter
mining the conditions under which he works has long been 
recognized. 

I P. 178. 
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LONGMANS, GREEN & CO. 
CREATIVB EXPERIENCE. By M. P. Follett, Author of ··The New State," 

ote. Small Bvo. $3.00 wt. 
The book seeks a CODStructivc"wa:r of dealing with conflict. seeks the ere

atiye factor in the social process. ~ 
"The book is indispensable to all who, realizing that the problems of so

ciety are problems of power. are concerned to see power cooperatively g.en .. 
eeDerated and DOt coercively imposed." - 'TIu Nation. 

THB NEW STATE: Group Organization the Solution of Popular Government. 
By M. P. Follett. Author of "The Speaker of the House of Representatives." 
Fourth Impression, with Introduction hy Lord Haldane. Small Bvo. S3.satUl. 

Viscount Haldane 9a,s: "I have ventured to "ask the authoress of what 
Professor Bosanquet bas recently caUed • the most sane and brilliant of recent 
'Works on political theory.' to let me write a few pages introductory to the 
Dat issae of her book. , .. A set of practical ideas. in vital respects not only 
fresh but full of promise, are set forth for cODsideration!' 

"One of the most inspiring and suggestive contributions to political theor, 
from an American pea."-Ewning Post. 

THE VILLAGE LABOURER, 1760-183': A Study in the Government of Eng· 
land before the Reform Bill. By J. L. and Barbara Hammond. Bvo. $2 •• S 
tUl. . 

THE TOWN LABOURER, 1760-'B31: The New CiviliRtion. By J. L. Ham
mond and Barbara Hammond, Authors of II The Village Labourer. 1760-1832: 
A Study in the Government of England before the Reform Bill!' Bvo. 
$2.25 tUl. 

THE SKILLED LABOURER, 1760-1832. By J. L. Hammond and Barbara 
Hammood. Second Edition. $4.so tUl. 

II This history i. one of the most fascinating ever written. . It cannot be 
recommended too warm!y!'-71u Timu (London). 

ENGLISH PRISONS UNDER LOCAL GOVERNMENT. By Sidney-and B.a
tr,ce Webb. With Preface by Bernard Shaw. Bvo. $S.oo ... t. 

This detailed history of Prison Administration from the Seventeenth to the 
Twentieth Century. uniform with the authors' other books on English Local 
Go"Yemment, supplies the hi.torical background for the compauion volume. 
£",Iisll Prisotu Th-da", 6';111 In. R.;ort Df tn. PrisDII S"sl .... EI.qui.." C_mil· 
la, The characteristic Preface b,. Bernard Shaw. estending to over '0 paeea, 
discus.e. tbe Theory of Punishment and propounds a revolutionary ehange in 
the treatment of criminals. 

ENGLISH PRISONS TO-DAY: Being the Report of the Prison System Inquiry 
Committee. Edited by Stephen Hobhouae, M.A., an' A. Fenner Brockway. 
W itb 6 IUustrations. Bvo. $8.50 tUl. 

Ia the First part of the Report a detailed description is !liven of the Eng. 
lisb Prisoa System as it is operatinR to-day. In the Second Part a description 
is given of the mental aud moral effects of imprisonment. The conclusions of 
the Committee are based upon evidence received from prison officials, work· 
::n~~ob: ad~:~~r:f~leidO::dsu:oitci~if::=::. of mau,. types. supple-

MODERN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS. A Manual of Prineiples and Practice 
on Handiinll the Bumaa Factors in Industry. B, Joho Calder. formerly In. 
dustriaJ Adviser to Swift & Company, 'fwo illustrations. $0.05 • 

.. A well·written, inspirine and eminently praetical book by a widely recol'
nlzed authotit, on tbe lubiect •••• Full of idea •• ideals and insight."

-nlHu W/Wld. 
THB HUMAN FACTOR IN BUSINESS By B. Seebohm Rowolre., Author 

of II Industrial Unrest: A Wax Out." .. Poverty: A Stud,. of Town Life," 
•• How the Labourer Lives." • The Human Needs of Labour." etc. CrOWD 
Bvo. $ •• 00 ... ,. 
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LONGMANS, GREEN & CO. 
THE ADMINISTRATION OF INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES. 

With Special Reference to Factory Practice. By EDWARD D. 
JONBS, Ph.D., Professor of Commerce and Industry, University of Mich· 
igan. With Illustrations and Bibbographies. Large 12mo. '2.35 
.. et. (S~mlh Imp,.esn-). 

"To the head of any industrial organizatioD, and espt'ciaUy to the ezecutiwes of those 
which have not long beeD. created and are still faced with many ot the problems dis. 
ca.ssed in the YOlume. it should be particu1arly uscfuL"-Wall St.-at :;0-""",. 

THE WORKS MANAGER TO.DAY: An Address Prepared for 
a Series of Private Gatherings of Works Managers. By SIDNEY 
WEBB, Professor of Public Administration in the University of London 
(School of Economic and Political Science). Crown 8vo. '1.35 ftet 

THE ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES. By 
ERNEST LUDLOW BOGART, Ph.D., Professor of Economics in the Uni· 
versity of Illinois. New edition, revised and enlarg~d (1922). With 
26 Maps and 9S Illnstrations. Crown 8vo. '2.00-

READINGS IN THE ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED 
STATES. By E. L. BoGART, Ph.D., and C. M. THOMPSON, Ph.D., 
of the University of Illinois. 8vo. '3.20. 

A source book which collects in one volume contemporary material 
illustrating the most important economic developments in the country's 
histo:y. 

RAILROADS. In two volumeB. By WILLIAM Z. RtPLKY, Ph.D. 
Nathaniel Ropes Professor of Economics in Harvard University, anthor 
of" Railway Problems," etc. . 

Vol. I. RATES AND REGULATION. with 41 maps aud diagrams. 
8vo. 14.00 rut. 

Vol. II. FINANCE AND ORGANIZATION, with ~ maps ... d 
diagrams. 8..... 14-00_. 

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: with Special Reference to Amer
ican Conditions. By EDWIN R. A. SRLIGMf.N, LL.D. McVickar 
Professorof Political Economy in Columbia University. Tenth Edition, 
Revised. '3.50 .. et. 

THE ECONOMIC HISTORY OF IRELAND FROM THE 
UNION TO THE FAMINE. By GEORGB O'BRIEN, Lilt.D., M. 
R.I.A., Author of" An Essay on Mediz.,al Economic Teaching," etc. 
8vo. '7.50 flet. 

This book deals with every aspect of the economic life in Ireland in the 
first half of the nineteenth centurY, and seeks to provide an answer to 
such problems as, for example why the resources of Ireland proved in· 
sufficient to maintain the population, why the industries of Ireland de
clined, why the great tide of emigration to the United States became 
necessary, and why Irish public opinion continued hostile to the Act of 
Union On economic, as distinguished from political grounds. 

AN ESSAY ON MEDIJEVAL ECONOMIC TEACHING. By 
GEORGE O'BRIEN, Lilt.D., author of" The Economic History of Ireland 
in the Seventeenth Century" ... The Economic History of Ireland in the 
Eighteenth Century, etc." 14. 7 S .. eI. 

It is the aim of this "ssay to examine and present in as concise a form 
as pos.ible the principles and rulc:s which guided and regul .. ted men in 
their economic and social relations during the Middle Ages. 
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P. S. KING & SON, Ltd. 

WEALTH AND TAXABLE CAPACITY 

By Sir JOSIAH STAHl', G.B.E., D.Se. Being the Newmarch Lectures of 
1920-21. 8UfYfld Edilion. 7s. 6d. 

In the BOUBe of Commons during the Debate on the Budget, April, 19'.12, these .Lectules 
were referred to. 

Momlfl(l Po.c: .. The book abould be read, and read carefully, hy all who are concerned 

!.'l,f.,""~~:'~~~~"':.f~~I:l.n:';'Uriej,:V:::n~!t ~~h~:,:e:fth'::~~~~':nadfi 'b~\~ 
many specloua and Ingenioua zemedles wblch are put forward." . 

ESSAYS IN APPLIED ECONOMICS 

By A. C. PlGOu,M.A. Professor of Political Economy in the University of 
Cambridge. lOs. 6d. 

NaUon.-" Professor Pilfon has done well to collect bI. occasional articles Into a alngle 
"I"olume; tor It will be convenient hoth to the economic student and to the intelllgent lay
man to 4nd easy _ even to the more obItor dicta of 80 eminent an authority." 

CURRENT PROBLEMS IN FINANCE AND GOVERNMENT 

Addresses and Papers. By Sm JOSIAH C. STAHl', G.B.E., D.Se. 10s.6d . 

.AutTIor', :rg""".-" The etndles Inclnded In this volume bave one feature In common-

~~~r.. ~:"~!v:=::':i~~~ ~~a:., ~:V:':"~':ib~!!.~~~ni CO~'::D:lnt?I~\t= 
I accede on condition that other IltUdiea, whose message I imagine an unobservant publie 
~tlll needl without knowing it, are aJso accepted by them." 

A HISTORY OF THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAU.WAY . 
By IIABoLD A. INms, Ph.D .• Chicago. 12e. 611. 
In this Study an attempt has been made totrace the Bi8tory of the Canadian PaciOc 

Railway from an evolutionary and sclentllle point of view. 
COJl'l'II1O'I'II :-Introdnction: The PaciOc Coast; The Hudson Bay DraInage Basin; On the 

lit. Lawrence From National to Economic Union (1870-1880)-FnIIIlment of the Contract
Expanalon of the Road and the Development of Jl'relght Tratlle-The Prelght !tete Situa
tion-Passenger Tratlle>-Earninge from Operatlou.-l!:xpenaes-Totel Recelp_capital
Conclusion-Appendix. 

HISTORY OF THE BANK OF ENGLAND 

BJ' A. ANDBliADEsI.. Professor of Public Finance in the University of Athens. 
With a Preface.by rrofessor H. S. Foxwell, M.A. &c1Ylld Edition. 15s. 

2'1 ...... - .. A work of high merit. ••• Weare not disposed to quarrel with Prot. Poxwell's 
l'rononncement that It Ia 'the most comprehensive and most readable account of the Ban.Jr. 
yet publlabed.' " 

Orchard House, 2-4 Great. Smith Street 
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-The Academy of Political Science 
in the City of New York 

The Academy of Political Science, founded in 1880, is com
posed of men and women interested in political, economic and 
social questions. Members receive the Political Science Quar
terly, the Proceedings of the Academy, the Annual Record 
of Political Events and invitations to meetings. The annual 
dues are five dollars. Address The Academy of Political 
Science, Columbia University, New York.' 

POLITICAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY 
MIJIIGIliItIl Editor 

PARKER T. MOON 

The Political Science Quarterly is the official organ of the 
Academy and is devoted to politics, economics and public law. 
It follows the most important movements of foreign politics, 
international relations and questions of present interest in the 
United States. Its attitude is non-partisan, every article is 
signed and expresses simply the personal view of the writer. 

The Record of Political Events, published annually in Janu
ary is a concisely arranged summary of the year's events 
throughout the entire world. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ACADEMY OF 

POLITICAL SCIENCE 

The Proceedings are issued semi-annually by the Academy 
as a record of its activities and as a means of giving. detailed 
treatment to special subjects of importance. Recent issues are: 
Law and Justice, American Economic Policies, Wealth and 
Taxation. Price $1.50 each in paper covers. A full list of 
the numbers thus far issued will be sent on request. Address 
Academy of Political Science, Columbia University, New York. 
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edited b,. 
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1. [8] ~Istory of Elections In American Colonies. 
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S. [9] The Commercial Polle,. of England toward the American Colonies. 

By G80RGB L. BaaR. A. M. (1hIl 'If prillt.) 
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1. [10] FInancial History of Virginia. . 

By WII.LIAtI Z. RIPLBY, Ph.D. (Not ,.Id .. p",..t.z,.) 
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